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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the design and performance results for the P-NMR fault tolerant
avionics system architecture being developed at Draper Laboratory. The two key
principles of the architecture are robust software partitioning (P), as defined by the
ARINC 653 open standard, and N-Modular Redundancy (NMR). The P-NMR
architecture uses cross channel data exchange and voting to implement fault detection,
isolation and recovery (FDIR). The FDIR function is implemented in software that
executes on commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware components that are also based
on open standards. The FDIR function and the user applications execute on the same
processor. The robust partitioning is provided by a COTS real-time operating system that
complies with the ARINC 653 standard.
A Triple Modular Redundant (TMR) prototype was developed and various performance
metrics were collected. Evaluation of the TMR prototype indicates that the ARINC 653
standard is compatible with an NMR and FDIR architecture. Application partitions can
be considered software fault containment regions which enhance the overall integrity of
the system. The P-NMR performance metrics were compared with a previous Draper
Laboratory design called the Fault Tolerant Parallel Processor (FTPP). This design did
not make use of robust partitioning and it used proprietary hardware for implementing
certain FDIR functions. The comparison demonstrated that the P-NMR system prototype
could perform at an acceptable level and that the development of the system should
continue. This research was done in the context of developing cost effective avionics
systems for space exploration vehicles such as those being developed for NASA's
Constellation program.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Cost Effective Avionics for Space Exploration
NASA and its industrial partners have started to implement the Constellation
program, an ambitious plan to extend human presence across the solar system, starting
with a human return to the Moon by the year 2020, in preparation for human exploration
of Mars and other destinations [1]. Constellation is a family of vehicle elements that must
operate in concert with each other in order to achieve mission goals. Some of the
elements will be mated together to form larger elements. Thus, Constellation follows a
system-of-systems (SoS) architecture. In order to reduce costs, many of the vehicles will
share common subsystems.
One area in which the Constellation vehicles will differ substantially from their
Apollo era counterparts is the avionics subsystem [2]. This is due to the digital
technology revolution that has occurred since the 1960's. The throughput of today's
processors and the capacity of memory far exceeds what was available when Apollo was
designed. This allows Constellation avionics designers to implement powerful new
functionality in software such as autonomous operations and integrated vehicle health
management (IVHM). This will enable some of the Constellation vehicles to operate with
or without a human controller [2].
In addition to having increased functionality, the avionics systems will also have to
be safe and reliable. This is especially true for the flight control function on a crewed
vehicle where a fault could result in the loss of the vehicle and the crew. NASA requires
that any system used on a human-rated vehicle be two-fault tolerant [3]. That is to say,
the system must continue to operate correctly even after experiencing two faults.
A common avionics architecture that can provide robust fault tolerance is
N-Modular Redundancy (NMR) with fault detection, isolation and recovery (FDIR). In
this kind of system, identical software executes on N identical redundant computers
(called channels). The computers communicate with each other over a cross channel data
link (CCDL). Sensor inputs are distributed to each computer and actuator command
outputs from each computer are collected and voted to mask out any potential faults in
one or more of the computers. Since voting is used, there needs to be at least three
computers (N > 3). A three computer system (N = 3) is called a triple modular redundant
(TMR) system.
A significant advantage of an NMR system with cross channel data exchange and
voting is that it allows for the detection of a faulty computer. This computer can then be
removed from the operational group of computers, reset and then readmitted back into the
group. However, the exchange of data between channels also means that this kind of
system is susceptible to so called Byzantine faults [4]. A Byzantine fault is an
exceptionally difficult kind of fault to tolerate because it is not symmetrical. Different
parts of the redundant computer system will see different results that are due to the same
single fault. Thus, a Byzantine fault is classified as being asymmetrical. This
asymmetrical nature can lead to disagreement among the redundant computers, especially
during voting activities. However, a properly designed NMR system can correctly detect
and isolate components that are generating Byzantine faults.
Since NMR with FDIR systems have been used extensively in previous flight
control applications for both aircraft and spacecraft [5], it is a leading candidate
architecture for ensuring avionics reliability on both manned and unmanned Constellation
vehicles.
Another aspect of the avionics system that is related to reliability is dynamic
reconfiguration. Reconfiguration could occur after a permanent fault in one of the
computers. The software that was executing on the failed computer may need to be
migrated to a healthy computer. This is especially applicable to long duration missions
lasting several years where permanent equipment failures are possible. Reconfiguration
of the avionics may also occur due to a reconfiguration of the vehicle itself. An example
of this is when two orbiting vehicles dock together. It may be advantageous to have the
computers on both vehicles form a single fault tolerant group.
The combination of functionality, reliability and reconfiguration requirements can
result in an avionics system that is complex and difficult to verify and validate. A
significant portion of the verification effort could be spent integrating hardware and
software from many different internal and external suppliers. These individual
components may not use common standards resulting in a difficult system integration and
test phase.
One way in which NASA could significantly reduce the complexity and cost of
avionics system development is to minimize the use of custom or proprietary hardware
and software components. Instead, NASA should maximize the use of proven
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components that are based on open standards and that
have been widely adopted within one or more industries. An open standards approach
promotes reusability, extensibility and maintainability of the avionics system and it tends
to reduce design and development costs [6]. It also minimizes the chance of obsolescence
issues associated with proprietary products from a single vendor. This approach of using
open standards and COTS has already been adopted by the commercial and military
avionics industry [7, 8, 9].
One commercial avionics standard that may be applicable to Constellation projects
is ARINC 651 which provides design guidance for integrated modular avionics (IMA)
[10]. Over the last decade, aircraft manufacturers have moved away from traditional
distributed federated avionics systems towards IMA [11, 12]. In a federated system, each
individual avionics function, such as collision avoidance, is implemented as a separate
hardware box on the aircraft. Each box has its own chassis, backplane, power supply,
processor, memory and I/0 hardware. All the individual avionics boxes are then
connected together with point-to-point data buses. However, in an IMA system, multiple
functions are hosted within a single, standardized IMA cabinet.
Inside the IMA cabinet are standardized "modules". Examples include power
supply modules, processing modules and I/O modules. The modules may communicate
with each other over a backplane within the cabinet. In most cases, multiple avionics
functions will share the same processor and memory on one module. In effect, individual
avionics functions share common resources. One function can communicate with another
using software instead of physical wiring. The advantages of an IMA architecture include
a reduction in avionics size, weight, power consumption and wiring complexity [10]. Size
and weight savings are critical for any Constellation vehicle being launched into space.
In order for an IMA architecture to be viable in a safety critical environment such
as transport aircraft avionics, a mechanism must be provided that greatly reduces the risk
of one function interfering with another function within the same IMA platform. This is
especially true when the two functions have different criticality levels. For example, one
function could be responsible for automatically landing the aircraft in bad weather
whereas the other function could be responsible for maintaining the passenger cabin
temperature. Obviously, the cabin temperature function must not interfere in any way
with the autoland function.
This isolation of different functions is provided by a concept called robust
partitioning. Robust partitioning is implemented by the real time operating system
(RTOS) that is running on each processor within the IMA cabinet. Each avionics function
is called an application and each application is placed inside a partition. A partition can
be thought of as a protective container for the application. The RTOS provides three main
types of partition protection: time, space and I/O. These are explained more in section
2.5.3. Rather than have each avionics supplier develop its own version of an RTOS that
supports robust partitioning, the commercial avionics industry has moved towards a
single open standard for robust partitioning. The ARINC 653 standard defines the robust
partitioning requirements for an RTOS kernel as well as the aiplication executive
(APEX) application programming interface (API) [13]. The APEX API defines a
standard set of robust partitioning services that an application programmer can use. There
are currently at least five COTS RTOS products that support the standard.
A significant advantage of using the ARINC 653 standard and the APEX API
instead of a custom solution is that avionics applications are portable and reusable. They
are not tied to a single RTOS product from a single vendor. An application that follows
the APEX API can be moved from one COTS ARINC 653 RTOS to another without
having to edit and retest the application code. All that is required is a recompile. This
advantage is significant for a large and long duration program like Constellation where
several RTOS vendors may be used over the lifetime of the program.
Another important standard that is closely related to ARINC 653 compliant COTS
products is RTCA/DO-178B, "Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and
Equipment Certification" [14]. This standard provides guidelines for the production of
software for aircraft avionics systems such that there is a reasonable expectation that the
software will perform its intended function and will be free of serious defects. The
guidelines illustrate how development processes can be setup for each phase of the
software development lifecycle (e.g. requirements, design, code, verification) and it
specifies objectives that should be met for each process. It also specifies what kinds of
evidence can be used to prove that the objectives were satisfied during the development
process. This evidence can then be used when the certification process begins for the
aircraft.
Given the expense of developing an ARINC 653 RTOS using DO-178B guidelines,
RTOS vendors have started to create a certification package. This package is an optional
product that can be purchased in addition to the RTOS itself. The package contains all the
required evidence and documentation that shows how each DO-178B process objective
was met. Thus, the cost of using DO-178B software development processes can be spread
among multiple RTOS customers. An avionics system supplier can simply purchase the
COTS RTOS product and the DO-178B certification package off-the-shelf. This allows
the avionics supplier to focus on their core business instead of spending time and
resources collecting DO-178B evidence required for using the RTOS in the final certified
system.
If NASA decided to accept DO-178B certification packages from commercial
RTOS vendors then a significant cost saving could be had on Constellation avionics
projects. However, if there is an intent to use the certification package then the COTS
product should not be altered or customized by the avionics system developer.
The challenge for NASA and its industrial partners is applying open standards,
COTS and commercial avionics technology in a way that still provides an avionics
system that is safe, reliable and cost effective.
1.2 Research Objectives
The following issues are associated with the described approach to cost effective
avionics for space exploration.
First, there are few examples in the literature of an ARINC 653 compliant RTOS
with the APEX API being used for NMR flight control computers (FCCs). Most previous
applications of the ARINC 653 standard have been for IMA based mission management
computers (MMCs) that are not responsible for flight control and that do not use an NMR
with FDIR architecture. Instead, only two MMCs are used; one is the primary and the
other is a backup. Thus, a typical configuration on an aircraft may be a pair of IMA based
MMCs that use ARINC 653 and another group of voting NMR FCCs (N >= 3) that
perform the flight control function and that do not use ARINC 653. Given that
Constellation vehicles have severe size and weight constraints, they cannot afford two
different sets of computers. The FCCs and MMCs must be integrated into a single group
of vehicle management computers (VMCs) that host both the flight control and mission
management functions.
Second, it has not been established that a COTS ARINC 653 RTOS can be used in
an NMR with FDIR architecture without substantial modifications. It is also not clear if a
COTS RTOS has sufficient performance for such an application. The impact of the
RTOS on processor throughput and latency needs to be evaluated. Any modification of
the COTS kernel to change behavior or to improve performance could render significant
portions of the COTS DO-178B certification package invalid.
Third, most previous fault tolerant NMR avionics systems used for flight control
have used some proprietary hardware to implement portions of the FDIR functionality.
Few NMR systems implement the fault tolerance and redundancy management functions
in software executing on COTS hardware. An often stated rationale for this approach is
concerns over the performance of COTS hardware.
Given the above issues, this research attempts to answer the following questions:
1. Is the ARINC 653 standard for robust partitioning, specifically the APEX API,
compatible with an NMR/FDIR architecture? The focus is on two main areas:
a. How can the ARINC 653 two-level scheduler be used to schedule fault
tolerance processing such as sensor input distribution and output voting?
b. How can APEX communication ports be adapted to fault tolerant I/O
processing?
2. Can a COTS ARINC 653 RTOS be used in a fault tolerant NMR voting
architecture without substantial modifications?
a. How can the fault tolerance functions be integrated with the COTS
RTOS product?
b. What is the performance of the COTS RTOS product? This includes
evaluating the ARINC 653 scheduler and the APEX port I/O facilities.
3. Can widely adopted COTS computer components be used to implement a fault
tolerant NMR voting architecture? Is custom proprietary hardware necessary?
Can the fault tolerance functions be implemented in software executing on a
COTS processor? What is the performance of the system?
In order to answer these questions, a system prototype was developed. The system
design uses a partitioned, NMR approach, and is thus referred to as a P-NMR
architecture. It uses COTS hardware and software and open standards such as ARINC
653 and IEEE Standard 802.3 (Ethernet). Various performance metrics were collected
and compared to a previous NMR system built by Draper Laboratory, the X-38 Fault
Tolerant Parallel Processor (FTPP). This system was developed for NASA in the late
1990's and it does not use ARINC 653 robust partitioning and it does use custom
hardware to implement certain FDIR functions.
In summary, this research will use the P-NMR prototype to investigate the
concurrent use of three main architectural themes to develop a cost effective, fault
tolerant avionics architecture for space vehicles such as those being developed for the
Constellation program. These three main architectural themes, as shown in Figure 1.2-1,
are N-modular redundancy with FDIR, ARINC 653 robust partitioning and COTS
hardware and software based on open standards.
Figure 1.2-1 P-NMR Architectural Themes
1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 provides background and related research on reliability requirements,
fault tolerant avionics and robust partitioning. Chapter 3 describes the P-NMR system
architecture at a high level and includes a description of the COTS hardware components
being used for each redundant computer in the TMR prototype. Chapter 4 is a detailed
description of the software executing on each redundant computer. It discusses in depth
how the fault tolerance functions have been implemented in software and how they have
been integrated with the COTS ARINC 653 RTOS. Chapter 5 presents the performance
results for the P-NMR prototype and compares these results with the Draper Laboratory
X-38 FTPP system. Chapter 6 presents our conclusions including whether or not the
ARINC 653 standard and the APEX API are compatible with an NMR and FDIR
architecture. Chapter 6 also suggests areas for future research using the P-NMR
prototype. Appendix A is a list of acronyms, Appendix B provides some examples of the
P-NMR Extensible Markup Language (XML) system configuration files, Appendix C
provides details on the implementation of the CCDL using COTS Ethernet hardware and
Appendix D contains a sample of reliability requirements and guidelines from the
commercial aircraft industry including guidelines for IMA systems.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides some background and related research on reliability
requirements, fault tolerant avionics and robust partitioning. Section 2.1 describes certain
NASA human-rating requirements that are relevant to any avionics system architecture
being proposed for crewed vehicles. Section 2.2 is a brief description of two safety
critical software development standards, one used by NASA and the other used by the
aircraft industry. Section 2.3 discusses some fault tolerant computing concepts often used
when describing avionics systems. Section 2.4 discusses two common fault tolerant
avionics architectures: self checking pairs and N-modular redundancy. Section 2.5 talks
about IMA, robust partitioning via ARINC 653 and some existing systems that currently
use an ARINC 653 compliant RTOS. Finally, in section 2.6, there is a literature review of
research related to robust partitioning and fault tolerance.
2.1 NASA Human-Rating Requirements
This section discusses certain NASA reliability requirements that will affect the
design of any avionics system being proposed for use on a crewed NASA space vehicle.
For comparison purposes, similar requirements for transport aircraft are described in
Appendix D.
Compared to aircraft, spacecraft and their avionics have to operate in a harsh
environment. There is severe vibration during launch. While in space, the avionics may
be exposed to vacuum conditions and there may be large temperature extremes. Avionics
components may be exposed to solar and cosmic radiation. This radiation can lead to
single event effects (SEE) such as single event latchups (SEL) and single event upsets
(SEU) that may induce a computer reset. Thus, avionics reliability for human-rated
vehicles must be carefully considered.
The NASA procedural requirements for the human-rating of space systems is
contained in [3]. Reliability is defined as the probability that a system of hardware,
software, and human elements will function as intended over a specified period of time
under specified environmental conditions. A fault is a defect, imperfection, mistake, or
flaw of varying severity that occurs within some hardware or software component or
system. Fault is a general term and can range from a minor defect to a failure. The term
failure is not defined. Fail-safe is defined as the ability to sustain a failure and retain the
capability to safely terminate or control the operation.
The human-rating standard requires that all space systems that will support humans
be designed such that no two non-simultaneous failures result in crew or passenger
fatality or permanent disability. In other words, systems must be "fail-op, fail-op". In
systems with relatively short periods of operation, or where dynamic flight modes (such
as powered ascent) are involved, NASA suggests that installed redundancy be the
principal means of ensuring the system's reliability. The system must also provide an
FDIR mechanism for faults that affect critical functions.
The standard also has specific requirements for flight control systems that will be
used on a human rated vehicle. Specifically, the system design shall prevent or mitigate
the effects of common cause failures in time-critical software (e.g., flight control
software during dynamic phases of flight such as ascent). An example of a common
cause failure is where the same microprocessor is used in redundant flight control
computers. If the microprocessor has a design flaw (e.g. in the floating point unit), it may
affect all redundant computers at the exact same time since the computers may all be
executing the same software. Such a flaw may be difficult to detect since all computers
will produce the same answer. Common cause failures can be avoided by using dissimilar
hardware and/or software. Some of the methods suggested by NASA for meeting the
intent of this requirement include:
1. Redundant independent software running on a redundant identical flight
computer.
2. Use of an alternate guidance platform, computer and software (e.g., using the
space craft guidance to control a booster).
3. Use of nearly identical source code uniquely compiled for different dissimilar
processors.
2.2 Safety Critical Software Development Standards
2.2.1 NASA Software Safety Standard
The NASA standard for the development of software for space vehicles and their
associated ground equipment is contained in [15]. There are only two main classes of
software: safety critical and mission critical. Software is safety-critical if it meets at least
one of the following criteria:
1. Resides in a safety-critical system (as determined by a hazard analysis) AND at
least one of the following:
a. Causes or contributes to a hazard.
b. Provides control or mitigation for hazards.
c. Controls safety-critical functions.
d. Processes safety-critical commands or data.
e. Detects and reports, or takes corrective action, if the system reaches a
specific hazardous state.
f. Mitigates damage if a hazard occurs.
g. Resides on the same system (processor) as safety-critical software.
2. Processes data or analyzes trends that lead directly to safety decisions.
3. Provides full or partial verification or validation of safety-critical systems,
including hardware or software subsystems.
Mission critical software is defined as software which must retain its operational
capability to assure mission success. An example would be software associated with the
collection of science data on the surface of a planet.
Of note is that any software that resides on the same processor as safety-critical
software is also deemed safety critical. However, the standard goes on to indicate in a
note that methods to separate the code, such as partitioning, can be used to limit the
software defined as safety-critical. If such methods are used, then the isolation method is
safety-critical, but the isolated non-critical code is not.
Regarding COTS software, the NASA software standard indicates that including
software in a safety-critical system when the software was not developed specifically for
that system "can be risky". The requirements go on to state that COTS used in safety-
critical systems shall undergo safety analysis that considers its ability to meet required
safety functions. This analysis must include the evaluation of functions not planned to be
used during a mission but present in the COTS product.
2.2.2 RTCA/DO-178B'
In terms of aircraft, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has indicated that
avionics developers may use RTCA/DO-178B as a means to secure FAA approval of
digital computer software. It should be noted that the FAA does not mandate that
avionics software developers use DO-178B. They may use other methods that satisfy the
intent of DO- 178B. It should also be noted that DO- 178B is not a set of requirements that
must be followed exactly. It is more a set of guidelines that can be customized to some
degree.
DO-178B defines five failure condition categories based on their impact on
continued safe flight of the aircraft. These failure categories are catastrophic, hazardous,
major, minor and no effect.' The document also defines five software levels, A through
E, based on the contribution of software to potential failure conditions. The software
level determines how rigorous the software development process must be and it
determines how many objective must be satisfied during the development process. Table
2.2-1 shows the failure conditions, software levels and the number of development
process objectives that must be satisfied. As can be seen, Level A software has the most
objectives and is thus very expensive to develop and verify.






No Effect E 0
Table 2.2-1 DO-178B Software Levels and Objectives
1 For more details on these categories, see Appendix D.
In terms of robust partitioning, DO-178B states that the technique can be used to
provide isolation between functionally independent software components to contain
and/or isolate faults and potentially reduce the effort of the software verification process.
The standard goes on to state that if protection by partitioning is provided, the software
level for each partitioned component may be determined using the most severe failure
condition category associated with that component. Also, if some of the partitioning
protection is provided by software as opposed to hardware, then that software must be
assigned the software level corresponding to the highest level of any of the application
partitions using the protection mechanisms.
COTS software must be assigned the appropriate level and the vendor must use
appropriate software development processes that satisfy the intent of the objectives in
DO-178B. The vendor must produce all evidence that is required to prove that
appropriate processes were followed during the software development lifecycle.
2.3 Fault Tolerant Computing Concepts
This section discusses some common concepts used in the context of safety critical,
fault tolerant computer architectures.
The primary method used for achieving fault tolerance in safety critical applications
is redundant software executing on redundant hardware. The main reason for using this
kind of redundancy is that it provides fail-operational capability. After experiencing a
single failure in one hardware component, the system can continue to operate without
interruption. This type of redundancy uses "hot" redundant hardware components
meaning that they are always powered on and operational. One computer may be the
primary but all the standby computers are processing all the same inputs as the primary.
A "cold spare" approach uses redundant computers and components that can be powered
off - they are only powered on after a failure occurs. A hot redundancy approach is
essential for time critical functions such as flight control.
Another main advantage of redundancy is that it aids in fault detection. For
example, the outputs from redundant processors executing identical software using
identical sensor inputs can be compared. A miscompare of the outputs indicates that one
of the processors has experienced a fault.
Using redundancy to identify faulty hardware is especially important if the built-in
test (BIT) functionality native to the hardware components (e.g. circuit boards) cannot
guarantee that 100% of all possible hardware faults will be detected. BIT functionality
will execute at power up and it will execute continuously (CBIT) during normal
operation. An example of hardware BIT is memory integrity tests. In general, BIT
functions cannot detect 100% of all possible hardware faults in a current generation
single board computer [5].
The main disadvantages of active redundancy is an increase in avionics cost, size,
weight, power consumption and complexity. Although redundancy will increase
operational system reliability, there is an increase in the arrival rate of faults simply
because there are more components on the vehicle that can fail. This can lead to increased
maintenance costs, increased spares inventory and a decreased dispatch rate. Depending
on the avionics architecture, increasing the number of redundant computers can also
decrease overall system throughput and bandwidth. Thus, there is a trade that needs to be
made between increasing reliability using more redundancy versus all of the mentioned
drawbacks.
2.3.1 Computer Channels
A hardware channel is a fault containment region (FCR). An FCR is a set of
hardware elements that provides physical separation, independent power, electrical
isolation and independent clocking. A fault that occurs within one channel cannot escape
to (or pollute) another healthy channel. This includes incorrect data as well as physical
threats such as an electrical power surge.
A channel is usually a single computer chassis since it contains some simplex
elements that all the modules within the chassis share such as a single power supply or a
single backplane bus.' Thus, a single event such as a power surge could damage all the
modules within one chassis. This is why the chassis is considered the channel and not the
individual boards within the chassis. All safety critical, fault tolerant avionics designs
SA module can be a printed circuit board.
will contain at least two physically separated channels that use independent power
supplies.
Note that the components within each redundant channel do not necessarily have to
be homogeneous. For example, a different type of processor could be used in each
channel. This would avoid common mode failures due to a design flaw in a particular
type of processor. However, heterogeneous components in each channel can make timing
analysis more difficult as the processors will take different amounts of time to execute the
same source code. We also note that there may be redundancy within a channel. For
example, a single printed circuit board within a single channel may contain two lockstep
processors whose outputs are compared. Combining these two ideas, an architecture
could consist of N identical channels with each channel containing two different types of
processors.
Related to this discussion is the notion of a single dissimilar backup channel. As an
example, a primary flight control system may use four identical channels. It is possible
that a common mode fault will cause all four primary channels to fail at the same time.
Thus, a fifth channel that uses different hardware and software may be desirable. The
hardware and software design and development for the backup system may be performed
by a different organization using different personnel to reduce the use of common design
assumptions. The introduction of a backup system that uses dissimilar hardware and
dissimilar software developed by a separate team of engineers can significantly increase
the cost and complexity of the avionics design. The backup systems ability to increase
reliability is also controversial [16].
The P-NMR system prototype uses three channels, each with a single processor of
the same type, as discussed in section 3.1.
2.3.2 CCDL
An important aspect of many fault tolerant computing designs is the notion of
communication between channels. One reason for this communication would be to allow
the comparison of the outputs of each channel in order to identify faults. This
communication is implemented using a cross channel data link (CCDL). The physical
CCDL medium and the methods used for exchanging data between channels is critically
important because the CCDL connects all redundant channels together and thus it could
be the source of a common mode failure. The CCDL functionality has the ability to
corrupt or damage all redundant channels simultaneously, nullifying any benefits of
redundant hardware.
The P-NMR architecture uses a point-to-point CCDL which is described in section
3.4.2 and Appendix C.
2.3.3 Byzantine Faults
In the landmark paper by Lamport et al [4], the authors introduce the notion of a
Byzantine fault. This is the most difficult type of fault to be tolerated by a group of three
or more channels that use some form of cross channel voting to identify a faulty channel.
The difficulty lies in the fact that different channels will observe the fault in different
ways. In essence, the fault is asymmetrical. In order to properly tolerate "f"' simultaneous
Byzantine faults, there needs to be (3f + 1) channels and (f + 1) rounds of data exchange.
Simultaneous means that the first fault is not corrected before the second fault occurs.
A two round data exchange (to tolerate just one Byzantine fault) starts with each
channel sending all other channels a message indicating "this is my data". This is called
round one. The second round involves all channels forwarding the round one data they
received from other channels. In essence, the round two message indicates "here is the
data I received from other channels during round one". As long as there are enough
channels, this method of data exchange can properly identify a faulty channel.
Thus, the cost of handling Byzantine faults is high, both in terms of required
hardware redundancy and in terms of the amount of communication required. For
example, in order to tolerate two simultaneous faults, 7 channels and 3 rounds of data
exchange are required.
The authors also show that if message authentication is used then only (f + 2)
channels are required. Message authentication requires some form of secure digital
signature and is computationally expensive [17]. Thus, redundant systems with a CCDL
often use simpler forms of error detection and correction such as a cyclic redundancy
code (CRC) [18]. Since a CRC is not sufficient for message authentication, (3f + 1)
channels are still required to tolerate "f' Byzantine faults.
The authors in [19] indicate that there has been a reluctance on the part of avionics
designers to accept that a Byzantine fault is possible in an actual avionics system.
However, they present several examples of actual occurrences in production systems and
they explain how real hardware can produce Byzantine faults including slight-off-
specification (SOS) timing faults. We also note that the design for the Boeing 777 fly-by-
wire system takes into account Byzantine faults [20].
Finally, since Byzantine faults are especially difficult to tolerate, many fault
tolerant designs do not use three or more channels that use cross channel voting schemes.
Instead, a popular alternative is a series of self checking pairs, as is discussed in section
2.4.1.
The P-NMR software architecture has been designed to tolerate one Byzantine fault
when four channels are used. However, the initial prototype only has three channels (N =
3) with no message authentication and thus some aspects of the software design were
altered to accommodate this limitation.
2.3.4 Synchronous vs. Asynchronous Channels
A major decision for some fault tolerant designs is whether the system should be
synchronous or asynchronous or some combination of the two. A synchronous system
means that all redundant computers execute the same software using the same inputs at
approximately the same time. If no faults occur then all channels should produce the
same outputs. An asynchronous system, on the other hand, means that the individual
channels do not need to be in lockstep with one another and do not have to use the exact
same inputs at any given instant in time [21].
The advantage of synchronous systems is that it allows simple bit-for-bit, majority
voting of the channel outputs. This is sometimes referred to as exact agreement. Exact
agreement is possible because in the fault free case, all channels should produce identical
outputs (e.g. actuator commands). The disadvantage of this approach is that it requires
some form of distributed clock synchronization among the channels. In order for the
clock synchronization to be fault tolerant, a single clock source is not used. Instead, all
the channels have their own local clock but they will use a distributed clock
synchronization algorithm (using the CCDL) to "agree" on a global time to be used by all
channels. Unfortunately, these kinds of algorithms can be susceptible to Byzantine faults
that can lead to disagreement and clock divergence [22]. An example of this is slightly-
off-specification timing errors in a CCDL transmitter. In addition, the special cases of
system startup and the introduction of a new channel into a group of channels that are
already synchronized is non-trivial.
The advantage of asynchronous systems is that no clock synchronization is
required. The channels can operate autonomously. Each channel reads sensor values,
executes the control laws and produces actuator commands. However, the channels may
read the sensor values at slightly different times. This is especially true for high rate
control loops executing at 25 Hz or higher. The disadvantage of this approach is that the
command outputs from each channel may be slightly different and so simple bit-for-bit
majority voting (i.e. exact agreement) cannot be used. Instead, approximate agreement
methods must be used. This kind of agreement involves voting schemes such as median
value selection (MVS) for three values or, in the case of four values, the average of the
two middle values after removing the smallest and largest values. Reasonableness
thresholds may also need to be defined. Finally, integrators used in the control laws on
each channel will diverge over time producing significantly different outputs and so some
form of channel equalization of key control law variables is required on a periodic basis
[20, 21].
Finally, there is the concept of a globally asynchronous, locally synchronous
(GALS) architecture. In this case, the channels are allowed to operate asynchronously.
However, within each channel, there will be two or more processors that execute
synchronously in lockstep. The lockstep processors are used to verify that an individual
channel has not experienced a fault. The output value from the synchronous processors is
then sent to some other part of the avionics system that will make a determination as to
which channel's value will be used to command the actuators.
The P-NMR architecture uses a synchronous approach and is described more in
section 3.2.
2.3.5 Channelized vs. Global Data Bus
Another important design decision is the topology for the data bus which connects
the redundant computer channels to other components of the avionics system. Of primary
importance is the method used to connect flight control sensors and actuators to the
redundant channels. The data bus design is tightly coupled to the CCDL data exchange
design and the timing design (i.e. synchronous or asynchronous). Two common data bus
designs used in safety critical aerospace applications are channelized and global.
A channelized data bus topology dates back to the earliest fly-by-wire systems.
Using this design, there is a set of sensors and actuators that are only connected to one
channel using a single data bus. A single data bus with the sensors, single channel and
actuators connected to it is sometimes referred to as a string. Each sensor and actuator
only has one bus interface unit. Thus, if there are four channels then there will be four
data buses and each data bus will be connected to only one channel and one set of
sensors/actuators. Each channel may or may not be connected to the other channels using
a CCDL. The advantage of this design is simplicity and isolation. One string cannot
interfere or damage another string. A disadvantage is that the loss of the computer
channel means the entire string is lost including the sensors and actuators attached to that
channel. Another issue is that input congruency on each channel may necessitate sensor
data exchanges across the CCDL.
A global topology connects all sensors and actuators to all channels. If there are
four channels then there will be four data buses and each data bus will be connected to all
four channels and all four sets of sensors. With this design there is no need to exchange
sensor inputs using the CCDL between channels. The advantage of this design is that it is
fault tolerant in the sense that if one channel fails, the remaining channels still have
access to all sets of sensor devices. The disadvantage is complexity. Each sensor unit (or
remote data concentrator) will have four bus interface units. The design is also
susceptible to certain common mode faults. For example, since one bus connects all four
channels together, a single power surge along the single bus could damage all the
channels. Another example would be when a "babbling node" or a "stuck on transmit"
node on a single data bus interferes with all the channels.
The data bus design is also related to the channel timing design (synchronous or
asynchronous). In a synchronous design, it may be desirable to have the bus controller on
each channel request sensor data at the same time. Bus designs that use a time triggered
approach instead of an asynchronous one are better suited for such applications [23].
The P-NMR architecture uses a channelized design and is described more in section
3.3.
2.4 Common Fault Tolerant Architectures
A thorough review of fault tolerant avionics architectures used in aerospace
applications can be found in [5]. This section discusses two of those architectures which
are relevant to this research.
2.4.1 Dual and Triple Self Checking Pairs
A self checking pair (SCP) is comprised of two processors executing the same
software and comparing results. This is most commonly accomplished at the printed
circuit board level where a single board has two processors that execute in lockstep using
the same board level system clock. Usually, each processor has its own private main
memory. Comparator hardware is used to compare the outputs of the two processors. The
comparator may be on the same circuit board as the two processors or it may be an
external device.
In general, exact agreement is used since the processors execute in lockstep. If the
outputs agree then the output is sent to the actuator. If there is a disagreement, the output
value is not used and the pair of processors is considered faulty. It is important to note
that if there is only one SCP then it is difficult to determine which processor experienced
a fault. BIT may be used to attempt to determine the faulty processor but this is not a
guaranteed solution since BIT cannot obtain 100% fault coverage. Also, the
determination of the individual faulty processor is often not required since the entire
circuit board is reset.
Normally, a single SCP board is contained within a single channel (i.e. computer
chassis). A single SCP can prevent any malfunction but is twice as likely to experience a
loss of function due to the fact that two processors are required to produce an output [5].
The probability of loss of function can be reduced if one processor is allowed to operate
in simplex mode if BIT fails for one of the processors. The drawback of a single SCP
board is that the two processors are in the same fault containment region (i.e. channel)
and thus they are both susceptible to a single common area fault such as a fire. In some
implementations, the two processors may also use the same power supply and clock.
In order to increase reliability, dual and triple SCPs are used. In the dual case, there
are two channels in the avionics system. Each channel contains one board or module that
has the SCP processors. The outputs from the SCPs are compared, either within each
channel or at a location external to both channels. If the first SCP compare is good then
its value is used otherwise the second SCP compare is performed. This can be extended
to a three channel system. A dual SCP architecture is often used in IMA systems, as
discussed in section 2.5.4.
An advantage of a dual or triple SCP architecture is that it does not require a
distributed clock synchronization algorithm since clocking is only performed at the board
level within a single channel. In general, these systems use a globally asynchronous,
locally synchronous approach where the channels are not synchronized but the pair of
processors within a channel are synchronized. Since the channels are asynchronous, some
designs may require channel equalization of critical variables to prevent the gradual
divergence of the channel outputs.
SCP designs also do not require majority voting or mid-value selection since a
simple comparison of two values is used. This means that Byzantine faults are not
possible since there needs to be at least three values being compared for an asymmetric
fault to occur.
2.4.2 N-Modular Redundancy with FDIR
This section discusses distributed N-modular redundant (NMR) systems that use
physically separated channels as opposed to NMR implementations that use three or more
lockstep processors on a single printed circuit board.
A distributed NMR architecture involves using N channels with N > 3. Channels
are connected using a CCDL. There is a dedicated, point-to-point CCDL between each
pair of channels - a bus or network topology is not used for the CCDL. In order to
accomplish FDIR, the channels exchange application outputs using the CCDL and then
the outputs are voted within each channel. Exact or approximate voting methods can be
used depending on whether the design is synchronous or asynchronous.
A design where N = 3 is called a triple modular redundant (TMR) design. A TMR
system may be designed to use an SCP configuration after the first channel failure and a
simplex channel after the second failure. If this is the case, the TMR design can prevent
loss of function and malfunction after two consecutive symmetric faults. However, a
TMR system cannot prevent a malfunction after a single Byzantine (asymmetric) fault. A
quadruplex system (N = 4) can tolerate two simultaneous symmetric faults and one
Byzantine fault.
NMR systems with FDIR often use some form of group membership protocol. This
involves all channels exchanging system state information so that the channels can come
to a consensus (using voting) on the health of each channel in the system. A channel that
is deemed faulty by the majority will be removed from the operational group of channels
and will be prevented from participating in any future votes. The faulty channel may be
reset and then monitored by the operational group until the group deems that the reset
channel is healthy again. At this point the channel will be readmitted back into the
operational group and will be allowed to participate in voting.
In general, a TMR (N = 3) with FDIR system is more reliable than a single channel
with an SCP [5, 24]. To provide the same fault protection as a quadruplex NMR system
would require three SCPs [5]. However, NMR systems can be more complex than SCP
systems, mainly due to the increased number of channels and the voting activities.
Synchronous NMR systems that use a distributed clock synchronization algorithm can be
especially challenging to develop [25].
The P-NMR architecture uses an NMR with FDIR design that is described more in
Chapter 3.
2.4.2.1 NMR Example: X-38 FTPP
The performance metrics for the P-NMR prototype described in this thesis were
compared with another Draper Laboratory avionics system called the Fault Tolerant
Parallel Processor (FTPP). This system was developed by Draper Laboratory under
contract to NASA Johnson Space Center for use on the now cancelled X-38 Crew Return
Vehicle [26]. This system is an NMR design with FDIR. The example configuration
shown in Figure 2.4-1 has four flight critical channels and one network element fifth unit
(NEFU). Each channel is an FCR with its own power supply and internal clock source.
There is a point-to-point CCDL between every pair of channels. The CCDL uses optical
fiber for electrical isolation. The four channels and the NEFU operate synchronously
using a distributed clock synch algorithm and a channelized data bus architecture is used
for the sensors and actuators. The FTPP system is estimated to have an availability of
99.999%.
Each channel (except the NEFU) consists of a chassis with a Versa Module
Eurocard (VME) backplane bus, a Flight Critical Processor (FCP) board, an
Instrumentation Control Processor (ICP) board, a Multi-Protocol Communications
Controller (MPCC) board, various I/O boards and a Network Element (NE) board. All
components are COTS except for the NE board. The NE is at the heart of the fault
tolerant architecture and performs such functions such as clock synchronization, group
membership, input congruency and output voting. These functions are implemented in
hardware using a field programmable gate array (FPGA).
The FCP hosts the flight critical guidance, navigation and control (GN&C) software
application and it hosts some non-critical software applications. ARINC 653 partitioning
is not used to isolate software applications. The ICP is responsible for performing I/O
processing using the I/O boards. The four FCPs form a quadruplex virtual group. A
virtual group is a novel way of grouping individual processor boards in each of the four
channels into a fault tolerant group of processors. The ICP boards do not form a virtual
group and operate in simplex mode. The NE in each channel contains a configuration
table that has the number of boards in the other channels as well as a description of the
virtual groups.
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Figure 2.4-1 X-38 FTPP (Courtesy Draper Laboratory)
The X-38 avionics architecture uses a channelized data bus design where a set of
sensors is only connected to a single channel. The ICP on each channel will send a
request to the NE to have local sensor data distributed to all other channels using the
CCDL. The NE will use a two round exchange for this sensor data distribution. Once the
two round exchange is complete, the NE on each channel votes the sensor data and writes
it to memory accessible by the FCP in each channel.
The FCP then executes the flight critical GN&C code which uses the sensor values
to compute actuator commands. The FCP then sends a request to the NE to have the
actuator command data voted by the four channels. The NE uses a one round exchange
with the other channels. After the vote, each NE placed the voted actuator command in
memory accessible by the ICP. The ICP reads the voted command and sends it to the
actuators using the appropriate I/O card.
2.4.2.2 Other NMR Examples in Brief
The Boeing C-17 Globemaster is a large military transport aircraft that was
designed in the late 1980's and uses a digital fly-by-wire flight control system that is fail-
op, fail-op, fail-passive [27]. The probability of aircraft loss due to flight control system
failures must be "extremely remote" which is defined as 5 x 10-7 occurrences per mission
for military transports. The fly-by-wire (FBW) system uses a quadruplex NMR design
with a channelized data bus (Mil-Std-1553b) topology. The four channels are frame
synchronized and exchange data using a CCDL. What is interesting about this design is
that fault tolerance and redundancy management functions such as voting are
implemented in software.
The Boeing 777 transport aircraft was designed in the early 1990's and uses a
digital fly-by-wire flight control system [16, 20]. This system must satisfy FAA
reliability requirements for catastrophic failures, namely a 1 x 10-9 probability per hour or
event. The system is certified for CAT IIIb automatic landings (see Appendix D). The
FBW system uses a TMR design that includes three flight control computers that are
connected to three ARINC 629 data buses. The system uses a global data bus architecture
where sensors are connected to all three channels.
A globally asynchronous, locally synchronous approach is utilized. There are three
channels that operate asynchronously. Within each channel are three "lanes" where each
lane has a different type of processor. The three lanes within a channel are frame
synchronized to within a few microseconds using a CCDL that is internal to a channel.
One lane is the command lane and the other two are monitor lanes. The outputs from the
command land within each of the three channels are voted using MVS. Before the MVS
value is sent out on the ARINC 629 data bus, the values from the monitor lanes are
compared with the local channel command lane as well as the monitor lanes on the other
channels. A description of a recent in-flight malfunction of the flight control system can
be found in [28].
The Space Shuttle avionics consist of four channels and one backup flight computer
[29]. The system uses a global data bus architecture where all redundant sensors are
connected to all four channels. All four channels are synchronized. The four computers
exchange data and use bit-for-bit majority voting. A channel is declared failed if it is in
the minority for two consecutive votes.
The Multi-Path Redundant Avionics Suite (MPRAS) architecture was developed by
General Dynamics for space launch vehicles in the early 1990's [21]. It uses redundant
channels that are frame synchronized and it uses a channelized data bus approach. This
solution is interesting because it uses both one round and two round data exchanges over
the CCDL and it uses both MVS and majority voting schemes.
The X-33 is a single-stage-to-orbit, unmanned demonstrator vehicle developed by
Lockheed Martin for NASA. It was cancelled in 2001 before its first flight. The flight
control system uses a TMR design with three channels that operate in a frame
synchronous fashion [25, 30]. Each channel includes a processor board for executing
application software and a redundancy management system (RMS) board which
implements the fault tolerance functions in hardware.
2.5 Integrated Modular Avionics and Robust Partitioning
This section discusses two open standards that are closely related to one another
and that are being widely adopted within the civil and military avionics industry. These
two standards are ARINC 651 which provides design guidance for integrated modular
avionics and ARINC 653 which defines a standard application interface to an RTOS
which provides services for the robust partitioning of user applications. As will be shown,
these standards are having a significant impact on the way new avionics systems are
being designed.
2.5.1 ARINC Background
Aeronautical Radio Inc. (ARINC) is a private corporation whose main shareholders
are the U.S. airlines and a smaller number of foreign airlines. Within ARINC is the
Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee (AEEC) which is an international body of
airline representatives, avionics developers and RTOS vendors. The AEEC leads the
development of technical standards for airborne electronic equipment including avionics
used in commercial, military, and business aviation. The AEEC created the ARINC 651
and ARINC 653 standards and it is responsible for their upkeep. It has been estimated
that the use of ARINC standards to foster a competitive avionics marketplace saves the
airline industry nearly $300 million annually [6].
In the past, ARINC avionics standards have tended not to use other standards that
are ubiquitous in the commercial computer industry. However, this is starting to change.
An example of this is ARINC Specification 664P7, Avionics Full Duplex Switched
Ethernet (AFDX) Network, which adapts IEEE Standard 802.3 (Ethernet) for use in
safety critical applications on aircraft. This standard is being used, in conjunction with an
IMA computing platform, on the most recent transport aircraft programs.
2.5.2 ARINC 651 - Integrated Modular Avionics
A recent trend in the civil and military aircraft industry is a move away from
federated avionics architectures towards integrated modular avionics (IMA). The ARINC
651 standard provides guidance for using IMA architectures including guidelines for
implementing fault tolerance and for using BIT to identify hardware failures [10]. The
following is a brief comparison of federated and IMA architectures. Example
architectures are illustrated in Figure 2.5-1.
In a traditional federated system, each avionic function (such as the fuel
management, flight management and displays management) is implemented by a separate
box or line replaceable unit (LRU). Each LRU box has its own chassis, power supply,
backplane bus (e.g. CompactPCI) and processor board which hosts the software for the
single function. The LRU may also contain custom I/O boards that interface directly to
various sensors and actuators used by the function. Thus, on a large transport aircraft,
there will be many LRUs, each implementing a single function. If two LRUs need to
communicate with each other, they use dedicated point-to-point connections.
In an IMA architecture, several functions are hosted within a single LRU called an
IMA cabinet. A single cabinet contains several boards called line replaceable modules or
LRMs. Example module types include a core processing module (CPM), I/0 module
(IOM) and a data bus interface module (or gateway). All the modules may share the same
power supply and backplane. In a typical configuration, several avionics functions will
execute as software applications on the same processor that is on a CPM within the IMA
cabinet. The cabinet will be connected to a high speed data bus that is connected to
several remote data concentrator (RDC) units. The RDC units will interface with all the
sensors and actuators on the aircraft that are used by the different functions hosted within
the IMA cabinet. In essence, the different functions within an IMA cabinet share
common resources such as the processor, memory, backplane and data bus I/O hardware.
In a federated architecture, each function has dedicated resources.
Federated Architecture
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There are several advantages to the IMA approach compared to a federated design.
An IMA design reduces the size, weight, power consumption and wiring complexity of
an avionics system [10]. Instead of many different LRU boxes from many different
suppliers all connected with point-to-point wiring, there is just one IMA cabinet
connected to a high-speed data bus. Functions hosted on a single processor can
communicate with each other simply by using software and shared memory. No new
wiring is required when a new communication path is required between two functions.
This fast communication between different applications on a CPM has also led to new
and sophisticated functionality not possible with a federated design. Finally, modules
(processing, I/O etc) can be standardized so that several vendors can produce them for
different IMA customers, and thus reducing per unit cost.
There are also several disadvantages to the IMA approach. Disparate functions that
used to be physically distributed on the aircraft are now co-located on one LRU. This
means the different functions are more susceptible to common mode and common area
faults. For example, even though an IMA cabinet may have several redundant power
supplies and redundant I/O modules, a single fire or power surge could cause all
functions in the cabinet to be lost. Additionally, there is the potential for a low criticality
function (e.g. passenger cabin temperature control) to interfere with a high criticality
function (e.g. flight control) executing on the same processor. This risk of interference is
reduced to some degree by using an operating system that provides robust partitioning, as
will be discussed in the next section.
Since functions can easily communicate using software, there is also a tendency for
system designers to increase the exchange of data between functions. This, coupled with
the fact that functions share common resources within the IMA cabinet, can lead to a
system integration and test phase that is more complex than a federated architecture. The
system integrator must verify that the robust partitioning is reliable and implemented
correctly.
In order to mitigate some of the above risks, many IMA systems use a dual cabinet
approach where there is a pilot cabinet and a copilot cabinet with a CCDL. These dual
systems usually host safety critical functions such as the flight management system
(FMS). Some systems even host the flight control function, as will be shown in section
2.5.4.
2.5.3 ARINC 653 - Robust Partitioning
2.5.3.1 Motivation
The development of IMA systems would not have been possible without robust
partitioning techniques for the different avionics software functions (called applications).
The goal of IMA is to be able to host several different software applications on the same
processor and to allow the applications to share common resources within the IMA
cabinet such as memory, the backplane bus and I/O hardware. The hosted software
applications could be from different vendors and they could be completely unrelated.
They could also be at different criticality levels. For example, one application could be
designated as DO-178B Level A whereas another application could be designated as
Level C. In order for IMA systems to be certifiable, a mechanism was required that
minimized the risk of one application interfering with another application.
Robust partitioning was also essential in terms of reducing the cost of system
development and test. A system without partitioning would mean that if one application
on the processor was designated DO-178B Level A and nine other applications were
designated Level C then all ten applications would have to be developed and tested using
Level A criteria and objectives. This would be prohibitively expensive. Partitioning
would allow each application to use a development process suitable for the assigned
criticality.
Thus, the first robust partitioning techniques were developed in-house by the initial
IMA pioneers [31]. The partitioning is provided by the RTOS that is executing on the
CPM within the IMA cabinet. The airline and aircraft industry recognized the benefits
that IMA and robust partitioning could provide and they also realized that a cost
advantage could be had if different IMA/RTOS products provided the same set of
partitioning services that could be used by application software developers.
A standard partitioning interface to the RTOS would mean that different software
applications from different suppliers could be integrated on the same IMA platform
without requiring code changes. It would also mean that software applications would be
portable and reusable; they could be moved from one IMA/RTOS platform to another
without extensive code changes. The applications would also be hardware independent.
An RTOS standard for safety critical avionics would also mean that the major
commercial RTOS vendors who had not previously been in the avionics marketplace
could now provide an open, COTS product that could be used by several avionics system
developers. It is out of this need for an open standard for safety critical RTOS products
that ARINC 653 was born.
The ARINC 653 standard is titled "Avionics Application Software Standard
Interface" [13]. It describes the robust partitioning responsibilities of the RTOS kernel
and it specifies the application executive (APEX) API. The APEX API specifies the
standard set of RTOS services that a programmer can use when developing an
application. All RTOS products must provide the APEX API in order to be compliant
with the ARINC 653 standard. It should be noted that although IMA was the genesis for
ARINC 653, the standard can be, and has been, used in traditional federated systems as
well.
2.5.3.2 ARINC 653 Overview
This section provides a brief overview of the ARINC 653 standard. More details are
provided in Chapter 4 when discussing specific aspects of the P-NMR system design.
Each software application is contained in a partition. A partition is the software
equivalent of a hardware channel described in section 2.3.1. In essence, it is a software
fault containment region. A fault that occurs within one partition cannot escape to
another partition. Incorrect data in one partition cannot pollute the data in another
partition. One partition cannot perform an illegal write in another partition's memory
space.
A partition can also be thought of as a virtual computer. It is guaranteed a certain
amount of processor time and a certain amount of protected memory. This is often
referred to as time and space partitioning. A partition is also guaranteed access to I/O
devices such as the backplane bus and the data bus. To the application programmer, it
appears as if their application is the only application executing on the CPM within the
IMA cabinet. It is the system integrator's responsibility to configure the system such that
all application partitions are granted the appropriate access to hardware resources.
At the CPM level, the RTOS is responsible for managing the different partitions.
Partition management includes starting and stopping partitions (mode switches),
scheduling, interpartition communication using ports and partition health monitoring.
Partitions are scheduled on a fixed, cyclic basis. The sequence of partitions is called
the major frame and it is repeated continuously while the module is operational. There
can be more than one major frame defined for the module. User partitions are allocated
partition windows within the major frame. A single partition can have several windows
within the major frame. A hardware interrupt handled by the RTOS may be used to
guarantee that a partition does not exceed its current schedule window. The RTOS is
responsible for saving the appropriate state (e.g. processor registers) when a partition
switch occurs.
Partition communication is accomplished using ports. An ARINC 653 partition can
communicate with another partition that is on the same module or on a different module
in another cabinet. A partition can also communicate with non-ARINC 653 software as
well as external hardware devices such as smart actuators. A communication channel
defines the path from one partition to another. A communication channel must have a
source port and a destination port.
An application partition is comprised of one or more processes. The processes can
be periodic or aperiodic. The processes within a partition are scheduled using a priority
preemptive scheme. Processes within a partition can also communicate with each other
using buffers and blackboards. All the processes share the same memory space of the
parent partition. Processes within a single partition may be managed by a local partition
level OS. Each partition may contain a partition OS. All the instances of a partition level
OS are completely distinct from the single core module OS that manages all the
partitions.
The standard also defines a health monitoring facility. Errors can be defined at the
process, partition or module level. Examples of errors include divide by zero, memory
access violations and missed deadlines. Various response mechanisms can be defined for
each kind of error and different responses can be used at different levels. If a response is
not defined at a particular level then the error is propagated to the next higher level. For
example, if a process has no response defined for a missed deadline then the error will be
passed up to the partition. A cold or warm restart is possible at the process, partition and
module level.
The partition schedule, communication channels, ports and health monitoring can
all be defined in system configuration files at design time. The ARINC 653 standard
provides examples of how XML can be used to define the configuration data. The
configuration data can also include the memory layout of the module including the
memory allocated to each partition. The configuration files can be validated using offline
static analysis tools. Once validated, the text data can be converted to binary tables that
are loaded into ROM on the module.
The standard recognizes that some hardware support may be required to implement
the partitioning services. This support may include the use of a memory management unit
(MMU) to protect partition memory segments and it may include various hardware
interrupt mechanisms used to implement robust time partitioning.
Finally, the standard does not specifically address fault tolerance or redundancy
management design issues. The specification of health monitoring facilities only defines
how faults can be handled by the RTOS at the process, partition or module level. It does
not discuss how these fault handling techniques can be integrated into a larger system
wide redundancy management architecture. For example, it does not discuss the notion of
replicated partitions that are hosted on redundant IMA cabinets.
2.5.4 Example ARINC 653 Systems
This section discusses some avionics systems that use or will use ARINC 653
robust partitioning. Of particular interest are systems that have used the technology to
host the flight control (i.e. control laws) function. This is the ultimate validation of the
technology. An analysis of when it may make sense to host the flight control function on
an IMA platform as opposed to a traditional system comprised of dedicated flight control
computers can be found in [32]. Before discussing example IMA architectures, we first
describe the fault tolerance approach used by many of these systems.
This fault tolerant IMA architecture uses a dual cabinet approach. Normally, there
is a left (or pilot) cabinet and a right (or copilot) cabinet. Each cabinet is a fault
containment region (or channel). The CPM within each cabinet uses two lockstep
processors in an SCP configuration. The SCP executes identical software and compares
outputs. The two cabinets communicate using a redundant CCDL. Often, a data bus
architecture that is similar to a channelized design is used. Each cabinet is connected to
its own dedicated avionics data bus (pilot bus and copilot bus). Each data bus has its own
set of sensors and actuators connected to it (i.e. the sensors and actuators are dual
redundant). However, the copilot cabinet can listen to the pilot data bus and the pilot
cabinet can listen to the copilot bus.
One cabinet is called the master, and the other cabinet is called a shadow. Safety
critical partitions such as the FMS and flight control are hosted on both the master and
the shadow. The master calculates outputs using the sensors connected to its data bus and
the shadow calculates outputs using the sensors connected to its data bus. However, only
the master partition provides outputs onto its data bus. The shadow cabinet monitors this
data. The master and shadow also exchange data from over the CCDL. If the master
cabinet experiences a fault, the shadow will notice this either by a lack of data bus traffic
or a lack of CCDL traffic. The shadow will then takeover and become the master. It will
output data on its data bus. The old master can be reset and then once operational, it can
become the shadow. An example of a fault may be a miscompare by the SCP processors
on the CPM.
It should be noted that this dual SCP approach is immune from Byzantine faults
since there are only two channels and cross channel majority voting is not used. Also, the
two channels (master and shadow) usually operate asynchronously and so there is no
need for a clock synchronization algorithm. We now discuss some actual IMA systems.
The Boeing 777 Airplane Information Management System (AIMS) was the first
instance of IMA and it was the genesis for the ARINC 653 APEX API standard for
robust partitioning [31, 33]. The first flight of the 777 was in 1994. The AIMS platform
with the APEX operating system was developed by Honeywell. It uses the two cabinet
approach described above with SCP processors. Modules within a cabinet communicate
with each other using the ARINC 659 bus which uses a table driven, time division
multiplexing (TDM) approach. The two cabinets communicate using an ARINC 629
CCDL (later AIMS versions use an Ethernet CCDL). Safety critical applications such as
the flight management system are hosted on both the master and the shadow cabinets.
However, AIMS does not host the flight control function which is part of the aircraft's
digital fly-by-wire system. The flight control function is still hosted on a dedicated TMR
system with more fault tolerance than the two AIMS cabinet (the flight control computers
are described in section 2.4.2.2).
Honeywell proceeded to develop the second generation of AIMS, called Versatile
Integrated Avionics (VIA). VIA uses a smaller form factor and more powerful
processors. It still uses the dual cabinet approach with SCP processors in each cabinet.
The VIA is used on the Boeing 737 Next Generation (NG), the C-5 military transport and
the KC-10 tanker. What is interesting about the C-5 application is that the flight control
function is a software partition that shares the processor with other partitions [32]. The
C-5 is also being certified for CAT IIIa automatic landings. Flight testing of the C-5 with
new VIA based avionics was completed in 2006.
Honeywell has developed a third generation IMA system called Primus EpicTM that
has been mainly used on large business aircraft. Primus Epic uses an even smaller form
factor than VIA and it uses more COTS components. Primus has been used on aircraft
with digital fly-by-wire systems and it has hosted the flight control function. However,
the function is hosted on its own dedicated module within the cabinet. It does not share
the module with other software partitions. Primus uses the DEOSTM operating system that
does not follow ARINC 653 and it allows for the dynamic creation of processes [34].
Table 2.5-1 lists the above systems as well as some other systems that use an
ARINC 653 compliant RTOS. The "IMA" column indicates if the avionics platform is an
IMA architecture where different functions share the same resources. The "Flt Cntrl"
column indicates if the flight control function is part of the avionics platform.
In summary, the ARINC 653 standard has been used for dual SCP architectures as
well as for TMR architectures. Details of the TMR examples have not been published. It
has not yet been used for hosting the flight control function on a large transport aircraft
but it has hosted the flight control function in other applications such as military aircraft,
business jets and unmanned aerial vehicles.
Vehicle In Avionics ARING IMA Fit Comment Ref
Svc Platform 653 Cnrl
Year RTOS
Boeing 777 1995 AIMS Honeywell Yes No The first IMA system, [31]
APEX origin of 653, dual SCPs
C-5 upgrade 2005 VIA Honeywell Yes Yes Fit cntrl software partition [32]
APEX shares processor, dual
SCPs
Airbus A380 2007 IMA Thales Yes No Modified APEX API, [12]
Ethernet (AFDX) bus
Boeing 787 2008 Flight Cntrl Greehnhills No Yes FBW, NMR with SCPs [7]
Computers Integrity
Boeing 787 2008 Common Wind River Yes No Ethernet (ARINC 664) [11]
Core VxWorks data bus
System
S-92 2009 Vehicle BAE No Yes FBW, TMR with SCPs, [35]
Helicopter Mgmt CsLEOS frame synchronous
Computers
C-17 2009 Flight Cntrl BAE No Yes FBW, frame synchronous [36]
upgrade Computers CsLEOS
X-47B UAV Canc Vehicle Smiths Yes Yes TMR with voting, [37]
eled Mgmt approximate agreement
Computers
Table 2.5-1 ARINC 653 Avionics Systems
2.6 Related Research
The authors in [38] describe an approach for integrating redundancy management
services with an IMA based system. A proprietary scheme is used for time and space
partitioning instead of the ARINC 653 standard with the APEX API. The authors use the
MAFT architecture [39] and the X-33 vehicle management computers [25] as the starting
point for the system architecture. However, these systems use a custom hardware board
to implement the redundancy management system. The authors implement a software
only version of RMS that executes on the same processor as the user applications. The
software version of RMS implements clock synchronization and voting of data.
Performance metrics were collected using a TMR prototype. The authors show that
integrating RMS with applications on the same processor increased voting throughput
and provided acceptable performance. They also indicated that strong partitioning was
maintained even with the integration of RMS with applications and that the internal
design of the RTOS has a large impact on the complexity experienced during system
integration.
Reference [40] discusses using an IMA architecture with ARINC 653 for the
avionics systems on Constellation vehicles. The authors propose using a master/shadow
approach (or master/shadow/shadow) with SCPs in each IMA cabinet such that
Byzantine faults can be avoided. In other words, an NMR architecture with cross channel
voting would not be used. Details are not provided on how the shadow channels would
take over. Also, it appears that the master and shadows would operate asynchronously but
details are not provided on how divergence between the channels would be prevented.
The authors also discuss using a COTS backplane such as CompactPCI within an IMA
cabinet and a COTS high speed serial bus such as IEEE 1394b between IMA cabinets.
Reference [41] discusses methods and tools for scheduling user application
partitions and 1/O processing within a single IMA cabinet that uses a shared backplane.
The paper uses a backplane model similar to ARINC 659 time division multiplexing. The
IMA cabinet contains several modules and each module may contain one or more
processors. All processors are using an ARINC 653 compliant RTOS. The ARINC 653
two level scheduling method is used on each processor (i.e. partitions are scheduled and
then processes within a partition are scheduled). The authors discuss how user partitions
can be scheduled along with the I/0 processing that is required between the modules
within the IMA cabinet. Fault tolerance is not addressed.
Reference [42] describes the Generic Avionics Scaleable Computing Architecture
(GASCA). A TMR system prototype is used with some fault tolerance functionality.
Each channel consists of a VME chassis with several PowerPC boards. Every board
within a VME chassis is also connected to all other processing boards using an SCI link.
The API used by applications is based on ARINC 653 but has been modified and
extended. It does not appear that the POSIX based RTOS supports true robust
partitioning. There is no mention of how synchronization and voting is performed.
The authors in [43] discuss the notion of hardware and software fault containment
regions for an NMR fault tolerant system architecture model that uses IMA channels with
software partitions. The data bus model is similar to the one used by the time triggered
protocol (TTP/C).
Reference [44] proposes a common system software framework that uses the Real
Time Publish/Subscribe protocol for framework-to-framework communication to extend
ARINC 653. The authors show how such a framework would be well suited for the
Constellation program system-of-systems approach where vehicles can be reconfigured
(e.g. by docking in orbit). Fault tolerance is not explicitly addressed.
References [45], [46] and [47] also discuss IMA and fault tolerance.
The P-NMR architecture discussed in this thesis is unique from all of the above
works in that it uses an ARINC 653 compliant RTOS and the APEX API for an NMR
with FDIR system that could be used for flight control applications. It specifically
addresses how a software implementation of FDIR functions can be integrated with flight
critical user application partitions on the same processor. This work also describes how
user applications that require fault tolerant services can still use the APEX API contained
in the ARINC 653 standard.




The P-NMR system uses a partitioned, distributed N-modular redundancy approach
that utilizes COTS hardware and software based on open standards. The Fault Tolerant
System Services (FTSS) component developed by Draper Laboratory provides the FDIR
functionality' . FTSS is implemented entirely in software that utilizes COTS hardware
based on open standards such as IEEE-Std-802.3. Unlike the X-38 FTPP, no custom or
proprietary hardware is utilized. The performance of the FTSS software has been
optimized to reduce the fault tolerance overhead and thus reduce overall system response
times.
The distributed NMR aspect of the design uses a classical frame synchronous
approach. Each channel is an FCR and is connected to all the other channels using
dedicated CCDLs. All channels synchronize their local clocks to an agreed upon global
clock and all channels start a schedule major frame at (approximately) the same time.
This allows for source input congruency (i.e. input exchange and voting) followed by
application execution followed by voting of application outputs (i.e. computer fault
masking).
A distributed NMR topology was selected for the fault tolerance strategy over other
strategies such as dual self-checking pairs mainly for two reasons. First, Draper
Laboratory wanted to compare the performance results of the new design with a specific
instance of the earlier X-38 FTPP design which is a four channel NMR architecture.
Second, as discussed in section 2.3.3, it has been well documented that a properly
designed four channel NMR system with two-round exchanges can tolerate two
simultaneous symmetric faults or one asymmetric (Byzantine) fault. Since a production
P-NMR system could be used in a space environment where radiation induced single
At the time of this writing, not all FDIR functions had been implemented in FTSS.
event effects can cause both symmetric and asymmetric faults, this was an important
consideration.
The P-NMR system prototype used for the results in this thesis is a TMR system
(NMR design with N = 3) simply because it allows more debug and test connections from
each channel to the PC used for development and testing. However, the actual TMR
performance results can be accurately extrapolated to a four channel system.
The other main aspect of the P-NMR architecture is the use of robust partitioning as
used in IMA. The architecture integrates the flight control computers and the mission
management computers into a single vehicle management computer. Both flight critical
and mission critical application partitions use the same computing resources. The flight
critical partitions are replicated on all channels. This IMA approach facilitates a reduction
in size, weight and power requirements and it reduces the amount of wiring on the
vehicle. Robust partitioning allows applications of different criticalities to be safely
hosted on the same processor. A COTS RTOS that complies with the industry accepted
ARINC 653 standard for robust partitioning is used on each channel. Each partition
executing on a processor can be thought of as a software fault containment region.
Figure 3.1-1 depicts an overview of the current P-NMR system prototype. There are
three identical, redundant channels: CH1, CH2 and CH3. Each channel is a single board
computer (SBC750GX). The channels are connected to each other using point-to-point,
Gigabit Ethernet CCDLs. Each channel is running an ARINC 653 compliant RTOS
(VxWorks 653). Two software partitions are shown executing on each channel but in
reality many more partitions would be present. The flight critical GN&C partition is
replicated on all three channels whereas the non-flight critical partitions A, B and C are
specific to a particular channel. Figure 3.1-2 shows the actual hardware setup in the lab.
The red cables are the Gigabit Ethernet CCDLs, the blue cables are Ethernet connections
to the development and test PC and the black cables are RS-232 connections to the
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Figure 3.1-2 P-NMR System Prototype in Lab
3.2 A Frame Synchronous Approach
The P-NMR system uses a frame synchronous approach to facilitate fault tolerance
and redundancy management functionality. This means that all three channels in the
TMR architecture are (loosely) synchronized to the same "global clock" and that all three
channels execute the same fixed partition schedule at the same time (there is an exception
to this rule dealing with non-flight critical partitions which will be discussed later). This
approach is required so that FTSS can guarantee the following:
* input congruency - all channels have the SAME sensor inputs at the SAME
time,
* synchronous application execution - all channels execute the SAME
application code at the SAME time using the SAME inputs,
* output voting - all channels have application outputs ready at the SAME time
so that they can be distributed and VOTED by FTSS.
A synchronous fault tolerant system allows for simple bit-for-bit voting of input
exchanges and application outputs. As discussed in section 2.3.4, asynchronous systems
require more sophisticated voting and channel equalization.
The global clock is not a single clock source that is used by all three channels since
a single clock is not fault tolerant. Instead, each channel has its own physical clock. The
FTSS instance on each channel executes a distributed, frame synchronization algorithm
where the three channels communicate with each other in an attempt to agree on what the
current time is. The algorithm will converge over time even in the presence of faults.
Note that this thesis will occasionally use the term frame synchronization instead of clock
synchronization. The goal of frame synchronization is similar to clock synchronization
and frame synchronization can often use the same algorithms. However, the primary goal
of frame synchronization is to align the execution schedules on all three channels which
is not always the same goal for clock synchronization algorithms presented in the
literature.
Figure 3.2-1 shows the basic operation of FTSS and a 50Hz GN&C application that
is replicated on all three channels. An execution rate of 50 Hz means that each execution
period will be 20 ms. This is called the minor frame. Before the GN&C partition
executes, FTSS input processing takes place. The individual inputs such as sensor data
that go into each channel are reliably distributed to all other channels by FTSS. Then
identical GN&C application code executes on each channel. The GN&C code uses the
inputs from FTSS. Finally, the GN&C outputs from each channel (such as actuator
commands) are distributed to all channels and voted by FTSS output processing. The
result of the vote could be sent directly to an I/O driver or to an I/O Processing partition
that manages outputs destined for actuators or other subsystems on the vehicle. Other
applications may execute after the FTSS output processing in the minor frame. This
sequence will repeat continuously.
Minor Minor Minor











Figure 3.2-1 P-NMR Frame Synchronous Approach
The FTSS and GN&C processing must happen at approximately the same time on
each channel. It would be unacceptable if one instance of GN&C used sensor data from
the previous minor frame (20 ms ago) while the other two channels used fresh data
acquired only 1 ms ago. This would result in the channels operating asynchronously,
making bit for bit voting of the outputs impossible. The processing is aligned on a frame






Finally, the FTSS operations before and after an application executes have been made as
efficient as possible to reduce system response times. A goal for the P-NMR system is
that the total time from sensor reading to actuator activation must be less then 10 ms.
This duration comes from the assumption that the GN&C software may be used for flight
control during dynamic phases of the mission such as ascent and reentry.
3.3 Simulated Channelized Data Bus Architecture
In an avionics system, the data bus connects RDCs, sensors, actuators and other
avionics subsystems to the TMR channels. It is a completely separate bus from the
CCDLs which link channels together. The current P-NMR prototype does not have a real
high speed data bus such as IEEE 1394b or AFDX. Instead, inputs from sensors are
simulated using test software running on each channel.
For initial prototyping and performance evaluation, a channelized data bus
architecture is simulated. As discussed in section 2.3.5, a channelized architecture means
that a set of sensors and a set of actuators are only connected to a single channel. The set
of sensors, the channel and the set of actuators is called a string. The channelized
approach promotes electrical isolation and fault containment and it only requires one bus
interface unit per device. It is also easier to verify in terms of bus timing analysis since
the channels can only communicate with each other using the CCDLs - they cannot use
the data buses to communicate.
Figure 3.3-1 shows the simulated data bus architecture used for initial P-NMR
performance evaluation. Connected to each channel is a single data bus. Connected to
this data bus are three sensor types: miniature inertial measurement unit (MIMU), GPS
and barometric altimeter (ALTIM). All three sensor types are triple redundant so that
each channel has its own set of three sensors. A single sensor is only connected to one
channel using one data bus. On the output side, there are three redundant reaction control
system (RCS) thrusters. A single thruster is only connected to a single channel using the
same data bus as the sensors.
It should be noted that the sensors and actuators for a single channel may feed into
an RDC and then the RDC would be connected to the single channel using the data bus.
As will be discussed later, the FTSS software does not have to change if a switch is made
from a channelized data bus architecture to a global data bus architecture where all
sensors and actuators are connected to all channels using the data buses.
Simulated Sensor Inputs
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Figure 3.3-1 P-NMR Simulated Channelized Data Bus Architecture
An important point is that the GN&C partition (or any other partition) does not need
to know how the sensors or actuators are physically connected to the redundant channels.
For example, if GN&C on CH1 requires inputs from all three MIMU sensors then FTSS
will make sure that the MIMU sensor data from CH2 and CH3 is reliably distributed to
CH1. User partitions are completely isolated from having to know the physical
connections of the system. To the GN&C partition on CH1, it will appear as if all three
MIMU sensors are connected directly to CH1. Also, the distribution of data to user
partitions on different channels can be specified at design time using system
configuration files. No software changes are required when changing the routing of data
to application partitions. The reliable distribution methods used by FTSS are explained
next.
3.3.1 Sensor Input Processing by FTSS
This section describes at a high level how FTSS distributes data from the simulated,
redundant sensors to the three P-NMR channels for application processing. This
exchange of sensor data is often termed input congruency. The method described is not
Byzantine resilient because in order to tolerate one Byzantine fault, four channels are
required with two rounds of data exchange. The P-NMR prototype only has three
channels. Thus, the input distribution method described in this section uses a modified
two round exchange that is meant to replicate the amount of data that would be
exchanged in a four channel system. The processing is only performed for sensor inputs
that require fault tolerant distribution. The selection of inputs that will use the FTSS
service is done at design time using configuration files as will be described later. We now
describe why sensor input distribution is necessary.
In a channelized data bus architecture, each redundant sensor is only connected to a
single channel using a single data bus. However, it is still desirable to have each channel
evaluate all the redundant sensors to determine if any of the sensors have a fault. The
customary method for channels to exchange data with each other is by using the CCDLs
which would include features such as electrical isolation so that one channel cannot
corrupt or damage another. Thus, under nominal conditions, all three P-NMR channels
would have access to the data from all three redundant sensors via the CCDLs but if two
channels failed, the remaining operational channel would still have access to the sensors
connected directly to it via its own local data bus.
Figure 3.3-2 shows a simplified sequence of events for distributing the redundant
MIMU sensor inputs to all three channels in the P-NMR prototype using the CCDLs. The
two round exchange is managed by the FTSS input task executing on each channel. In
reality, more than just one sensor would be distributed among the channels. The sequence
starts out with the input simulation code producing sensor inputs on each channel. For
this discussion, the sensor simulation results in the following: MIMU1 sent the value 7 to
CH1, MIMU2 sent the value 8 to CH2 and MIMU3 sent the value 9 to CH3. These
values represent three different readings of the SAME vehicle state such as angular roll
rate. In other words, the three redundant sensors are reading slightly different values for
the same parameter.
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Figure 3.3-2 Sensor Input Processing by FTSS
The FTSS input task on each channel sends the received sensor data to all the other
channels using the CCDLs. This is called "round one" of the two round input exchange
(shown in blue). At the end of round one, each channel has the sensor data that it received
from its own sensor (via the local data bus) and it also has the sensor data that it received
from the other two channels via the CCDLs. For the purposes of this example, CH1
experienced a transmission fault during round one. It attempts to send the value 7 to CH2
but during the transmission the value is changed from 7 to 6 (shown in red) and the
CCDL error detection mechanism (e.g. CRC) did not detect the fault. The send from CHI
to CH3 was successful and CH3 receives the value 7.
After round one, the FTSS input task on each channel resends its own local data and
it forwards data it received from each channel during round one to other channels. For
example, data that CH1 received from CH2 during round one is forwarded to CH3 but it
is not echoed back to CH2. This is called "round two" of the two round exchange (shown
in green). This round two exchange diverges from a traditional exchange for Byzantine
fault tolerance since a traditional exchange would not resend the local channel data
during round two. For example, a traditional exchange would have CHI send its MIMUI
data to other channels only during round one. However, since the P-NMR prototype only
has three channels, this divergence was necessary in order to obtain three sets of data that
can be voted.
At the end of round two, each channel has three sets of sensor data from the other
two channels. One set was received during round one. Two other sets were received
during round two. The FTSS input task on each channel then sends the three sets of
sensor data to the FTSS voter on each channel where bit-for-bit majority voting is
performed on the three sets of input data in an attempt to determine if there were any
faults during the exchange. It is during the voting of the three sets of data that the
transmission error during round one from CHI to CH2 is removed.
At the end of the two round exchange, the result of the FTSS voter is passed to the
applications (e.g. GN&C partition). It is important to realize that all three sensor readings
(7, 8, 9) are passed from FTSS to the GN&C application partition executing on each
channel. It is up to the user application code to perform sensor specific fault detection
(e.g. Kalman filters, statistical correlations) and to determine what value should be used
for the single input (e.g. angular roll rate). The FTSS input processing is simply to make
sure that local sensor inputs are correctly distributed to all channels via the CCDLs before
the application partition starts to execute.
FTSS input processing makes no judgment about the "correctness" of a sensor
value with respect to the other values. In this way, the FTSS voter can use a simple and
fast bit-for-bit majority algorithm. The FTSS voter doesn't have to be concerned about
median values, minimums, maximums or filters. It also doesn't need to know what the
data represents - it doesn't care if it is an unsigned integer or a floating point real
number. All it needs to know is the size of the data item in number of bits. This leads to a
portable FTSS design. The disadvantage is that the application code must notify FTSS if
a failed sensor is detected.
There are several places where the user sensor FDIR software could be located. For
example, the sensor FDIR code may be a process in the GN&C partition that always
executes before any other GN&C process (e.g. Control or Nav) during the partition
window. A better option may be to have a separate GN&C FDIR partition. This way, the
sensor FDIR and the actual GN&C algorithms are kept separate. However, this design
comes at the cost of additional inter-partition (i.e. port) communication overhead (process
to process communication within a partition is more efficient than ports). Figure 3.3-3
shows an example of the flow of data from the FTSS two round exchange to the GN&C
FDIR partition and finally to the GN&C partition itself.
Figure 3.3-3 GN&C FDIR partition added to schedule
An important point is that the FTSS design does not require a two round exchange.
It can easily perform one round exchanges. Also, the number of redundant sensors does
not have to be perfectly symmetrical with respect to the number of channels. For
example, there can be just two redundant sensor units and three channels or four
channels. As will be explained, these changes in the design can be specified in the XML
system configuration files.
In summary, the described two round exchange comes at the price of high CCDL
bandwidth consumption and increased input latencies. Applications have to wait while
the sensor inputs are being exchanged and voted. Also, the messages exchanged during
round two are twice as large as the round one messages. This becomes worse as the
number of channels grows. The example shows only one type of sensor being used
(MIMU) when in reality there would be many more involved. Also, the entire two round
exchange must take place before every execution of the flight control process within the
GN&C partition. Since the control process may be executing at 25 Hz or 50 Hz, the
described FTSS input processing (the two round exchange) may also be executing at this
rate. This is why CCDL performance is so critical in an NMR system that uses data
exchange and voting for fault detection.
3.3.2 Application Output Processing by FTSS
This section describes at a high level how the outputs from application partitions
which are replicated on all three P-NMR channels are voted before being sent to the
simulated actuators. The distributed voting is how FTSS can identify a channel with a
fault. Not all application outputs go through FTSS and the method for selecting the
outputs at design time using XML system configuration files is discussed later.
Since the GN&C application replicated on each channel should compute the same
output (the actuator command), only a one round exchange over the CCDLs is utilized
instead of a two round exchange as is the case with input processing. The one round
exchange is managed by the FTSS output task executing on each channel. Figure 3.3-4
shows this fault tolerant application output processing. This is a simplified example
showing only one application output. In reality, many outputs would be voted, possibly
from different application partitions.
The scenario starts with the GN&C application on each channel giving its value to
the FTSS output task. For the purposes of illustration, the CH1 application has
experienced a fault and so its value is not the same as CH2 and CH3. The exchange then
takes place so that at the end of round one, the FTSS output task on each channel has the
value computed by all three applications. The FTSS output task then passes the three
values to the FTSS voter which performs the bit-for-bit majority vote. The voter masks
out the erroneous (minority) value from CH1. The voted value on each channel would
then be passed to an I/O Processing partition which would manage the transmission over











Figure 3.3-4 Application Output Processing by FTSS
As with the FTSS input processing, the FTSS output design is flexible in that it can
perform a two round exchange instead of the one round exchange described here. Also,
the number of redundant actuators does not have to match the number of computing
channels. These settings can be changed by modifying the XML system configuration
files.
3.4 Channel Hardware
The P-NMR system that was used for obtaining the results in this thesis is a low
cost avionics prototype used for risk reduction in a lab environment. As such, the
individual COTS hardware components used in the prototype are commercial grade and
1 The group membership functionality that would normally use this information is not currently
implemented in FTSS.
are not ruggedized for the space environment. In addition, there is no electrical isolation
used for certain key elements such as the CCDL. Thus, if using the NASA Technology
Readiness Level (TRL) scale [48], the P-NMR prototype would be between TRL 3 and 4.
The intent is that once the basic design has been fully validated and performance metrics
collected using the prototype then more expensive COTS hardware components can be
acquired for testing in a space environment (prototype testing was still in progress at the
time of this writing). These COTS components do not have to be radiation hardened since
redundancy will be used to mitigate the effects of SEEs. The overall system performance
metrics collected using the low cost commercial grade hardware components are
reasonably accurate since the ruggedized COTS components with electrical isolation will
have similar performance.
The P-NMR system prototype consists of three channels or FCRs and each channel
consists of a single Wind River SBC750GX single board computer (SBC). This is a 6U
CompactPCI board with a single PowerPC 750GX microprocessor. Normally, a single
SBC would not be considered a channel. In IMA terms, the SBC would represent a single
CPM that would reside in one slot in an IMA cabinet, as described in section 2.5.2. In
this case, the cabinet would be a chassis with a CompactPCI backplane with several slots
for processor boards similar to the SBC750GX and for various I/O boards. The channel
or fault containment region would be the entire CompactPCI chassis with all the
individual boards. However, the SBC750GX can be configured as a self contained SBC
with its own power supply and so the P-NMR prototype did not use a CompactPCI
chassis with multiple processing and I/O boards. Once the P-NMR architecture is
validated using the current prototype then four CompactPCI chassis with several slots
each will be acquired.
The choice of using the SBC750GX over other processor boards for the prototype
was made for several reasons. First, the PowerPC processor family is a popular choice for
radiation hardened space applications due to its excellent performance to power
consumption ratio. Second, the CompactPCI backplane bus is being used for space
applications. Finally, the board comes with a board support package (BSP) for the
selected COTS ARINC 653 RTOS and a well documented software development
environment.
3.4.1 SBC750GX Single Board Computer
The SBC750GX contains one PowerPC 750GX RISC microprocessor that runs at
933 MHz. The core OS, FTSS software and the user partitions all execute on this single
processor. The other main features of the SBC750GX board include:
* Marvell Discovery II MV64360 system controller
* system bus running at 133Mhz
* 512MB of DDR266 SDRAM
* 64MB of flash memory
* three Gigabit Ethernet ports with RJ45 connectors
* three Gigabit Ethernet PHY devices (Broadcom 5461SA)
* CompactPCI interface via a Tundra Tsi310 PCIX P2P bridge
* one set of PMC connectors
A block diagram of the board's major components is shown in Figure 3.4-1.
3.4.1.1 PowerPC 750GX
For the P-NMR project, the PowerPC 750GX microprocessor operates at 933 MHz.
There are two facilities of the PowerPC architecture that are particularly relevant to the
P-NMR design. First, the processor has a MMU that an ARINC 653 compliant RTOS
uses to ensure space partitioning: one user partition cannot corrupt the memory of another
user partition and user partitions cannot corrupt the memory of the RTOS kernel. Second,
the PowerPC has a decrementer register (DEC) which allows an RTOS to cause an
exception after a programmable delay. An ARINC 653 compliant RTOS can use this
hardware facility to ensure time partitioning: one partition cannot monopolize the
processor causing a partition schedule violation. It should be noted that both of these
PowerPC facilities are only available in supervisor mode. The significance of this will be
explained in section 4.1.
Figure 3.4-1 SBC750GX Board Components
3.4.1.2 Marvell MV64360 System Controller
The Marvell MV64360 system controller provides a single-chip, high performance
solution for PowerPC based applications. It interfaces to the CPU bus, DDR SDRAM,
flash memory and the Ethernet transceivers. It contains 2Mbit of internal, general purpose
SRAM. Each of the interfaces uses dedicated read and write buffers. All of the interfaces
are connected through a crossbar fabric. The crossbar enables concurrent transactions
between devices. For example, the crossbar can simultaneously control:
* an Ethernet hardware fetching a direct memory access (DMA) descriptor from
the internal/integrated SRAM,
* the CPU reading data from DDR SDRAM,
* a DMA moving data from flash to the PCI bus.
The MV64360 operates at the maximum 133 MHZ which allows the crossbar fabric to
transfer up to 100 Gbps in aggregate throughput. The chip also fully supports PowerPC
cache coherency by using snoop transactions.
The MV64360 chip has three Ethernet ports and each port has its own Media
Access Control (MAC) logic. Each port supports 10/100 Mbps with MII or 1 Gbps with
GMII. The 1 Gbps interface is termed Gigabit Ethernet (GbE). Receive and transmit
buffer management is based on a buffer-descriptor linked list. Descriptors and data
transfers are performed by port dedicated serial DMA. Each port has eight receive queues
and eight transmit queues.
3.4.2 GbE CCDL
This section provides a brief overview of the Gigabit Ethernet hardware used for
the CCDL. More details on the hardware and device driver can be found in Appendix C.
For the CCDL, each channel is connected to the other two channels in the TMR
setup using two dedicated 1000BASE-T Category 6 Gigabit Ethernet copper cables. Each
cable is two feet long with RJ-45 connectors on each end. Inside each 1000Base-T cable
are four 100BASE-TX Category 5 shielded twisted pairs. No electrical isolation is
present in the current prototype. Each connection is a point-to-point, full duplex, Gigabit
Ethernet link. Gigabit Ethernet is defined in IEEE Standard 802.3 [49]. The Broadcom
5461SA device is used for the Ethernet PHY at each end of the cable (each SBC750GX
has three such PHY devices). Each device has its own 25Mhz oscillator input. The PHYs
connect to the Marvell MV64360 chip which contains a MAC function for each port. The
MAC hardware implements the standard IEEE 802.3 CRC checksum which is used for
error detection.
An Ethernet switch is not used for connecting the three channels since each CCDL
is a dedicated point-to-point link. A switch is only used to connect the three channels to
the PC used for development and testing. Since each CCDL is a point-to-point, full
duplex connection, there can be no collisions or transmission delays due to two PHYs
attempting to send data at the same time. Thus, the non-deterministic delays of a normal
CSMA/CD (carrier sense, multiple access, collision detection) Ethernet network are
avoided.
It should be noted that the MAC functions in the Marvell chip and the Broadcom
PHYs are standard COTS devices that support the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard. As
such, they do not implement any redundancy management functions such as clock
synchronization, transmission schedule timing, group membership or protection from a
"babbling node". These are implemented by the FTSS software running on the PowerPC.
Using COTS Gigabit Ethernet for the CCDL has many advantages besides pure
performance. The main advantage is the dominance of the technology for almost all
commercial and industrial networking applications. Ethernet is a cheap, well tested and
mature solution with many vendors and is being embraced by many aircraft avionics
manufacturers and some space system designers [11, 12].
Chapter 4
P-NMR Software Design
This chapter provides a detailed description of the software that is executing on
each P-NMR channel. Section 4.1 provides an overview of all the software including the
COTS ARINC 653 RTOS, the FTSS component and the user application partitions.
Section 4.2 provides an overview of the FTSS component executing in the core OS. The
rest of the sections in the chapter describe detailed aspects of FTSS and how they interact
with the ARINC 653 RTOS. Section 4.3 describes the Gigabit Ethernet CCDL device
driver, section 4.4 discusses frame synchronization, section 4.5 presents the design for
scheduling FTSS I/O processing, 4.6 explains how ARINC 653 communication ports are
used and section 4.7 briefly describes the voting algorithm used by FTSS.
4.1 Channel Software Overview
Each channel in the P-NMR system is comprised of one core processing module,
namely the COTS SBC750GX board which has one PowerPC 750GX processor. This
core processor runs a COTS RTOS, the Wind River Systems VxWorks 653 product,
which provides for the robust partitioning of user applications. VxWorks 653 is
compliant with the ARINC 653 standard and it provides the APEX API which is used by
user application partitions to call OS services. In addition, Wind River can provide a DO-
178B Level A certification package. The FTSS component is software produced in-house
by Draper Laboratory for the P-NMR project. Figure 4.1-1 shows the software layers that
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Figure 4.1-1 Channel Software Overview
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As indicated in the figure, the PowerPC processor architecture has two levels of
privilege: user mode and supervisor mode. These two levels of privilege govern the
access to various registers on the processor. User mode is used by partition applications
and it can also be used by the core OS. In this mode, access is granted to the 32 general
purpose registers (GPRs), the 32 floating point registers (FPRs) and other standard
PowerPC registers (branch etc). Supervisor mode, on the other hand, is used exclusively
by the core OS. It is impossible for user partition code to execute in supervisor mode. In
this mode, access is granted to the PowerPC special purpose registers (SPRs) that control
functions such as memory management, exception handling and time keeping (i.e. the
decrementer register). This division of privilege allows the core OS to control what a
partition application can access which in turn prevents a single application from
corrupting the entire module. As a general rule of thumb, access to hardware resources on
the SBC750GX board is accomplished by the core OS in supervisor mode. The rest of
this section provides a brief overview of each software layer, starting at the upper most
layer and then proceeding down to the SBC750GX hardware.
4.1.1 Application Partitions and the APEX API
The upper most software layer is occupied by the user partitions. As discussed in
section 2.5.3, a partition can be thought of as a protective container for user application
code to execute in. Normally, each partition contains one application such as GN&C. To
the application developers, it appears as if their application is the only one executing on
the processor. The VxWorks 653 RTOS allows applications executing on the same
module to be written in different programming languages (C++, Ada etc). A partition
application can be comprised of several APEX processes that implement the required
functionality. These application processes can have different periods and priorities and
they only run during the time slices given to their container partition by the core OS. The
management of these processes and other OS services are accessed by calling routines in
the VxWorks 653 APEX shared library.
The APEX shared library (SL) sits underneath the user applications. It is part of the
COTS VxWorks 653 product. Whenever application code needs to make an OS call, it
uses the APEX API which follows the ARINC 653 standard. As section 2.5.3 mentioned,
this promotes portability, reusability and modularity. The services provided by APEX
include memory management, partition management, process management, intra-
partition communication and inter-partition communication (which may go outside the
module using some I/O device). The APEX SL sends all user requests down to the
VxWorks 653 partition level OS called vThreads. The APEX SL provides a standardized
wrapper around native Wind River vThreads services.
4.1.2 vThreads: The Partition OS
vThreads is the partition OS and is part of the COTS VxWorks 653 product. It has a
kernel and it provides for the internal management of a single partition. The vThreads
kernel performs such services as scheduling the user processes executing within a
partition as well as inter-process communication within a partition. It should be noted that
vThreads is not the module level core OS. The core OS does not have visibility into a
partition and thus cannot see individual application processes. A vThreads kernel does
not manage all the different partitions. It only manages things inside one single partition.
It does not have any special privileges like the core OS kernel - vThreads tasks run in
user mode just like user application processes. vThreads can be considered as a set of
tasks, a system shared library (SSL) and a section of partition memory for objects created
by vThreads tasks. Only the vThreads read-only code segment in the SSL can be shared
amongst different partitions. The vThreads kernel tasks and the objects created by these
tasks are unique to each and every partition. In other words, each partition has its own
instance of a partition level OS.
When vThreads receives a service request from a user application process, it
decides if the request can be handled internally by itself or if the request needs to be
passed down to the core OS via a system call. Since vThreads executes in user mode just
like the user application, sending a request down to the core OS is expensive since the
core OS has its own separate memory domain and it executes in supervisor mode. Thus,
Wind River has attempted to maximize the number of services (e.g. getting the current
time) that are implemented internally by vThreads, minimizing the number of times that
the thread of control needs to go from user mode in a partition to supervisor mode in the
core OS. Finally, most system calls going to the core OS kernel are handled
synchronously - the requested core OS service executes immediately and then control
returns to vThreads and then the user application process.
Even though vThreads tasks represent OS tasks, they are still at the partition level
and thus only run during a partition's scheduled window, just like the application
processes. vThreads does not receive hardware interrupts and so does not directly receive
clock tick interrupts marking the passage of time. Instead, vThreads is made aware of the
passage of time through pseudo-interrupts which are delivered to vThreads by the core
OS only during the associated partition's schedule windows. Pseudo-interrupts are
similar to software signals. As a performance optimization, multiple clock ticks are
announced to vThreads in one pseudo-interrupt.
4.1.3 The core OS, FTSS and the BSP
Under all the partitions is the VxWorks 653 core OS which is the module level OS
responsible for managing the module hardware resources as well as all the user partitions
(including the partition OS). The core OS is also a partition in the sense that it has it's
own protected memory region which is separate from all the user partitions. It consists of
* a kernel,
* a BSP,
* and any user defined code.
The core OS kernel is completely separate and distinct from the vThreads kernel (i.e. the
partition OS) in each partition. Any service request made by a partition application that
cannot be handled internally by vThreads is passed down to the core OS. These requests
include partition management (e.g. start, stop), inter-partition communication using
APEX ports and access to module hardware such as timers and 1/O devices. The core OS
also monitors the health of each partition and the health of the entire module.
The core OS is responsible for enforcing robust partitioning of the different
applications. This functionality is compliant with the ARINC 653 standard. Time
partitioning is accomplished using time preemptive scheduling (TPS). The core OS
makes use of the PowerPC DEC register in order to guarantee that one partition cannot
monopolize the processor. Space partitioning is accomplished by setting up memory
regions for the core OS and for each partition. The core OS uses the PowerPC MMU to
protect these regions; one partition cannot perform an illegal write in another partitions
region or in the core OS region. It is possible to setup shared memory regions between
partitions or between the core OS and one or more partitions. For example, these shared
regions are used for the code in shared libraries.
The FTSS software is the "user defined code" that is included in the core OS
memory region and runs in supervisor mode just like the core OS kernel code. It is not
part of the COTS VxWorks 653 product and was created by Draper Laboratory to support
the P-NMR research project. FTSS interacts with core OS kernel services and the BSP in
order to provide the fault tolerance and redundancy management functionality. It also
manages the CCDLs between channels.
Finally, the board support package software layer is located directly above the
hardware layer. It is also considered part of the module core OS and provides the libraries
required to support the core OS kernel on a specific hardware platform. For example,
there is a specific BSP for the SBC750GX board supplied by Wind River. BSP libraries
provide an identical software interface to different hardware boards. A BSP may include
code for controlling things such as the processor MMU and cache, hardware clocks and
timers, I/O devices and interrupts. FTSS uses some BSP services relating to the Gigabit
Ethernet I/O driver. Since the BSP is specific to a particular hardware platform, it may be
supplied by the hardware vendor and not the RTOS vendor. It also may or may not
include a DO-178B certification package. In any event, the BSP needs to be considered
along with the core OS kernel when certifying the avionics system.
4.1.4 XML System Configuration Files
It should be noted that the ARINC 653 standard suggests the use of XML files as a
platform independent way to configure the core OS and user application partitions on a
module. These files would normally be edited by the system integrator. The Wind River
VxWorks 653 product has adopted this approach and has DO-178B certifiable XML tools
that are used at build time to analyze and verify the system configuration tables specified
in the XML files. Once verified, the XML files are converted into a binary file format
containing the configuration tables and this data is then used by the VxWorks 653 core
OS and each partition OS (vThreads). The XML system configuration files include
information about the hardware resources on the module, the size of memory segments
for the core OS and the partitions, the partition schedules, the ports used for inter-
partition communication and module/partition health monitoring rules. As will be
explained, the FTSS component makes use of the existing data in these XML files but
new data has also been added that is specific to fault tolerance.
4.2 FTSS Overview
The FTSS software component was written in the C programming language and
was developed by Draper Laboratory for the P-NMR project. It currently performs the
following fault tolerance and redundancy management functions:
* CCDL communication using point-to-point Gigabit Ethernet,
* frame synchronization,
* source input congruency (i.e. input exchange and voting)
* application output voting (i.e. computer fault masking).
It was written in-house because although the ARINC 653 standard mentions fault
tolerance and voting in passing, it does not specify any details on how an RTOS should
support these services and thus they are not present in any COTS RTOS products.
The FTSS software component will replace the functionality performed by the
proprietary Network Element hardware in the Draper X-38 FTPP design. However, the
version of FTSS used for this thesis was missing some functionality present in the NE
hardware. For example, it does not include group membership services. FTSS can
identify a faulty channel using voting but it does not remove the channel from future
voting or other redundancy management activities. FTSS also does not reset a faulty
partition or a faulty channel and it does not re-integrate a reset channel back into the
operational group. Finally, as will be discussed, initial system cold start and
synchronization is rather simplistic and needs to be made more robust. These functions
will be added in future FTSS builds.
4.2.1 Design Goals
A major design goal for FTSS was that its operation be as transparent as possible to
application developers. They should not have to know any details regarding the FTSS
design or the hardware. The developers should still see the system as a simplex computer
executing only one instance of their application. They should not need to know how the
avionics hardware elements are physically connected. Thus, FTSS should not require that
application developers use a custom FTSS API in order to take advantage of FTSS
services. They should continue to be able to use the industry accepted APEX API. This
leads to software that is portable, reusable and modular which facilitates enhancements
and maintenance. This is crucial for a large project such as Constellation which could be
active for several decades.
Also, it should be possible to change, add or remove FTSS from the system without
having to make major changes to the existing COTS core OS kernel code. The goal was
to design FTSS as a core OS kernel component that could be added to or removed from
the kernel using existing build script tools. Few core OS kernel modifications are
required when adding or removing FTSS. This is important if the COTS RTOS has a DO-
178B Level A certification package. Conversely, an effort was also made to make the
FTSS C code as portable as possible. This meant minimizing the use of VxWorks 653
kernel calls and maximizing the use of ANSI C.
Figure 4.2-1 shows a simplified example of how applications are isolated from the
FTSS design. The figure depicts a GN&C partition sending its output data (the value 5) to
an I/O Processing partition on the same module using ARINC 653 ports. The I/O
partition will send the GN&C output over a data bus to an actuator. The output data from
the GN&C partition is flight critical and requires voting before it is provided to the I/O
Processing partition. Regardless of whether or not FTSS services are required,
applications always use the same APEX Port API for inter-partition communication. The
APEX SL and vThreads partition OS (not shown) then deliver the application data from
the GN&C partition down to the core OS. Once in the core OS, the port data is managed
by the VxWorks 653 kernel port library. This kernel library contains the core OS memory
for storing the application data and it also has a standard interface for use by other code





Figure 4.2-1 Application Output Detour to FTSS
When it is time for FTSS to execute in the schedule, it will use the kernel library
service Port_Get to obtain the original data from the library and then it will perform any
fault tolerance functions using the CCDLs. The figure shows the value changing from 5
to 6 due to the FTSS output exchange and vote. FTSS then uses the kernel library service
Port_Put to replace the old application data (value 5) in the kernel memory with the new
voted data (value 6). Then, when it is time for the I/0 Processing partition to execute in
the schedule, it will call the standard APEX service to read the port. This will result in a
system call down to the core OS where the kernel port library will return the voted data.
The detour (or redirection) to the FTSS component in the core OS is controlled by
the XML port configuration files. By editing the XML files, the system designer can
control when data is rerouted to FTSS before arriving at its normal destination port in a
user partition. The application code does not need to change since it uses the standard
APEX port API. Some of the XML modifications are specific to the P-NMR project and
are thus not presently in the ARINC 653 standard. However, these modifications are used
by FTSS code and not the kernel code and thus the modifications do not require that core
OS kernel code change. In fact, no changes are required to the existing COTS core OS
kernel code that handles ports (e.g. Port_Get, Port_Put). The detour to FTSS can be
removed by simply removing the FTSS execution window from the partition schedule.
No kernel code changes are required when adding or removing FTSS.
4.2.2 Run-Time Implementation
The FTSS functionality is implemented as three high priority core OS tasks that
execute in supervisor mode on the PowerPC in each channel. The three tasks are part of
the core OS. The tasks interact with the COTS VxWorks 653 core OS kernel and the
SBC750GX BSP. Identical FTSS code executes on each of the three channels but each
instance uses different sections of a static system configuration table which is loaded at
startup. The following is a brief description of each FTSS task.
ftss_sync task
Executes once every major frame on all three channels. Responsible for executing
the distributed, fault tolerant frame synchronization algorithm. All three channels
attempt to "agree" on a global time. Uses the CCDL to send synchronization
information to the other two channels. Does not interact with user partitions.
ftss_input task
Executes whenever input congruency is required during the major frame. Performs
input exchange and voting so that all inputs are available on all channels. Uses the
CCDL to distribute individual inputs to all channels. Uses ARINC 653 ports and the
port configuration tables from the XML files to prepare inputs for user applications.
ftssoutput task
Executes whenever application output voting (i.e. fault masking) is required during
the major frame. Uses the CCDL to distribute application outputs to other channels
for voting. Uses ARINC 653 ports and the port configuration tables from the XML
files to obtain outputs from user applications.
4.2.3 Scheduling core OS FTSS Tasks
Normally, core OS tasks are not included in an ARINC 653 partition schedule.
Only user partitions are scheduled. However, the ARINC 653 standard does allow
"system partitions" to be placed in a core processing module schedule. System partitions
are defined as:
"...partitions that require interfaces outside the scope of APEX services, yet
constrained by robust spatial and temporal partitioning. These partitions may
perform functions such as managing communication from hardware devices or fault
management schemes. System partitions are optional and are specific to the core
module implementation."
The VxWorks 653 RTOS product provides system partitions and the P-NMR design
makes use of them in order to schedule core OS FTSS tasks. However, the P-NMR use of
system partitions is slightly different than the ARINC 653 definition. Three following
system partitions are created:
FTSS_SYNC partition - controls when ftss_sync task executes
FTSS_INPUT partition - controls when ftss_input task executes
FTSS_OUTPUT partition - controls when ftss_output task executes
However, these FTSS system partitions have no application code that executes in user
mode. They are essentially empty partitions but they can still be placed in the core
module schedule. A separate facility that the VxWorks 653 product provides is the ability
to assign a core OS task to a specific partition in the time domain. In other words, a core
OS task assigned to a partition will only run during that partitions time window and it
will not run during a core OS time window. Using this assignment method, the three
different FTSS tasks in the core OS are inserted into the module schedule using the three
FTSS system partitions. This scheduling is discussed further in subsequent sections.
4.2.4 Rationale for placing FTSS in the core OS
The decision to place FTSS in the core OS domain instead of a user-level partition
is a significant one that merits some initial discussion. The main reason for the decision
was performance. At the start of the P-NMR project, there were concerns that a software
implementation of the X-38 FTPP Network Element functionality running on a COTS
general purpose processor would be too slow. The FTSS overhead during execution of
flight control software had to be kept to an absolute minimum to reduce the overall
system response time. In addition to this, FTSS would need frequent access to the module
hardware (e.g. CCDL, PowerPC supervisor registers) and to core OS kernel services
which only execute in supervisor mode. For these reasons, it was decided at an early
stage to place FTSS in the core OS instead of in a user-level partition.
This decision has an impact on robust partitioning since FTSS shares the same
memory region as the kernel and it has the same privileges as the kernel. Thus, it is
possible for an FTSS fault to corrupt the entire module. Placing FTSS in the core OS also
has serious implications for system certification costs. This is because any modification
to the core OS can invalidate portions of the DO-178B certification package provided by
the RTOS vendor. Subsequent sections of this chapter and the Conclusions chapter
elaborate further on these issues.
The rest of this chapter describes the detailed design of each FTSS function.
4.3 GbE CCDL Device Driver
This section provides an overview of the GbE CCDL device driver that is part of
FTSS. More details on the driver can be found in Appendix C.
Many aspects of the GBE driver have been optimized for performance. This is
because the CCDL is used heavily by all FTSS functions and is a major contributor to
overall system response times (e.g. the time between sensor reading and actuator
activation). Large or variable communication latencies also have a negative impact on
distributed clock synchronization algorithms.
The three channels communicate with each other using IEEE Standard 802.3
Gigabit Ethernet CCDLs. There is a dedicated, 1000 Mbps, point-to-point, full-duplex
link between every pair of channels. Each channel has two Ethernet ports that go to the
other two channels. A hardware Ethernet switch is not used. There is a separate device
driver for each hardware port on the SBC750GX board. For performance reasons, the
device driver uses raw Ethernet MAC frames; the IP, UDP or TCP protocols are not used.
The standard IEEE-Std-802.3 MAC CRC checksum is used for error detection. The
driver executes in the core OS and operates in polled mode, not interrupt mode.
A significant portion of the CCDL I/0 driver is comprised of SBC750GX BSP code
that has been modified to improve performance. This BSP code is highly specific to the
Marvell system controller chip which implements a dedicated MAC and serial DMA for
each Ethernet port. The code performs the memory mapping of the Marvell hardware
registers to the core OS memory space. It also controls when data is moved between
SDRAM and the PowerPC cache. Above the modified BSP code is FTSS CCDL code
that performs higher level connection management services. This FTSS CCDL code
interacts with other FTSS functions which interact with core OS kernel services.
4.3.1 Core OS Driver Model
An important decision for the overall FTSS software design is whether to place the
CCDL Ethernet device driver in the core OS or to place it in a partition. It is important
because the rest of the higher level FTSS functions will tend to be collocated with the
CCDL driver in order to increase performance. For example, if the CCDL driver is in the
core OS but the other FTSS functions (frame synchronization, voting etc) are in a
partition instead of the core OS, there will be additional PowerPC mode switches and
byte copies as data moves between the FTSS partition and the CCDL driver in the core
OS. It is more efficient if the entire FTSS component (including the driver) is in the same
memory domain; either all in the core OS or all in a partition. Thus, the location of the
CCDL device driver heavily influences the location of the entire FTSS component.
The P-NMR prototype uses the core OS device driver architecture. Thus, the entire
FTSS component is also in the core OS. Figure 4.1-1 depicts a simplified view of this
design. FTSS uses the SBC750GX BSP code to memory map the Marvell Ethernet DMA
registers to the core OS memory region where FTSS code has access to them. The driver
code executes in supervisor mode like other kernel code.
The core OS approach was chosen because of the performance benefits. User
applications like GN&C use APEX ports to move data down into the core OS memory
region. This is one mode switch (user to supervisor) and one byte copy. Once in the core
OS memory, FTSS uses kernel services to gain access to the data and move the data to
the Ethernet driver DMA buffers. This is another byte copy. Thus, only one mode change
and two byte copies are required to move data from a user partition to the CCDL Ethernet
driver. This is a more efficient design than placing the CCDL device driver and the rest
of FTSS in a partition (please see Appendix C for more details).
The main disadvantage of the core OS device driver approach is weak partitioning.
The driver executes in supervisor mode and shares the same memory region as the kernel.
It can thus corrupt the kernel causing a module reset. More details on the core OS device
driver architecture as well as an alternative partition driver design can be found in
Appendix C.
4.4 Frame Synchronization
The P-NMR system uses a frame synchronous design and thus it requires that
individual channels agree on what time it is. This section describes the implementation of
the Byzantine fault tolerant, distributed frame synchronization algorithm that allows the
major and minor schedule frames to be aligned on each channel. This section also
assesses how this frame synchronization affects ARINC 653 partition and process time
services. The frame synchronization algorithm has two parts, initial system cold start and
steady state, both of which are described. However, the introduction of a new channel
into an operational set of channels that are already synchronized is not currently
implemented.
4.4.1 The ARINC 653 Partition Schedule
A major component of the ARINC 653 robust time partitioning concept is the
partition schedule. Individual partitions are scheduled on a fixed, cyclic basis. The major
frame is a fixed duration of time and it contains a fixed sequence of all the individual
partition time windows. A partition window within the major frame is defined by its
offset from the start of the major frame and its duration. The offset is calculated by
simply summing the durations of previous windows in the major frame. All partitions that
need to execute must have at least one window within the major time frame. Each
window can be any duration; window durations do not need to be multiples of each other.
However, windows must be multiples of the kernel tick time (described in 4.4.2) and the
smallest duration for a partition window is one kernel tick.
The total duration of the major frame must be a multiple of the longest partition
period. A particular partition can occur more than once during the major frame if it has a
smaller period. For example, if the major frame is one second long then a 50 Hz partition
will have 50 windows in the major frame. The smallest partition period is sometimes
referred to as the minor frame. It is also permissible to have idle time in the major frame
(partition ID = 0). Idle time can be used by core OS or background tasks.
Figure 4.4-1 shows a simple partition schedule. Partition A operates at 3 Hz and so
its period is 333 ms. Partition B operates at 2 Hz and so its period is 500 ms. Partition C
operates at 1 Hz and so its period is 1 second. Since partition C has the longest period, its
duration is chosen for the major frame. Since partition A has the shortest period, its
duration is chosen for the minor frame. There is also some spare time in the first and
second minor frames that can be used by background tasks. In this example, partition A is
always the first partition to execute in each minor frame.
The partition sequence within the major frame is executed repeatedly by the core
OS kernel since it contains time windows for all partitions that need to run. Finally, the
partition windows that make up the major frame are defined in the XML system
configuration files which are automatically verified by a set of tools at build time.
Appendix B contains an example of an XML schedule file.
One Second Major Frame
this is also the period of partition C
Partition A Period = 333 ms 333 ms 333 ms
This is also the minor frame Minor Frame Minor Frame
2 3
Figure 4.4-1 ARINC 653 Partition Schedule
4.4.1.1 Multiple Module Schedules
One more aspect of ARINC 653 partition scheduling that should be discussed is the
notion of having more than one partition schedule defined for a module. Multiple
partition schedules are defined in Part 2 of the ARINC 653 standard and the VxWorks
653 product supports this concept. The core OS will use the first schedule (schedule ID =
0) from the XML configuration data after the module powers up. It is up to the system
designer to decide what schedule is going to be the first schedule. A core OS service is
also provided to switch to a different schedule during normal operation. Three options are
provided for when to change to the new schedule after calling the switch service:
* at the end of the current kernel tick,
* at the end of the current partition's window in the current major frame,
* at the end of the current major frame.
As will be discussed, multiple schedules are useful for accomplishing system cold start.
4.4.2 PowerPC DEC Register and Core OS Kernel Ticks
Kernel ticks allow the core OS to keep track of the passage of time on the module.
They are at the heart of all scheduling facilities and robust time partitioning provided by
the VxWorks 653 core OS kernel. Nearly all core OS and partition OS services that deal
with time, such as watchdog timers, periodic waits and task delays, use kernel ticks.
Thus, they are also a key element used for implementing the FTSS frame synchronization
function.
A kernel tick is a hardware interrupt provided by the PowerPC DEC (decrementer)
register. This is a supervisor level, 32 bit register and thus it is only available to core OS
code, not user partition code. The operation of the DEC register is quite simple.
Supervisor code executing on the PowerPC can load a value into the DEC at any time.
The register then starts to decrement this value at a frequency derived from the system
clock (e.g. 100 MHz or 133 MHz). The value in the register will go down to zero and
then become negative. When it goes from zero to negative, a PowerPC decrementer
interrupt is generated.
Note that the value placed in the DEC register is not equal to the desired number of
microseconds or milliseconds per tick. For example, if each tick should be 250 [ts apart
then a value of 250 is not placed in the DEC register. Instead, the value stored is
calculated using a multiple of the system clock frequency.
The core OS kernel installs an interrupt handler for the DEC that is the start of all
kernel time keeping and partition scheduling functions. The first operation that this
handler does is reload the DEC register with the same value so that the next interrupt will
occur one tick duration in the future. The core OS kernel then evaluates the fixed, cyclic
partition schedule to determine if the partition that was executing should retain the use of
the processor or if it has reached the end of its time window in the schedule. The core OS
kernel will also deliver the tick to the current partition OS (vThreads) using a pseudo
interrupt so that the partition OS can perform the APEX process scheduling within the
partition.
In general, the decrementer interrupt occurs regardless of what code (kernel, user
partition) is currently executing on the PowerPC. The interrupt is maskable and so there
are a few instances of kernel code that lock out this interrupt but these sections of code
are extremely small and fast and thus the probability of them delaying the handling of the
interrupt is small.
The value chosen to be loaded into the DEC register after each interrupt determines
how many kernel tick interrupts there will be. The VxWorks 653 product specifies that
there can be anywhere from 3 ticks per second (each tick is 333.33 ms) up to 5000 ticks
per second (each tick is 200 [ts). The number that is chosen depends on several factors
such as the duration of the smallest partition window in the fixed module schedule, the
duration of the smallest application process capacity, the duration of the smallest
watchdog timer or task delay, and the overhead associated with processing the DEC
interrupt.
For example, take the case where the smallest partition window is 100 ms and the
smallest APEX process duration is also 100 ms. Assume the selected kernel tick rate is
5000 ticks per second (i.e. each tick is 200 uts). While the 100 ms APEX process is
executing in its partition, the PowerPC will be interrupted 500 times by the DEC register.
During each kernel tick interrupt, the core OS kernel will determine that the partition that
was executing should continue to execute. The core OS will then deliver the tick to the
partition OS and the partition OS will also determine that the process that was executing
is still the highest priority process that is ready to execute and so it should keep
executing. Basically, the kernel tick interrupt does nothing except verify that what was
running should keep running. Thus, 5000 kernel ticks per second is probably overkill. For
reasons that will be made clear in subsequent subsections, the P-NMR design uses 4000
ticks per second which equates to 250 [ts between tick interrupts.
4.4.3 PowerPC Time Base Register
One complication to the kernel tick interrupt is that when an integer value is used to
load the DEC, the value will not equal the exact desired duration since the fractional
portion is lost. The integer value will result in a duration close to the desired time but if
there are many interrupts per second, the error will accumulate. For example, if there are
supposed to be 4000 ticks per second then each interrupt should take place exactly 250 its
after the previous interrupt and the 4000 ticks should take exactly 1.0E6 [ts (one second).
However, with the loss of the fractional part, the 4000 ticks could actually take 1.0E6 [ts
± 120 [ts or ± 0.012%. If the integer value is incremented or decremented by one to fix
the problem, the error will simply switch from being positive to negative.
Another issue is the fact that the time it takes for the PowerPC to load and start
executing the installed interrupt handler is not constant. There will be small variations in
the nuinber of nanoseconds between the time that the DEC register goes negative and the
time that the first instruction of the handler is executed. Recall that the first thing the
handler does is reload the DEC register. This variation in DEC reload times can become
more significant if there are several thousand interrupts per second.
In order to solve these problems, the VxWorks kernel interrupt handler also uses the
PowerPC Time Base (TB) register. The TB is a 64 bit register that increments at the same
frequency as the DEC register. However, unlike the DEC register, it does not generate an
interrupt. It simply increments for a long period (more than 6 hours) and then rolls over.
It can be used for accurate (nanosecond) time stamping among other things. When the
DEC interrupt handler executes, it uses the TB register value to save an accurate time of
when the handler should start executing after the next DEC interrupt. This is called the
expected TB value. When the next interrupt occurs, the handler code examines the current
value of the TB register and compares it with the expected TB value. It uses the
difference to adjust the value that is reloaded into the DEC register. The adjustment is
actually quite small and the accuracy of the adjustment is discussed in section 5.5.2. It
should be noted that since the ftss_sync task will update the DEC register, it must also
update the expected TB value used by the DEC interrupt handler.
4.4.4 Steady State Frame Synchronization Algorithm
The chosen frame synchronization algorithm is based on the work done by Srikanth
and Toueg in [22]. The authors present two versions of a clock synchronization
algorithm, one for use with message authentication and one for use without message
authentication. Since the current P-NMR prototype does not use message authentication,
the latter algorithm is used. The algorithm has several other properties that are directly
applicable to the P-NMR system. It can provide synchronized logical clocks that have the
same accuracy as the underlying physical clocks. The algorithm is optimal in the sense
that no other algorithm can exceed the provided accuracy. The algorithm handles several
failure models including asymmetrical or Byzantine faults. Finally, time stamping of
received messages at the physical layer of the CCDL is not required. Due to
implementation issues on the channel hardware, the P-NMR system uses a slightly
modified version of the algorithm and this section provides is a brief discussion of the
selected approach.
Figure 4.4-2 shows the steady state algorithm used by the P-NMR system. It is a
two round exchange. The "f' is the number of simultaneous Byzantine (asymmetric)
faults to be tolerated. For this discussion, f = 1 and so 3 ECHO messages (2x 1 + 1) are
required to accept the synchronization. Also note that if f = 1 then an NMR system
requires N = 4 channels (3f + 1 = 3x1 + 1) to tolerate one Byzantine fault. Since the P-
NMR prototype currently has only three channels, each channel would receive only two
ECHO messages which presents a problem. Thus, the current implementation of the
algorithm increments the number of messages received as soon as it sends its own
message. For example, when a channel sends an ECHO message, it immediately sets the
number of ECHOs received to one. It will then receive an ECHO from the two other
channels bringing the total number of ECHOs received to three. This workaround will be
removed when the fourth channel is added to the P-NMR prototype.
The sync algorithm is executed periodically. Let the duration of the period be P.
The value of P can be any value that keeps the physical clock drift on each channel
within some pre-defined limits (P can be every .001 seconds, every 0.1 seconds, every
2.0 seconds etc). Each period also has an associated "round" number that increments with
each execution of the algorithm (e.g. 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., k, ... ). At some point the round will
wrap back to 0. All messages sent have the round number in the message. If all channels
remained perfectly synchronized then they would each send an INIT message to ALL
other channels every P seconds (i.e. OP, IP, 2P, 3P, ..., kP, ...). Stated another way, each
channel would send an INIT message exactly P seconds after the previous send of an
INIT message.
Figure 4.4-2 Steady State Frame Sync Algorithm
As soon as a channel receives (f + 1) INIT messages for the current round k, and the
channel has not yet sent an ECHO, it will send an ECHO message to ALL other channels.
Also, as soon as a channel receives (f + 1) ECHO messages for the current round k, and
the channel has not yet sent an ECHO, it will send an ECHO message to ALL other
channels. As soon as a channel receives (2f + 1) ECHO messages, it will "accept" the
round k synchronization and it will adjust its local clock based on the current time. This
is the end of the synchronization algorithm for the current round k.
The CCDLs are point-to-point connections. Assume that a channel can send the
same message on different CCDLs at the exact same time (i.e. the send over multiple
CCDLs occurs simultaneously and not serially). Also assume that a channel can receive
messages simultaneously on multiple CCDLs. Let the time required to send a message
over all CCDLs and have it be received by all the other channels be t_del (i.e. the
communication time delay). If all three channels remain perfectly synchronized then each
channel should expect to receive (f + 1) INIT messages at exactly time kP + t_del (i.e.
wait for cur_time = kP - ( 2 window) to start listening for msgs
if curtime = kP then
send (INIT, round k) to ALL
if ECHO not yet sent then
if received (INIT, round k)from at least (f + 1) channels then
send (ECHO, round k) to ALL
if received (ECHO, round k)from at least (f + 1) channels then
send (ECHO, round k) to ALL
if received (ECHO, round k)from at least (2f + 1) channels then
[
accept (round k):
adjust local clock: compare curtime with kP +(2 * t_del)
wait for cur_time = kP + ( 2 window) to stop listening for msgs
t_del seconds after it sent its own INIT msg to all other channels). Also, in a perfect
system, each channel should receive (2f + 1) ECHO messages an accept the
synchronization round at time (kP + 2t_del). This is because it takes t_del seconds for an
INIT messages to travel across the CCDLs to the other channels and then it takes another
t_del seconds for the ECHO messages to travel across the CCDLs to all the other
channels.
In a perfect system, the accept should take place at exactly time (kP + 2t_del).
However, in a real system each channel's physical clock will drift at a certain rate. The
amount of drift on each channel will be different. One clock may be a little slow and
another may be a little fast. All channels will wait until their local clock indicates exactly
kP before sending the INIT. Now assume there is a "true" clock on the wall that keeps
perfect time. Each time we see an INIT leave a channel, we examine the true clock and
see that each channel is sending a little early, a little late or exactly on time. It is because
of this drift rate with respect to true time that a channel cannot expect to receive INIT
messages at exactly (kP + t_del) or ECHO messages at exactly (kP + 2t_del). A channel
has to start listening for messages BEFORE time (kP + t_del) and it has to keep listening
for messages after time (kP + 2t_del) so that is does not miss any messages. The size of
this listening window depends on how much drift there can be between any two physical
clocks.
When a channel receives (2f + 1) ECHO messages, it will accept the
synchronization round and adjust its clock. The clock is really the DEC register described
above. It will compare its local clock (cur_time) with the expected accept time of
(kP + 2t_del). If cur_time 5 (kP + 2t_del) then the local clock is a bit slow and time will
be added to it. If cur_time > (kP + 2t_del) then the local clock is a bit fast and time will
be subtracted from it. The adjustment cannot be too large and so is set to a maximum of
t_del (half the total communication latency required to accept i.e. half of 2t_del). Also,
any adjustment of the local clock cannot cause it to move past the accept time (i.e.
kP + 2t_del). Figure 4.4-3 summarizes the local clock adjustment after accepting the
current round synchronization.
Figure 4.4-3 Clock Adjustment Algorithm
4.4.5 Scheduling the FTSS SYNC Partition
The frame sync algorithm is implemented in the core OS ftss_sync task that
executes in supervisor mode. This core OS task needs to execute periodically. In order to
add it to the partition schedule major frame, an FTSS_SYNC system partition is used. As
described in section 4.2.3, there is no user application code associated with this system
partition. It is simply an empty partition that is used to reserve time in the partition
schedule major frame for the core OS ftss_sync task. The ftss_sync task is assigned in the
time domain to the FTSS_SYNC partition so that it only runs during the schedule
windows allocated to the partition.
A determination has to be made as to how often the clock sync algorithm should
execute. In other words, what should the period or frequency of the FTSS_SYNC
partition be? The selected period cannot be so long that a local clock drifts too far away
from the clocks on the other channels. The Wind River SBC750GX documentation
indicates a worst case clock drift of 100 parts per million (ppm) or 100 [ts per second
when the system clock driving the PowerPC is operating at 133 MHz. This is the drift
with respect to some "true" clock. Testing in the lab indicated that the drift between any
two channels was quite small over a one second period (see section 5.5.1 for details).
adjustment = t_del;
if cur_time 5 (kP + 2t_del) then
if (cur_time + adjustment) < (kP + 2t_del) then
curtime = cur_time + adjustment
else
curtime = kP + 2tdel
else if cur_time > (kP + 2t_del) then
if(cur_time - adjustment) > (kP + 2t_del) then
cur_time = cur_time - adjustment
else
curtime = kP + 2tdel
I
Thus, it was decided to schedule the FTSS_SYNC partition (and hence the clock sync
algorithm) once per second. Since this period (one second) was the longest of all the
partitions, it is also the duration of the schedule major frame i.e. the major frame is one
second long and all partitions (user and system) are scheduled as needed during the one
second. The major frame is then executed repeatedly. The FTSS_SYNC partition
executes once at the end of each major frame. This is shown in Figure 4.4-4. This is
called the NORMAL schedule and is used after system initialization has completed.
FTSS keeps a major frame counter that is incremented once at the start of each
major frame. It keeps incrementing until it rolls over. All messages that go across the
CCDL have a basic FTSS header that includes the major frame number, the minor frame
number and the partition window number so that FTSS code can verify that all received
messages are fresh and not stale.
The duration of the FTSS_SYNC partition window within the major frame is
another variable that needs to be set. Since there are 4000 kernel ticks per second, the
smallest duration that can be selected for any partition in the major frame is one tick or
250 ts. If the send of the INIT message (i.e. time kP) is placed in the middle of the 250
ts single tick window then the ftss_sync task can start listening for messages (i.e. INIT
and ECHO) 125 [ts before this time (at the start of the tick window) and it can continue
listening for another 125 ts after this time (at the end of the tick window). Thus, even if
two channels managed to drift 100 ts apart during a one second period, the 250 [ts sync
window would still be large enough to receive early or late INIT and ECHO clock sync
messages. In reality, the chosen synch window length is slightly smaller than 250 [ts, as
will be discussed in the next section.
4.4.6 The FTSS sync task
The ftss_sync task implements the steady state clock sync algorithm described
above. It is a high priority core OS task that executes in supervisor mode. It only executes
once per second during the FTSS_SYNC partition window at the end of the major frame.
No user level processes execute during the FTSS_SYNC partition window - only the
single core OS task executes. The duration of the FTSS_SYNC partition window is one
kernel tick or 250 ts.
For the following explanation of the clock sync algorithm implementation, we will
use terms such as "'ts remaining in the tick". This is because the ftss_sync task makes
extensive use of the PowerPC DEC register which starts with a value equal to one tick
(250 ts in this case) and then the value decrements until it reaches zero, causing an
interrupt which is the next tick. The ftss_sync task reads the register to determine how
many Vs remain before the next tick interrupt.
The scenario starts with a PowerPC DEC interrupt indicating a kernel tick has
expired. The kernel tick interrupt handler executes the module partition scheduler which
determines that it is time for the FTSS_SYNC partition to execute i.e. FTSS_SYNC is the
next partition in the sequence of partitions that make up the schedule major frame. In our
case, it is also the last partition in the major frame. The partition OS (vThreads) will not
start any user level processes since none exist for this system partition. However, the core
OS kernel will schedule the ftss_sync task to execute.
Even though the FTSS_SYNC partition has been allocated one full kernel tick (250
ts) in the major frame, the total size of the clock sync window used by the ftss_sync task
is set to 200 ts. One reason for this is that it takes a few [ts for the kernel to load and start
executing the sync task. Another reason is that there are a few operations that must be
completed after the clock sync algorithm completes and so a little bit of time must be
reserved near the end of the 250 [ts tick window.
Figure 4.4-4 depicts the main events that occur while the core OS ftss_sync task is
executing during the NORMAL schedule. The current implementation has the 200 [s
clock sync window opening 25 ts into the tick (i.e. with 225 Vs left until the end of the
tick). The broadcast of the INIT message to ALL takes place exactly in the middle of the
200 [s window so that there is 100 [ts to either side of the broadcast so that early or late
messages can still be received. Thus, the INIT broadcast takes place 125 [ts into the tick
(125 [ts left until the end of the tick). This is time kP. The reception of the INITs from
other channels will start to take place at time (kP + t_del). In this example, the time to
send and receive a message (t_del) is 5 uts. After the first reception of an INIT, the ECHO
message is broadcast to ALL (since we only have three channels, we only wait for one
INIT instead of two). The reception of the ECHOs take place at time (kP + 2t_del). Once
both ECHOs have been received from the other two channels, the local channel accepts
the synchronization round and adjusts the DEC register - this is the adjustment or
synchronization of the "local clock" using the algorithm in Figure 4.4-3.
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Figure 4.4-4 Major Frame Synchronization
The adjustment of the DEC register changes when the next interrupt will occur.
Since the next interrupt is the start of the next major frame, the DEC adjustment changes
when the next major frame begins. Since all three channels are performing the DEC
adjustment to obtain convergence, the start time of the major frames on all three channels
will also converge. If major frames are aligned on each channel then so are the minor













There are some issues with the described design. It should be apparent that the
adjustment of the DEC by ftss_sync can contribute to some partition start time jitter as
observed across multiple major frames. However, since the drift rate of physical clocks
tend to stabilize over time, the jitter should be reduced after a certain amount of steady
state operation. In any event, the maximum jitter is equal to the maximum allowed DEC
adjustment t_del.
Another issue is border line timing. While the ftss_sync task is waiting for the 200
[ts sync window to open 25 [ts into the tick, it continually discards any received
messages. Thus, if another channel sends a clock sync message that arrives too early (e.g.
24.999 ts into the tick) it will be rejected. Thus, it is still possible for asymmetrical
results to occur due to messages arriving right on the edge of a timing event (e.g. window
open). For example, CH1 could send a message early and CH2 will indicate that it
received it inside its window whereas CH3 will indicate that it never received it. This is
not necessarily a problem as CH2 and CH3 will send ECHOs at a later time which will
cause CH 1 to synchronize its fast clock.
Also, the broadcasting of the INIT message exactly in the middle of the 200 [ts sync
window is non-trivial. This is because all clock sync processing takes place during a
single 250 pts kernel tick. This means that all timing services provided by the kernel that
use ticks as a parameter (i.e. watchdog timers, etc.) cannot be used to determine when it
is time to broadcast the INIT. Also, the reception of all CCDL messages is done using
driver polling. Thus, there are no CCDL I/O interrupts during the 200 [ts sync window
indicating fresh data. Thus, the ftss_sync tasks loops continually, polling for new
messages while at the same time watching the DEC register count down to see if it is
getting close to the middle of the 200 [ts window (time kP) when it is time to broadcast
the INIT.
The issue is that the receive function that polls the CCDL drivers for new messages
can take 3 to 5 [ts if fresh data is actually present from both of the other channels. If no
fresh data is present then the receive routine takes less than 1 [ts. Thus, if the receive
function is called right before the time to broadcast the INIT then there is a chance the
receive function will not return until 5 [ts after it was time to do the broadcast. Thus, the
ftss_sync task stops polling for new messages 3 pts before time kP and simply waits for
the DEC register to indicate time kP (i.e. 100 [ts into the 200 ts sync window) before
calling the broadcast service.
Finally, if an accept does not occur as planned because of a missing ECHO, the
ftss_sync task will continue to loop, checking for new messages each time through the
loop. During every loop it checks the DEC register to see if it is smaller than the value
corresponding to the closing of the 200 pts sync window. If the DEC is smaller then the
main loop will be exited and the synchronization round will fail. When synchronization
fails, the module will switch to an entirely different partition schedule, called the
INIT_SYNC schedule. This schedule is completely distinct from the NORMAL schedule
and is explained more in the next section. Figure 4.4-5 shows the algorithm from section
4.4.4 with additional details for monitoring the DEC register.
4.4.7 Frame Synchronization After System Cold Start
The previous sections explained how frame synchronization works when the
P-NMR system is in steady state (i.e. NORMAL) operation. The FTSS_SYNC partition
was scheduled for one tick at the end of the major frame after all other user partitions
such as GN&C had executed. This section describes how synchronization is
accomplished for system cold start when all three channels are starting after power up.
The startup partition schedule, called INIT_SYNC, is completely distinct from the
steady state NORMAL schedule described in section 4.4.5. The only partition in the
INIT_SYNC major frame is the FTSS_SYNC partition. No user partitions are given any
time. The duration of the FTSS_SYNC partition is one second. This means the duration
of the INIT_SYNC major frame is one second. The choice of one second is arbitrary.
However, the number of kernel ticks per second is still the same: 4000.
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Start round k due to DEC interrupt /* DEC is at maximum */
/* wait for window to open - discard rcvd msgs */
while DEC > window_open
empty_all_CCDL_buffers()
/* window is now open */
/* wait for accept or for window to close */
while (not yet accepted) AND (DEC > window_close)
checkfor_new_msgs()
if received (ECHO, round k)from at least 2f + 1 channels then
accept (round k)
adjust DEC: compare cur_dec with expected_dec
EXIT
if received (INIT, round k)from at least f + 1 channels then
send (ECHO, round k) to ALL
if received (ECHO, round k)from at leastf + 1 channels then
send (ECHO, round k) to ALL
/* if we are close to middle of window i.e. time kP */
if DEC < (window_middle + buffer)
/* wait for middle of window */
while (DEC > window_middle)
keep waiting
send (INIT, round k) to ALL
} /* wait for accept or window close */
if (no accept) then
switch to INIT_SYNC partition schedule
Figure 4.4-5 Clock Synch Algorithm using DEC Register
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Since the only partition executing is FTSS_SYNC, the only task executing is the
core OS ftss_sync task. The operation of the sync task is basically the same. During each
250 [ts kernel tick, the sync task will attempt to synchronize with other channels. It will
still require all three channels to be operational for the sync algorithm to be successful.
The only difference is that the sync window within the tick window is made as large as
possible - close to 250 [ts instead of 200 [ts. This is so that all channels are listening for
other channels nearly all the time. Thus, the sync algorithm will execute during every
single tick or once every 250 [ts (i.e. 4000 times per second) until all three channels
obtain the first accept. The ftss_sync task will then verify that the next ten sync efforts
during the next ten ticks also result in successful synchronizations. This is just to make
sure that the first successful synchronization was not an aberration.
Once there has been ten successful sync attempts, ftss_sync will transition the
module to another schedule called APPSTARTUP. This schedule is similar to the
NORMAL steady state schedule except that each user partition gets a little bit of extra
time. This is required because APEX partitions and processes require extra time to
initialize for the first time and this initialization can offset normal steady state timing.
This is explained further in section 4.5.2. The APP_STARTUP schedule has all the user
partitions in it and the FTSS_SYNC partition gets the usual 250 ts at the end of the
major frame. The APP_STARTUP schedule is one second long just like the NORMAL
schedule. Once the APP_STARTUP schedule executes successfully once, ftss_sync
transitions the module to the NORMAL schedule.
4.4.8 Impact of Frame Synchronization on Robust Time Partitioning
This section assesses the impact of the frame synchronization activities on robust
time partitioning. It is essential that the DEC register adjustment not steal time from the
next partition/process in the schedule or violate the robust time partitioning in any
manner. Also, the frame synchronization activities at the core OS level should be
transparent to APEX processes running in user partitions.
There are two types of APEX time services that a partition process can use: a
request for the system time and a request to wait. Both types are handled by the partition
OS (i.e. vThreads), not the core OS. Both types of services use the
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SYSTEM_TIME_TYPE . The ARINC 653 standard defines this type as a 64 bit signed
integer with the LSB equal to one nanosecond.
4.4.8.1 Requesting the System Time
The system time is the time since module power up and is the same for all processors on
the module. When an APEX process in a user partition needs to obtain the system time, it
calls the following APEX service defined in the ARINC 653 standard:
void GET TIME (
/*out*/ SYSTEM TIME TYPE *SYSTEM TIME,
/*out*/ RETURN CODE TYPE *RETURN CODE );
Calling this service results in the partition level OS (vThreads) reading the PowerPC
64 bit TB register and then converting this value into nanoseconds. As discussed in
section 4.4.3, the TB register is incremented at a frequency based on the system clock
(e.g. 133 MHz). This is the same frequency used to decrement the DEC register. The TB
can be read but not written to in user mode. The TB register is not altered when the DEC
register is adjusted after the frame synchronization algorithm completes successfully in
the ftss_sync task. Adjusting the DEC register only causes a slight change in the release
point of partitions and processes with respect to the TB register. Note that the adjustment
of the DEC register does not change the release points with respect to the start of a major
frame.
An APEX process that uses GET_TIME several times within one partition window
or within one major frame will not be affected by the adjustment of the DEC register
since this occurs once at the end of each major frame. However, the adjustment of the
DEC register will manifest itself if an APEX process saves one system timestamp by
calling GET_TIME and then saves another timestamp but in a different major frame. If
the process calculates the duration between the two timestamps, the result will not be the
same as a system that is not running the ftss_sync task. Compared to the TB register, the
adjustment of the DEC register alters the release point of the user process in the next
major frame and so the TB time when the process calls the second GET_TIME will not
be the same as when the DEC is not adjusted. The maximum difference between these
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two results is equal to the maximum adjustment allowed for the DEC register. This is
currently t_del which is the maximum CCDL communication delay.
4.4.8.2 Requesting to Wait
When an APEX process in a user partition needs to wait for a certain duration, it can
choose between two APEX services defined in the ARINC 653 standard:
void PERIODIC WAIT (
/*out*/ RETURN CODE TYPE *RETURN CODE );
void TIMED WAIT (
/*in */ SYSTEM TIME TYPE DELAY TIME,
/*out*/ RETURN CODE TYPE *RETURN CODE );
Calling one of these services causes the process state to change from RUNNING to
WAITING. This will cause the partition OS (vThreads) to swap the process out of the
PowerPC and another READY process will run in its place. The PERIODIC_WAIT does
not have a DELAY_TIME parameter because periodic processes call this service when
they have completed their work for the current period and want to wait until their next
release point. The period of the process is specified (in nanoseconds) during process
creation and so the partition OS has access to when the next release point is. For the
TIMED_WAIT service, the passed in DELAY_TIME represents the number of
nanoseconds to wait. Both of these services are handled by the partition OS, not the core
OS.
Even though both of these services start with a delay time specified in nanoseconds,
the actual implementation converts the nanoseconds into core OS kernel ticks. The result
is rounded up to the nearest tick. This is because the partition OS relies on the core OS to
inform it of the passing of time. Recall from section 4.4.2 that the core OS kernel is made
aware of the passing of time through kernel ticks using the DEC register interrupt. The
core OS kernel then passes these hardware interrupts to a partition OS using a pseudo-
interrupt mechanism. Only the currently active partition receives these pseudo-interrupts.
The core OS may batch several hardware interrupts into one single pseudo-interrupt in
order to reduce the amount of processor throughput consumed by vThreads handling the
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pseudo-interrupts. Thus, the APEX wait services cannot actually provide accuracy at the
nanosecond level. They must use the granularity of kernel ticks.
As with the GET_TIME service, the execution of the ftss_sync task and the DEC
register adjustment only affects the wait services when the number of ticks to wait spans
a major frame boundary. The last tick in the major frame is where the DEC adjustment
occurs. Even though ftss_sync does not change the number of ticks that an APEX process
is waiting for, the absolute time (as recorded by the TB register) will be slightly different
compared to when ftss_sync is not executing. Thus, the DEC adjustment will introduce
some jitter to the start time of the first process or task in the next major frame (in our
case, this is the ftss_input task). Again, the maximum jitter will be t_del which is the
maximum CCDL communication delay. It should be pointed out that the release points
for processes with respect to the start of a major frame will not change. The release points
only change with respect to the TB register.
4.4.9 Summary
The adjustment of the DEC register after accepting a synchronization round is the
key to major frame synchronization. By increasing or decreasing the value that was in the
DEC register at the time of the accept, the ftss_sync task can hasten or delay the start of
the next major frame. This is because once the DEC register is loaded with an adjusted
value, it simply continues to count down as usual until it goes negative causing the next
kernel tick interrupt. Since FTSS_SYNC is the last partition to execute in the major
frame, the next tick interrupt signifies the start of the next major frame. Since all three
channels will adjust their DEC register to achieve convergence, the start of the next major
frame will occur at approximately same time on all three channels. If the major frames
are aligned on each channel then so are the minor frames within the major frame.
The execution of the FTSS frame synchronization algorithm does not violate any
ARINC 653 robust time partitioning rules. The adjustment of the DEC register does not
steal time from any user APEX process in the next major frame. However, it does
introduce a small amount of jitter to the start time of the first task or process in the next
major frame.
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4.5 Scheduling FTSS Input/Output Processing
This section discusses two options for scheduling the FTSS Input and FTSS Output
processing in an ARINC 653 partitioned module. The FTSS exchanges over the CCDL
have to take place while all the user partitions are executing on the module and while the
data bus is sending and receiving data. The schedule design is extremely important in
terms of overall system performance and reliability. The schedule must ensure that
channels stay in sync, deadlines are met and response times are kept to a minimum. Thus,
this design activity is can be quite complicated.
4.5.1 Scheduling Data Bus I/O
An important consideration when designing the schedule for the FTSS 1/O
processing is how access to the data bus I/O hardware is scheduled within the channel.
Unfortunately, the method used for data bus access depends heavily on the I/0 hardware
specifics and the low level driver. For example, is the data bus I/O hardware integrated
directly onto the core processing module (e.g. the SBC750GX board) or is it a separate
I/O module inserted into the channel backplane? Does the data bus I/O board have its
own processor? Does the PowerPC on the SBC750GX need to pull the data from the I/O
hardware into the local SDRAM or will the I/0 hardware push the data into the SDRAM
autonomously without requiring the involvement of the PowerPC (e.g. DMA engines).
Does the I/O hardware have a local copy of a timing table that dictates when to transmit
during the major frame of the PowerPC on the SBC750GX board?
The answers to all of these questions could influence the scheduling of the
partitions on the SBC750GX module. Whenever code on the PowerPC needs to move
(pull) data from the data bus I/O hardware to SDRAM, it is likely that an I/O or Gateway
partition would be required in the schedule to manage this activity. Figure 4.5-1 shows a
possible sensor input sequence with five partitions executing on the SBC750GX module.
The I/O Processing Partition moves data from the data bus I/0 hardware to the SDRAM,
the FTSS_INPUT performs the data exchange to obtain input congruency, the user
GN&C FDIR partition performs sensor data reduction using the congruent data, the
GN&C partition containing the algorithms executes and finally the FTSS_OUTPUT
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partition performs output voting. Another option is to merge the data bus I/O processing
and the FTSS I/O processing into one partition and one core OS task.
Figure 4.5-1 I/O Processing added to partition schedule
The current P-NMR prototype only simulates a data bus. The simulation places
generated sensor input data into the main SDRAM on the SBC750GX board. The
simulation executes at the beginning of the ftss_input task processing. Thus, the
simulation assumes that some mechanism would be available for moving data from the
actual bus I/O hardware into SDRAM. Since the data bus I/O processing is currently
simulated, a more detailed discussion of how to schedule data bus accesses within the
channel is not included in this thesis. The reader is referred to [41] for a detailed analysis
of data bus scheduling.
4.5.2 ARINC 653 Partition and Process Scheduling Overview
Before the options for scheduling FTSS 1/O processing can be discussed, a brief
review of the ARINC 653 two level scheduling design is presented. The term "two level"
scheduling is used because there are two distinct scheduling activities on an ARINC 653
module.
First, partitions are scheduled in a fixed, cyclic manner as discussed in section
4.4.1. Partitions have no priority. A partition schedule is simply a sequence of partition
windows of varying durations. The sequence of partition windows make up the major
frame. Thus, TPS is used to schedule the partitions. The static partition schedule (major
frame) must be constructed at design time. It is usually specified in the system
configuration files (e.g. the XML files). The module core OS is responsible for
scheduling the partitions using data from the configuration files.
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Each partition contains one or more processes. Each partition also has its own
partition OS. The partition OS, not the core OS, is responsible for scheduling the
processes. The core OS has no visibility into a partition and cannot see or control
processes. A classical priority preemptive scheduling (PPS) method is used by the
partition OS to schedule the processes within a partition. In other words, the highest
priority process that is ready to run within a partition is given the CPU. The priority of a
process can be changed at run time. Processes only run during their partition's window in
the major frame.
Periodic processes have fixed period, time capacity and deadline type attributes.
The period specifies how often the process should execute. Time capacity specifies the
elapsed true time within which the process should complete its execution during the
period. It is important to realize that the time capacity is real time ("wall clock time") and
not processor execution time. Thus, it must always be equal to or greater than the worst
case execution time (WCET) for the process. The time capacity is always less than the
period but it may span several partition windows within the major frame. The deadline
type can be hard or soft. A hard deadline means the partition OS will perform some
action if a periodic process deadline is missed. The action is specified at design time in
the Health Monitoring system configuration files. Actions include ignore but log, wait for
n occurrences before taking action, restart the process, stop the process, restart the
partition (cold or warm) or stop the partition.
Each process in a partition has several release points corresponding to the start time
of each of its periods. A process will move to the READY state when a release point
arrives. If it is the highest priority process in the partition its state will change to
RUNNING and it will be given the CPU. Release points can occur outside the partition
window in which case the process will not execute until the start of the next partition
window (if it is the highest priority ready process at that time). Processes also have a
variable attribute called deadline time which is initially set to the current release point
plus the time capacity. A periodic process must finish its work and call the APEX
PERIODICWAIT service before the deadline time. Note that a deadline time can occur
outside all the parent partition windows and inside another partition's window but it will
not be acted upon until the next owner partition window. A process can also change its
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own deadline time within a period by calling the APEX REPLENISH service but it must
not cause the new deadline time to go past the next periodic release point.
Finally, the first release point for a periodic process is usually the start of the first
partition window within the major frame. However in the case where a partition occurs
more than once within the major frame, the first release point for a process can be set to a
partition window other than the first one.
As can be seen from the above discussion, some aspects of process scheduling are
non-trivial and the overall scheduling design needs careful consideration. What is
important to note is that the system integrator has clear visibility into when partitions
execute because of the fixed, cyclic nature of the partition schedule which is clearly
specified in the system configuration files at design time. On the other hand, identifying
when processes execute within partition windows in the major frame is more challenging.
Processes are not specified in any way in the system configuration files and they can run
at any time based on their state, priority and release points.
This is an important distinction to consider when attempting to synchronize the
FTSS I/O activities among the three synchronized channels. The FTSS tasks execute as
core OS tasks but they must also interact with the user partitions and processes. There are
basically two methods for scheduling the FTSS I/O processing with the user applications
and they are described next.
4.5.3 Implicit FTSS I/O Scheduling
This method does not explicitly add FTSS I/O partition windows to the partition
schedule specified in the XML system configuration files. The partition schedule is made
up of user partitions only. When a user APEX process within a partition needs FTSS I/O
services, it makes custom FTSS API system calls. These calls are not part of ARINC 653
APEX standard. There is a system call to obtain congruent inputs from FTSS and there is
a system call to send application outputs to FTSS for voting. The API calls result in a
system call down into the core OS (after going through vThreads) where an FTSS task
begins its processing (i.e. the two round input exchange or the one round output
exchange). The user process blocks until FTSS has completed its exchange over the
CCDL. The system call then returns to the user process and it continues to execute.
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Note that several different user processes can and usually do execute during a single
partition window in the major frame. It is possible that two or more processes may
require FTSS I/O services in a single partition window. In this case, FTSS input
processing may be called twice and FTSS output processing may be called twice in the
same partition window.
As a simple example, consider user partition "A" which contains two APEX
processes, Al and A2. Process Al is a high priority, flight critical process that requires
congruent sensor inputs from FTSS and it sends its actuator command outputs to FTSS
for voting. Process Al must always execute first at the start of every partition "A"
window in the schedule. It is not interrupted by any other process until it has completed
all its processing. It is assumed that the release point of process Al is at the start of the
partition window. Once process Al has completed its work, the goal is to have the lower
priority process A2 execute for at least 3.0 ms before the end of the partition window.
Process A2 does not need FTSS services and its release point and deadline are not in the
current partition window. If process Al finishes early and calls the APEX
PERIODIC_WAIT service before its deadline, process A2 will start early and get more
than the minimum 3.0 ms during the partition window.
Certain constant durations are known. The time required for process Al to startup
after its release point and invoke the FTSS system call to obtain congruent inputs takes
0.01 ms. The ftss_input task in the core OS takes 0.24 ms to perform the two round input
exchange. Once process Al has the congruent inputs from FTSS, it executes its control
algorithms. The WCET of these algorithms is 2.0 ms. Process Al will then make an
FTSS system call to have its actuator command outputs voted. The ftss_output task in the
core OS also takes 0.24 ms to perform the output exchange and vote with other channels.
When the FTSS output system call returns, process Al performs some cleanup and then
calls the APEX PERIODIC_WAIT service indicating that it has finished all its work for
the current period. This takes 0.01 ms. Thus, the total capacity required for process Al to
complete all its work is 2.5 ms as shown in Table 4.5-1. Since the desire is to have the
low priority A2 process execute for at least 3.0 ms after process Al finishes, the total
duration for the partition "A" window in the partition schedule is 5.5 ms (2.5 ms for Al




Process Al Startup 0.01
FTSS core OS input processing 0.24
Process Al algorithms WCET 2.0
FTSS core OS output processing 0.24
Process Al Cleanup 0.01
TOTAL CAPACITY FOR PROCESS Al 2.5
Table 4.5-1 Process Al System Call Durations
Figure 4.5-2 shows the execution of the Al and A2 APEX processes within the 5.5
ms partition "A" window. Process Al has a deadline that is 2.5 ms after its release point
at the start of the partition window. The process deadline is the release point plus the
capacity. It takes process Al only 1.8 ms (out of the allotted 2.0 ms) to execute its
algorithms and calculate actuator commands. Thus, Al calls PERIODIC_WAIT 0.2 ms
before its deadline. This causes the state of process Al to change to WAITING and the
partition OS then schedules process A2 to run since it was already in the READY state.
Thus, A2 executes for 3.2 ms within the 5.5 ms partition window (it runs for an extra 0.1
ms).
The advantage of this implicit method of scheduling FTSS processing is that the
FTSS services will be used whenever they are required. The system integrator does not
need to know what order the processes execute in within a user partition window. As long
as the process execution order and start times are the same on all three channels, the
FTSS exchanges will be synchronized and successful. Another advantage of this method
is that FTSS activities occur immediately, without any delay. When a user process has
completed its computations and requests FTSS output processing, the FTSS output
exchange over the CCDLs starts almost immediately. The FTSS processing does not have
to wait for another partition window within the major frame to start its processing. This
reduces overall system response times.
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Figure 4.5-2 Implicit Scheduling of FTSS I/O in Partition Schedule
A significant disadvantage of this method is that the FTSS activities are not clearly
specified in the module schedule in the XML system configuration files. The FTSS
activities are scheduled by API calls in the user application code. This implicit scheduling
of FTSS activities could make it more difficult for the system integrator to clearly
understand the timing of the system. This is because the time required by the FTSS core
OS tasks is included in the time required by the user process that made the FTSS API
calls down into the core OS. The application developer must now consider the time
required by the FTSS tasks in the core OS when deciding on process capacities and
deadlines. The process capacities and deadlines will then influence the duration of the
particular partition window which includes the execution of those processes. Thus, the
use of FTSS will not require a change to the sequence of user partitions in the major
frame in the XML system configuration file but it will require a change to the durations
of the user partitions. Furthermore, a change to FTSS core OS code that modifies the time





Another disadvantage of this method is that user applications will have custom
FTSS API calls down into the core OS. These calls are not part of the ARINC 653 APEX
API standard. These non-standard API calls reduce the portability of the applications.
Because of these disadvantages, the implicit method for scheduling FTSS I/O processing
described in this section was not selected. Instead, an explicit scheduling method was
chosen and it is described next.
4.5.4 Explicit FTSS I/O Scheduling
The explicit method for scheduling FTSS I/O activities involves adding FTSS
partition windows to the static partition schedule (i.e. the major frame) in the XML
system configuration files. Two system partitions are created, FTSS_INPUT and
FTSS_OUTPUT, that have the core OS FTSS tasks assigned to them in the time domain.
The core OS ftss_input task only runs during FTSS_INPUT partition windows and the
core OS ftss_output task only runs during FTSS_OUTPUT partition windows in the
major frame. FTSS I/O processing does not take place during user partition windows in
the major frame. Thus, the time allocated to user processes and user partitions is used
only for user application processing.
In order to illustrate this method, we use the channelized architecture shown in
Figure 3.3-1 with a GN&C user partition replicated on all three channels. A major frame
duration of one second is also assumed. The major frames are synchronized among all
three channels as discussed in section 4.4.6. This example also assumes that an I/O
Processing Partition has already moved the sensor data from the data bus 1O0 hardware
into SDRAM on the processing module (i.e. the SBC750GX) where FTSS has access to
it. The execution of the I/O Processing Partition is not included in this scenario.
The GN&C user partition contains two APEX processes, shown in Table 4.5-2. The
high rate Control and Navigation (CN) process executes at 50 Hz (period = 20 ms) with a
time capacity of 2 ms. In other words, the CN process must finish its work 2 ms into the
20 ms period. Since the intent is that the CN process will run uninterrupted, the 2 ms
capacity is equal to the CN process WCET plus some amount of spare. The spare is for
the seven DEC interrupts that occur during the 2 ms partition window. The 20 ms period
of the CN process will be the "minor frame" in the module schedule. The low rate
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Guidance and Navigation (GN) process executes at 1 Hz (period = 1000 ms, the same as
the major frame) with a time capacity of 900 ms. Thus, the GN process has much more
time within the one second major frame to finish its work. The high rate CN process has a
much higher priority than the low rate GN process and so it will always execute before
the GN process if both processes are in the READY state.
Process Priority Period Capacity Deadline
Name (ms) (ms) Type
CN 63 20 2.0 HARD
GN 10 1000 900 HARD
Table 4.5-2 GN&C Apex Processes
The two processes communicate with each other using APEX inter-process
communication, namely blackboards. Blackboards do not allow queuing of messages;
there is only one message buffer. The 1 Hz GN process will write to the blackboards and
the 50 Hz CN process will read the blackboards. The GN process only writes to the
blackboards once per second after all of the GN algorithms have completed. Since the 50
Hz CN process executes fifty times between each GN write to the blackboards, the CN
process simply keeps reading the same blackboard values until they change.
The 50 Hz CN process requires inputs from the three redundant MIMU sensors that
are channelized and it will produce RCS thruster commands that need to be voted before
being sent to the thrusters. The response time between the sensor reading and actuator
activation must be kept to an absolute minimum. The 1 Hz GN process requires the
inputs from the three redundant, channelized GPS receivers and the three redundant,
channelized altimeters. The GN process does not produce any actuator outputs that
require FTSS output voting. Instead, it writes to the APEX blackboards which are read by
the high rate CN process. The GN process only reads the GPS inputs once per period (i.e.
once per second).
There are several ways to schedule the GN&C partition so that the high rate CN
process executes fifty times per second and the low rate GN process executes once per
second. At a minimum, the GN&C partition must be scheduled fifty times for 2 ms each
time so that the CN process completes its computations and sends actuator commands on
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time. The GN process has more work to do but it has 900 ms out of the 1000 ms period to
finish. The CN process will have 50 release points and deadlines per major frame
whereas the GN process will only have one release point and one deadline per major
frame. The first CN release point and the only GN release point will occur at the start of
the first GN&C partition window within the major frame.
Some examples of how the GN process can be scheduled include making every 50
Hz GN&C partition window a little longer than the minimum 2 ms required for the CN
process or ten out of the fifty windows can be made much longer than 2 ms. Note that the
smallest partition window that can be used in the schedule is one kernel tick which in our
case is 250 ts. All partition windows must be a multiple of this duration. Also, many
other user partitions are executing during the one second major frame - the GN&C
partition does not run all the time.
Figure 4.5-3 shows a segment of the module schedule used by the P-NMR
prototype. It contains one 20 ms minor frame within the major frame. It is not the first
minor frame in the major frame and so the GN process has already obtained its GPS and
altimeter inputs from FTSS. The GN release point and deadline are not in the depicted
minor frame. The FTSS_INPUT system partition is placed into the partition schedule
immediately preceding a 2 ms GN&C partition window. The FTSS_INPUT window is
only one kernel tick in duration (i.e. 0.25 ms). It is during this window that the ftss_input
core OS task performs the two round exchange of CN inputs. This window will occur at
almost the exact same time on all three channels. Only the sensors required for CN (i.e.
the MIMUs) are exchanged. The GN sensors (GPS and altimeters) are not included in
this exchange. Once the two round exchange is complete, the ftss_input core OS task
writes the congruent inputs to core OS memory that will be read by the GN&C
application using APEX sampling ports. It is important to note that if the ftss_input core
OS task completes early within the 0.25 ms FTSS_INPUT partition window, the GN&C
partition will not start early. The GN&C partition must still wait for its partition window
to open. While it is waiting the CPU is idle or it is performing background tasks.
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Figure 4.5-3 Explicit Scheduling of FTSS I/O in Partition Schedule
The GN&C partition is next in the 20 ms minor frame. It is always the first user
partition in every 20 ms minor frame since the flight critical 50 Hz CN process must







will schedule the CN process to run since it has a higher priority than the GN process.
This first GN&C partition window in the minor frame is exactly 2 ms in duration since
the CN process has a time capacity of 2.0 ms. The first thing the CN process does is read
the APEX sampling ports that correspond to the three redundant MIMU sensors. This
causes the input data to be moved from core OS memory up into the CN process (via the
partition OS). The CN process then analyzes the three MIMU readings and performs data
reduction to obtain one MIMU reading. It then executes its control algorithms and writes
the resulting thruster command to the output APEX sampling port. This results in the
immediate transfer of the data down into core OS memory that corresponds to the output
sampling port. At this point the CN process has completed its work and so it will call the
APEX PERIODIC_WAIT service which will cause the process to transition to the
WAITING state. This must be done within the first 2 ms of the 20 ms minor frame since
this is the time capacity of the CN process.
Since the CN time capacity is set to a duration that is greater than the WCET of the
code, the CN process will always finish a little early, before the 2 ms GN&C partition
window is closed. When this happens, the partition OS will schedule the low rate GN
process since it will already be in the READY state. The GN process continues running
until the end of this first 2 ms GN&C partition window.
The FTSS_OUTPUT system partition is placed in the partition schedule
immediately after the first 2 ms GN&C window. Its duration is only one kernel tick or
0.25 ms. This window will occur at almost the exact same time on all three channels. The
ftss_output core OS task reads the core OS memory corresponding to the output sampling
port used by the CN process. It then performs the one round exchange and votes with the
other channels, as described in section 3.3.2. Once the vote is complete, the result can be
sent to the I/O Processing Partition (not shown) for transmission over the data bus to the
actuator (i.e. RCS thruster). The I/O Processing Partition can be on another module (i.e.
circuit board) within the channel. Alternatively, the ftss_output core OS task may be able
to write the voted result to the appropriate memory which the data bus I/O driver uses.
Note that if the ftss_output processing finishes early within the 0.25 ms FTSS_OUTPUT
partition window, the next GN&C partition window will not start early.
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After the FTSS_OUTPUT window, there is another GN&C partition window that is
3 ms in duration so that the 1 Hz GN process can continue executing. This second GN&C
window does not have to come immediately after the FTSS_OUTPUT window. It does
not even have to be in the current 20 ms minor frame. It could actually be placed
anywhere in the major frame as long as the GN process completes its work 900 ms (the
time capacity) after the first GN&C partition window (the GN process release point).
However, in our example, it comes immediately after the FTSS_OUTPUT window. The
high priority CN process will still be in the WAITING state since its next release point
has not yet arrived. Thus, it will not execute. The lower priority GN process which is still
in the READY state will execute for the entire 5 ms. After this, other user partitions will
execute during this 20 ms minor frame. This sequence will repeat every 20 ms. Thus, the
total FTSS input and output latency added to the control algorithm execution time is 0.5
ms. This is comprised of one 0.25 ms window for the FTSS sensor input processing and
one 0.25 ms window for the FTSS application output processing. A sample of the above
schedule taken from the XML system configuration files is contained in Appendix B. 1.
Figure 4.5-4 shows the same scenario as above except that it shows the data
movement between the FTSS core OS tasks executing in supervisor mode and the GN&C
partition process executing in user mode. It also shows how communication channels are
created using a source port and a destination port. Communication channels are explained
more in section 4.6.
For a sensor input, a source port is associated with the FTSS_INPUT partition and a
destination port is associated with the GN&C partition. A communication channel with a
unique ID links the source and destination ports. During the FTSS_INPUT partition
window, the ftss_input task will execute in the core OS in supervisor mode. Once the
sensor data exchange and vote is complete, the ftss_input task updates the port memory
associated with the sensor data (e.g. MIMU1). At a later time, the 50 Hz CN process will
start to execute in user mode. In order to obtain the sensor data, it will make a destination
port read request to the partition OS which results in a system call down to the core OS.
This will cause a change from user mode to supervisor mode. The core OS code will then
copy the port data (e.g. MIMUl) to the user memory buffer. The system call will then
return to the CN process which will continue to execute.
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Partition Schedule
FTSS INPUT GN&C Partition FTSS OUTPUT
0.25 ms 2.0 ms 0.25 ms
SOURCE DESTINATION SOURCE DESTINATION
PORT PORT PORT PORT
Comm Channel Comm Channel
ID = 1 ID = 20
Figure 4.5-4 Explicit Scheduling of FTSS with APEX Ports
For an actuator command output, a source port is associated with the GN&C
partition and a destination port is associated with the FTSS_OUTPUT partition. Again, a
communication channel with a unique ID links the source and destination ports. Once the
user CN process has finished executing the control algorithms, it will make a request to
write an actuator command (e.g. thrusterl) to the output port (these are source ports).
Again, this results in a system call to the core OS which transfers the data from user
partition memory to the core OS memory corresponding to the output port. At a later
time, the ftss_output task will execute in supervisor mode during the FTSS_OUTPUT
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partition window. It will obtain the actuator command from the port memory in the core
OS and then it will perform the data exchange and vote with the other channels.
Figure 4.5-5 shows the special case of the first minor frame in the major frame
where the 1 Hz GN process requires its inputs at the same time that the CN process
requires its inputs. In this case, FTSS_INPUT is scheduled twice. The first occurrence is
for the MIMU exchange for CN and the second occurrence is for the GPS/altimeter
exchange for GN. It would be possible to pipeline the output exchange for CN with the
input exchange for GN so that only one 0.25 ms window is used for both but this facility
is not currently required given the performance of the CCDL.
First 20 ms Minor Frame in Major Frame
0.25 ms 2.0 ms 0.25 ms 0.25 ms 3.0 ms
Core OS User Application Core OS Core OS User Application
FTSS GN&C Partition FTSS FTSS GN&C Partition






GNC 50 Hz GNC 01 Hz
Output Exchange Input Exchange
(Actuator Cmds) (GPS, ALTIM)
Figure not to scale
Figure 4.5-5 First 20 ms minor frame
Another option for the first minor frame would be to always include the GN sensors
(GPS, altimeter) in every input exchange for CN sensors but this is suboptimal since the
FTSS input exchange for CN inputs takes place fifty times a second and the GN sensors
change only once per second. Another option is to perform a two round exchange of all
inputs only on the first minor frame and then only exchange CN inputs on the other 49
frames. This is discussed more in the APEX Ports section.
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4.5.4.1 Timing Within FTSS I/0 Tasks
The method for timing the one and two round exchanges in the FTSS core OS I/0
tasks is similar to the ftss_sync task described earlier. The events for the ftss_input task
are shown in Figure 4.5-6. The input processing begins with a kernel tick. The core OS
determines that it is time for the FTSS_INPUT partition to execute which causes the core
OS ftss_input task to start executing. At this point the DEC register contains a value
corresponding to almost the full 250 [ts (i.e. one kernel tick). It will continue to count
down until the next PowerPC interrupt. The ftss_input task builds the round one message
using the sensor data in SDRAM brought in by the I/O Processing Partition (or by the
data bus simulation in our case). The round one message only contains the local sensor
data. The input task sends this round one message to all other channels using the
dedicated CCDLs. It then waits a predetermined time to receive the round one messages
from the other channels.
Since all input processing takes place within one kernel tick, the input task must use
the DEC register to keep track of the passage of time. It cannot use normal kernel time
services like watchdog timers since these are based on kernel ticks. If the DEC counts
down past a certain threshold value without ftss_input receiving a round one message
from another channel, that channel is marked as being suspect. The channel that did not
receive the round one data from another channel will continue with the round two
exchange.
Once all the round one messages are received from the other channels, the
ftss_input task builds the round two message which contains the sensor data from all the
channels including the local channel. The input task then sends this round two message to
all the channels using the CCDLs and then waits for the round two messages from the
other channels. Again, the input task uses the DEC register to watch time and if the DEC
gets low enough without receiving a round two messages from another channel, that
channel is marked as being suspect. Once the ftss_input task has all the round two
messages from the other channels, it sends all three sets of data (one set from round one
and two sets from round two) to the ftss_voter for voting. The ftss_voter is a function call
that returns the voted values. The ftss_input task then places the values in the appropriate
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APEX sampling ports which will be read by the user application later. The ftss_output
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Figure 4.5-6 Timing within FTSS Input Task
It should be noted that the DEC register values picked for the round one and round
two timeouts are currently selected at design time and are hard coded. However, the time
required for building a message and transmitting it over a CCDL varies depending on the
data size of the sensor inputs or application outputs. Thus, if the system integrator
changed the amount of data that needed to be exchanged, either for input or output, the
DEC register deadline times would also need to change in the code. Thus, the FTSS code
needs to be updated so that it uses the system configuration tables (from the XML files)







4.5.5 Channel Specific Schedules
The P-NMR frame synchronous architecture with explicit scheduling of FTSS does
not require that each channel execute identical partition schedules. It only requires that
partitions that need to use FTSS services (i.e. congruent inputs, voting of outputs) be
aligned in time on each channel. Stated another way, not all partitions need to be
replicated on all channels. For example, if the flight critical GN&C partition is the only
partition that uses FTSS then it is the only partition that needs to be replicated and
aligned within the major frame on all three channels. As long as this requirement is
satisfied, the non-flight critical partitions, if any, can be different on each channel and
they can start at different times within the major frame.
Figure 4.5-7 shows an example of this. The flight critical FTSS_INPUT, GN&C
and FTSS_OUTPUT partition windows are all in the same place within the minor frame
of the partition schedule on each channel. Thus, with frame synchronization, they will all
execute at the same time on each channel which allows for data exchange and voting to
take place. However, after these flight critical partitions have completed their work, each
channel starts its own non-flight critical partition within the minor frame. CHI starts
partition lA, CH2 starts partition 2A and CH3 starts partition 3A. Note that these
partitions do not have to have the same durations. Also note that partition IB on CH1
starts even though other channels are not starting a new partition.
The advantage of this flexible approach is that it facilitates processor load balancing
among the channels. Different non-replicated applications can be hosted on each channel.
The disadvantage of this flexibility is that the static analysis tools that analyze the XML
system configuration files need to be able to cross check the partition schedule defined
for each channel in order to verify that flight critical partitions are properly aligned.
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Figure 4.5-7 Channel Specific Schedules
4.5.6 Summary
The disadvantages of the explicit method of scheduling where FTSS system
partitions are placed in the module schedule is that there can be an increase in latency
compared to the implicit method. When the ftss_input task has finished the sensor
exchange, the user CN process cannot start executing until the GN&C partition window
opens. When the user CN process has calculated an actuator command, the ftss_output
exchange cannot begin until the FTSS_OUPTUT partition window opens. However, the
amount of idle CPU time in the FTSS_INPUT window will usually be less than 50 ts,
depending on the amount of sensor data that requires the two round exchange. Also, the
total FTSS overhead added to the flight critical processing (the CN process) is just 0.5
ms; 0.25 ms (one kernel tick) for the FTSS input processing and 0.25 ms (one kernel tick)









Another disadvantage of this method is that it may require that a single user
partition window in the schedule be broken up into separate windows with FTSS I/O
partitions in between them. This will occur if several processes execute within the
partition window and it is essential that the output from one process be sent to FTSS
immediately before other processing takes place. This is the case in Figure 4.5-3 where
the output from the CN process must be sent to FTSS for output voting before the GN
process executes. The additional partition changes is not a significant impact on latency
because it only takes a few microseconds for the core OS to change partitions. However,
more careful analysis of the individual process release points and deadlines is required in
order to ensure no process deadlines are missed.
The advantage of this method is that the scheduling of FTSS processing can be
done in a clear and precise way at design time using the XML system configuration files.
It is much easier for the system integrator to understand when the FTSS exchanges will
take place on all three synchronized channels. The activation of FTSS processing is not
buried inside user code. The time allocated to user partitions in the schedule is only used
for user code and not for FTSS code and CCDL exchanges. Thus, the time required by
FTSS is decoupled from the time required by user applications. In addition, user
applications can use ARINC 653 APEX ports to communicate with the FTSS tasks in the
core OS. They do not need to use any custom FTSS API calls. It is mainly for these
reasons that this explicit method was chosen for the P-NMR system. In addition, this
method allows for channel specific schedules.
4.6 Fault Tolerant ARINC 653 Ports
Previous sections have mentioned the use of ARINC 653 ports for inter-partition
communication. This section describes in more detail what ports are and how the P-NMR
system uses them.
4.6.1 Communication Channel and Port Overview
Inter-partition communication is defined by the ARINC 653 standard as
communication between two or more partitions executing either on the same core module
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or on different core modules. It may also mean communication between an APEX
partition on a core module and non-ARINC 653 equipment that is external to the core
module. All inter-partition communication is accomplished by using messages. A
message is defined as a continuous block of data of finite length.
The basic mechanism for linking partitions is the communication channel (this
channel is completely unrelated to the redundant computer channels used in a fault
tolerant NMR architecture). A communication channel defines a logical link between one
source and one or more destinations, where the source and the destinations may be one
or more partitions. It also specifies the mode of transfer of messages from the source to
the destinations together with the characteristics of the messages that are to be sent from
that source to those destinations.
Partitions have access to communication channels via defined access points called
ports. A partition owns its ports and is responsible for creating them. Any user process
within the partition can access a port that is owned by the partition. A port can be either a
source or a destination but it cannot be both. A communication channel consists of one
source port and one or more destination ports. A port provides the required resources
(e.g. memory) that allow a specific partition to either send or receive messages in a
specific channel. A partition is allowed to exchange messages through multiple channels
using their respective source and destination ports. A channel describes the route
connecting one sending port to one or more receiving ports.
Communication using channels and ports can cross several boundaries. An ARINC
653 partition can send a message to another ARINC 653 partition that is on the same
module, on a different module in the same cabinet or on a module in a different cabinet.
It can even communicate with traditional hardware LRUs that are not running an ARINC
653 RTOS (such as sensors and actuators). The communication can take place using
shared memory, a backplane bus (e.g. CompactPCI) or a data bus (e.g. Mil-Std-1553B,
IEEE 1394b). In the case of a message going from an ARINC 653 partition to an entity
outside the local module, the notion of a pseudo partition and port is used. These are
explained later. By using pseudo ports, the core OS takes care of encapsulating the
application data in a bus specific format and it routes the message to the appropriate
location in the module (e.g. I/O driver memory) for transmission.
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The core OS also manages incoming messages from outside the module in the same
way. It strips away any data bus specific headers and only delivers the original
application data to the destination ARINC 653 partition. For example, when a partition
receives sensor data through a port, it does not need to know if it came from a sensor
connected to a Mil-Std-1553B data bus connected to the local module or if it came over
an Ethernet CCDL from another cabinet.
All the port and channel information is specified in the XML system configuration
files at design time. Port definitions are included in the configuration data for a partition
application. A separate configuration table defines the channels between partitions on the
local module. If a message needs to go outside the local module via the backplane or data
bus then a pseudo partition and pseudo port is defined. The system integrator is
responsible for managing the connections between partitions, modules and cabinets.
The advantage of the above channel and port approach is that it isolates application
software from the underlying hardware. User applications do not contain code that is
specific to a particular processing module in a particular cabinet. This makes it much
easier for the system integrator to move partitions between processing modules in one
cabinet or even between cabinets. This activity is often done during system integration in
order to reduce latencies, balance processor loads or to reduce data bus bandwidth
consumption. It is also easy to add or delete communication paths within the system by
editing the system configuration files. However, this would usually result in partition
code changes as well.
Another advantage of using the static system configuration files to define the
communication paths within the avionics system is that the system integrator can use
sophisticated analysis tools to predict overall system timing and performance. The use of
such tools is almost a necessity since the interaction between the partition schedule,
backplane access and data bus I/O access can become complex and difficult to verify
using testing in the lab [41].
4.6.2 Sampling and Queuing Ports
Each communication channel can be configured to operate in one of two transfer
modes: sampling and queuing. The single source port and the one or more destination
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ports that comprise the channel must be homogenous in terms of the transfer mode; they
must all be sampling ports or they must all be queuing ports.
In queuing mode, the ports involved are allowed to buffer multiple messages in
queues. Existing messages in the queue are not overwritten. A message sent by the source
partition can be buffered in the source port queue until the core OS has time to move the
message to the destination ports. Similarly, a destination port can buffer received
messages until the receiving partition requests them. The oldest message in the
destination queue is always the first one given to the receiving partition. Once a message
is removed from a queue, it cannot be re-read. The send order is always maintained in the
destination queues. Queuing ports have a maximum queue size specified at design time in
the configuration files. Queuing ports may be more suitable for aperiodic messages or
events where it is important that the event not be lost such as pilot inputs. The P-NMR
prototype does not currently use queuing ports.
Sampling ports have only one single buffer for a message. On the send side, an old
message remains in the source buffer until it is transmitted or until it is overwritten by a
new message from the source partition. On the receive side, a message remains in the
destination buffer until it is overwritten by a new message from the sending partition. The
message is not removed from the destination buffer when the destination partition
performs a read. If a destination partition reads the destination sampling port several
times, the same data in the buffer will be returned until the buffer is overwritten with a
new message from the source partition.
Sampling ports have a required refresh rate. This is the rate at which new messages
should be received by a partition. The source port does not have to have the same refresh
rate as a destination port. However, if the source partition transmits at a rate that is slower
than the destination port's refresh rate, the OS will indicate to the destination partition
that the messages are stale. Thus, careful consideration is required when designing
sampling ports and the module partition schedule. Both the source and destination
partitions need to be scheduled properly in the major frame so that messages are not
declared stale.
Sampling ports are more suited for periodic data that is always transmitted at the
same rate such as sensor inputs or actuator outputs used in flight control. Although an
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occasional overwrite of a value is not desirable, it usually can be tolerated for one minor
frame in the partition schedule. It is for these reasons that the P-NMR system uses
sampling ports.
In summary, ports have the following attributes:
Partition Identifier
The partition that owns the port.
Port Name
A character string. It must be unique within the partition. This is usually specific to the
data in the message such as "Altitude". The name should not contain any reference to the
specific source or destination partition e.g. "Altitude_From_Partition_X".
Direction
Can be either SOURCE or DESTINATION.
Message Size
Size of the message in bytes.
Refresh Rate
For Sampling ports only. The rate at which the message in the sampling channel should
be updated. Specified in microseconds or milliseconds.
4.6.3 Pseudo Partitions and Ports
Although not formally discussed in the ARINC 653 standard, pseudo partitions and
pseudo ports are described in an appendix to the standard which details the use of XML
system configuration files. Pseudo partitions and ports are used when an ARINC 653
partition needs to communicate with an entity outside the local module. The external
entity can be another ARINC 653 partition, software running on a non-ARINC 653
computer or a hardware device with no software. Pseudo partitions and ports are added to
the system configuration files just like regular partitions and ports. However, pseudo
ports have additional attributes not present in normal ports such as the address of an I/O
driver routine or the address of a memory location used by the I/O driver. Also, pseudo
partitions are not placed in the partition schedule and do not get processor time.
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Configuration data associated with a pseudo partition and pseudo port can be used
by the core OS to correctly locate the appropriate I/O driver routine or memory location
that should be used for transmitting or receiving a message over the physical data bus. In
general, a proper ARINC 653 I/O partition will interact with pseudo partitions and ports.
User partitions like GN&C would send their output data to the 1/O partition using a
normal communication channel since both the GN&C and I/O partition reside on the
same module. The I/O partition would then send the GN&C output data to a pseudo
partition and port which is really a mapping to an I/O driver routine or an I/O driver
memory location. The data would then leave the module via the bus I/O driver.
The P-NMR prototype currently simulates a data bus and so does not make use of
an I/O partition or a pseudo partition. However, it does use pseudo ports to specify the
location of the simulated bus data. FTSS also uses its own internal computer channel and
CCDL configuration data, described in Appendix C.4. It uses this data to perform the
fault tolerant exchanges, as will be described next.
4.6.4 The P-NMR Port Design
The GN&C partition is used to illustrate how ARINC 653 sampling ports can be
used with FTSS to implement fault tolerant application inputs and outputs. As discussed
in section 3.3, the P-NMR prototype currently simulates a channelized bus architecture.
Redundant sensors and actuators are connected to redundant channels using a channel
specific data bus. A single sensor or actuator is not connected to more than one channel
using a single data bus.
Connected to each channel are three sensor types: MIMU, GPS and barometric
altimeter (ALTIM). All three sensor types are triple redundant so that each channel has
its own set of three sensors. In this scenario, the GN&C partition executing on each
channel requires all three readings from each sensor type. The GN&C partition will
perform sensor specific fault detection and will reduce the three redundant readings for
each sensor type into one set of values for that sensor type. Thus, the GN&C partition
needs nine inputs (three sensor types and each type is triple redundant).
The CN process within the GN&C partition requires that the MIMU inputs be
refreshed at a rate of 50 Hz. The GN process within the GN&C partition requires that the
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GPS and altimeter inputs be refreshed at a rate of 1 Hz. As explained in section 4.5.4, the
CN and GN processes may execute at different times within a schedule minor frame and
may even execute in completely different minor frames. It is assumed that each sensor
type sends 60 byes every frame. Recall that ports are defined on a partition basis and not
on a process basis. Given the above scenario, the system configuration files will indicate
that the GN&C partition has nine destination ports as shown in Table 4.6-1. The first
three rows correspond to 50 Hz inputs and the next six brows correspond to 01 Hz inputs.
This port table will be identical on all three channels.
Port Name Direction Message Size Refresh Rate
(bytes) (seconds)
MIMU 1 Destination 60 0.02
MIMU2 Destination 60 0.02
MIMU3 Destination 60 0.02
GPS 1 Destination 60 1.00
GPS2 Destination 60 1.00
GPS3 Destination 60 1.00
ALTIM 1 Destination 60 1.00
ALTIM2 Destination 60 1.00
ALTIM3 Destination 60 1.00
Table 4.6-1 GN&C Partition Input Ports
Since all of the above sensors come from an FTSS two round exchange for
channelized inputs as described in section 3.3.1, the source of the above sensor ports is
the FTSS_INPUT partition. Recall that the FTSS_INPUT partition does not have any
actual application code running at the partition level in user mode. It only has the
ftss_input core OS task. The partition is only used for temporal scheduling of the
ftss_input task. Thus, the source for the nine sensor ports is not in a user partition but in
the core OS. The ftss_input task can use kernel services to access and modify the port
buffers in kernel memory.
The source ports associated with ftss_input are pseudo ports since they do not
originate from an actual ARINC 653 partition. Taking CH1 as an example, MIMU1
comes from the simulated data bus, MIMU2 comes from the CH2 CCDL and MIMU3
comes from the CH3 CCDL. For sensors that come from the simulated data bus,
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ftss_input uses an internal mapping to a memory location containing the data. In the
future, this internal mapping will be migrated to using the "Driver Function" pseudo port
parameter. This is an address to a data bus 1/O driver routine (e.g. Read, Write). On CH1,
the Driver Function parameter for the MIMU port will be set to the appropriate data bus
driver read function whereas the Driver parameter for MIMU2 and MIMU3 will be set to
null because ftss_input manages the CCDL drivers and does not need a driver mapping
for these. Note that this setup means that the nine source ports will have different
configuration data on each channel. For example, on CH2, MIMU1 comes from the
CCDL and not the data bus as is the case on CH1. Table 4.6-2 shows the source port
configuration data for each channel. The first four columns of the table are identical on
all three channels but the last three columns represent channel specific data.
Port Name Direction Msg Refresh CH1 CH2 CH3
Size Rate Driver Driver Driver
(bytes) (seconds) Function Function Function
MIMU 1 Source 60 0.02 Read Fcn null null
MIMU2 Source 60 0.02 null Read Fcn null
MIMU3 Source 60 0.02 null Null Read Fcn
GPS 1 Source 60 1.00 Read Fcn Null null
GPS2 Source 60 1.00 null Read Fcn null
GPS3 Source 60 1.00 null null Read Fcn
ALTIM 1 Source 60 1.00 Read Fcn null null
ALTIM2 Source 60 1.00 null Read Fcn null
ALTIM3 Source 60 1.00 null null Read Fcn
Table 4.6-2 FTSS_INPUT Pseudo Source Ports going to GN&C
Given the source ports in Table 4.6-2 and the destination ports in Table 4.6-1, the
corresponding connections in the communication channel table in the configuration files
will look like Table 4.6-3.
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Channel Source Destination
Id Partition Port Partition Port
1 FTSS_INPUT MIMU1 GN&C MIMUI
2 FTSS_INPUT MIMU2 GN&C MIMU2
3 FTSS_INPUT MIMU3 GN&C MIMU3
4 FTSS_INPUT GPS1 GN&C GPS1
5 FTSS INPUT GPS2 GN&C GPS2
6 FTSS_INPUT GPS3 GN&C GPS3
7 FTSS INPUT ALTIM1 GN&C ALTIM 1
8 FTSS INPUT ALTIM2 GN&C ALTIM2
9 FTSS INPUT ALTIM3 GN&C ALTIM3
Table 4.6-3 Sensor Input Channels Between FTSS_INPUT and GN&C
In terms of user partition outputs to the FTSS_OUTPUT partition for voting, the
sampling port setup is similar to inputs except that now the GN&C partition has source
ports and the FTSS_OUTPUT partition has destination ports. For this example, there are
just three outputs from the GN&C partition that require cross channel voting (the one
round exchange). The GN&C CN process writes to the source ports at 50 Hz and each
message is 20 bytes. Just as the case was with FTSS_INPUT, the FTSS_OUTPUT
destination ports do not actually go up into a user partition. The ftss_output core OS task
interacts with the port buffers in core OS memory. Table 4.6-4 shows the three GN&C
partition source ports, Table 4.6-5 shows the three FTSS_OUTPUT destination ports and
Table 4.6-6 shows the communication channels.
Port Name Direction Message Size Refresh Rate
(bytes) (seconds)
Thrusterl Source 20 0.02
Thruster2 Source 20 0.02
Thruster3 Source 20 0.02
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Table 4.6-4 GN&C Partition Output Ports
Port Name Direction Message Size Refresh Rate
(bytes) (seconds)
Thrusterl Destination 20 0.02
Thruster2 Destination 20 0.02
Thruster3 Destination 20 0.02
Table 4.6-5 FTSS_OUTPUT Destination Ports
Channel Source Destination
Id Partition Port Partition Port
20 GN&C Thrusterl FTSS OUTPUT Thrusterl
21 GN&C Thruster2 FTSS OUTPUT Thruster2
22 GN&C Thruster3 FTSS OUTPUT Thruster3
Table 4.6-6 Command Output Channels Between GN&C and FTSS_OUTPUT
By using sampling source ports for the CN process outputs, the ftss_output core OS
task can determine when the CN process has stopped placing fresh data in the
communication channels since the destination ports will indicate stale data (i.e. the data
was not refreshed at a 50 Hz rate). Stale ports could also indicate that the CN process did
not meet its 2 ms deadline and was still executing when the GN&C partition was
swapped out of the processor.
4.6.4.1 Scheduling Port Groups
Recall that several different partitions may be using FTSS I/0 services during the
schedule major frame. Figure 4.6-1 shows an example of two different partitions
executing during the major frame, each of whom use FTSS I/O services. As the figure
shows, the ports used during each FTSS input or output window can be completely
different since they are for different partitions. Any user partition that required inputs
from FTSS_INPUT would have to make sure that the appropriate source ports were
added to Table 4.6-2. Similarly, any user partition wanting to send application outputs to
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FTSS_OUTPUT would have to make sure that the appropriate destination ports were
added to Table 4.6-5. Thus, these tables would in reality be much larger since FTSS tasks




Index - 1 2 3 4 5 6
FTSS Partition FTSS FTSS Partition FTSS
INPUT A OUTPUT INPUT B OUTPUT
Ports sensorl actuatorl sensor4 actuator4
To be sensor2 actuator2 sensor5 actuator5
Used sensor3 actuator3 sensor6 actuator6
Figure 4.6-1 Different Partitions using FTSS services
Given that the FTSS input and output port tables could be quite large, a mechanism
is required that allows FTSS to determine which ports should be used for exchanges
during any given FTSS I/O window in the partition schedule major frame. Using sensor
inputs as an example, an argument could be made that if FTSS knew what user partition
came after the current FTSS_INPUT window in the schedule then it could use only those
source ports whose destination ports are associated with that user partition. However, this
would be a suboptimal design because a single user partition could have multiple
windows in the schedule corresponding to when different APEX processes execute within
the partition. Each process may require different congruent inputs. Thus, different source
ports would be used by FTSS_INPUT at different times in the schedule major frame for
the same partition. This is illustrated in Figure 4.5-5 where the CN and GN processes
within the GN&C partition both require FTSS input services.
A more straightforward method would be to associate port groups with specific
schedule windows. Port groups (or signal groups) are not a new concept and are used in
several system modeling languages such as Simulink, SysML and AADL. The goal is to
clearly indicate which source ports in the FTSS_INPUT port table should be used during
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a particular FTSS_INPUT schedule window in the major frame. A similar destination
port assignment is needed for the FTSS_OUTPUT schedule windows.
Basically, ports in the FTSS port tables are grouped together and the port group is
given a unique name. A port group can be made up of other port groups. Port groups also
have two other attributes: Direction and Exchange_Type. The direction attribute can be
INPUT or OUTPUT. It is used to verify that input port groups are not accidentally
assigned to FTSS_OUTPUT windows and vice versa. The Exchange_Type attribute can
be ONE_ROUND or TWO_ROUND. It is used to tell FTSS what kind of exchange to
perform using the port group.
Since ports are specific to a partition (e.g. FTSS_INPUT partition), so are the port
groups. Once the port groups are defined in the partition configuration data, the port
group names can be assigned to individual FTSS I/O windows in the partition schedule.
The FTSS core OS tasks know which schedule window they are currently in and can
examine the partition schedule in the configuration tables to determine which port group
to use for a particular input or output exchange.
In addition to the port name, a Source Channel parameter is also associated with
each port in a port group. The source indicates which computer channel is responsible for
sending the data. For example, in the channelized bus architecture of Figure 3.3-1,
MIMU1 comes from CH1, MIMU2 comes from CH2 and MIMU3 comes from CH3.
As an example, we consider the GN&C sensor input ports defined in Table 4.6-2
for the FTSS_INPUT partition. The first three rows are for the MIMU sensors required
by the 50 Hz CN process. These are the sensors that need to be exchanged in the first
FTSS_INPUT window in Figure 4.5-5. The next six rows in Table 4.6-2 are the GPS and
altimeter sensors required by the 1 Hz GN process. They need to be exchanged during the
second FTSS_INPUT window in Figure 4.5-5. Thus, two port groups are created for the
FTSS_INPUT partition as shown in Table 4.6-7.
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CH1 Round One Msg
CH2 Round One Msg







Port Group Name : GNC_50Hz_lnputs
Direction : INPUT
Exchange_Type : TWO_ROUND




Port Group Name : GNC_01Hz_lnputs
Direction : INPUT
Exchange_Type :TWO_ROUND







Table 4.6-7 FTSS_INPUT Sensor Port Groups For GN&C Partition
This FTSS_INPUT port group configuration data will be the same on all three
channels. Note that Table 4.6-7 is part of the FTSS_INPUT partition configuration data
and not the GN&C partition configuration data. User partitions do not need to care about
port groups. The ports groups are only used by the FTSS I/O core OS tasks.
Figure 4.6-2 shows how the two port groups in Table 4.6-7 are assigned to the
partition schedule. The GNC_50Hz_Inputs port group is assigned to the first
FTSS_INPUT partition window in the partition schedule (window index = 1). The
GNC_01Hz_Inputs port group is assigned to the second FTSS_INPUT partition window
in the partition schedule (window index = 4). When the ftss_input task is activated, it has
access to the current schedule window index. It uses this index to examine the partition
schedule table to determine which port group to use for the two round input exchange. It
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Index 1 2 3 4 5
FTSS GN&C Partition FTSS










Figure 4.6-2 Port Groups Assigned to Schedule Windows
It is important to note that the order of the ports in a port group is important. Ports
must be ordered by the source channel parameter. All CH1 ports must come first,
followed by all CH2 ports followed by all CH3 ports. This is so that FTSS knows how to
build round one and round two messages using data received over the CCDLs.
For example, consider a two round input exchange using the GNC_01Hz_Inputs
port group in Table 4.6-7. On CHI, the ftss_input task will loop through the port group
until it finds the first port whose source indicates CH1. In our case, this is the first row in
the GNC_01Hz_Inputs port group corresponding to GPS 1. CH1 then uses the port details
in Table 4.6-2 to obtain the GPS data using the data bus I/0 driver Read Function. It does
the same for ALTIM 1, the next port in the port group with source channel equal to CH1.
It uses this local GPS 1 and ALTIM1 data to build the round one message sent to CH2
and CH3.
On CH2, the ftss_input task will also loop through the port group until it finds the
first entry whose source is CH2. In this example, that is GPS2. The next row, ALTIM2,
also has a source of CH2 and so ftss_input on CH2 will build a round one message using
local GPS2 and ALTIM2 data. This round one message is then sent to CHI and CH3.
The ftss_input task on CH3 uses the port group data in a similar fashion to send a round
one message with GPS3 and ALTIM3 data to CHl and CH2.
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After sending the round one messages, ftss_input on all three channels will wait to
receive round one messages from the other channels via the CCDLs. When ftss_input
receives the round one messages from other channels, it knows what data is in each
message by looking at the port group. For example, it knows that the CH2 round one
message contains GPS data followed by ALTIM data, not the other way around. This
becomes important when the number of sensors is not symmetric with respect to the
number of computer channels, as will be explained in the next section.
Once all round one messages have been received, the ftss_input task on each
channel builds the round two messages using the port group in Table 4.6-7. For example,
consider the round two message from CH1 to CH2. The ftss_input task on CH1 will place
its own local GPS1 and ALTIM1 data in the first segment of the round two message,
followed by the round one data from CH3 (i.e. GPS3, ALTIM3). For the message from
CH1 to CH3, the ftss_input task on CHI will place its own local GPS 1 and ALTIM1 data
in the first segment of the round two message, followed by the round one data from CH2
(i.e. GPS2, ALTIM2). The ftss_input task on the other channels will build round two
messages in a similar fashion.
Each channel then sends its round two message to the other two channels and then
waits to receive round two messages. After round two, each channel will have three sets
of data: one set from round one and two sets from round two. The order of the data is the
same as the GNC_OlHz_Inputs port group except that the local channel data is not
present since it is not voted. Only the data from other channels will be present in each
data set. Once the round two messages are received, the ftss_voter uses the port group to
vote individual fields in the three copies of data. The ftss_voter uses the port group to
determine the offset of each data item (e.g. GPS2, ALTIM3) in the messages.
Figure 4.6-3 shows the three data sets that should be present on CH1 after the two
round exchange just prior to voting. After the vote there will only be one set of data
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e GN&C partition
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Figure 4.6-3 CH1 GNC_OlHzInput Voting
4.6.4.2 Handling Asymmetric 1/O
Until this point, the channelized system examples have assumed symmetric inputs
and outputs. That is to say, the number of redundant sensors and actuators matches the
number of computing channels. For example, Figure 3.3-1 shows three computing
channels, three redundant MIMUs, three redundant GPS units and three redundant
altimeters. This symmetry makes setting up the ports, communication channels and port
groups easier. However, it is entirely possible that the number of redundant sensors or
actuators may not match the number of computing channels.
We consider an example where there are only two MIMU units; one connected to
CH1 and one connected to CH2. CH3 does not have a MIMU connected to its data bus.
The GN&C partition is still replicated on all three channels and the 50 Hz CN process on
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each channel still requires the MIMU1 and MIMU2 inputs. Thus, the GNC_50Hz_Inputs
port group from Table 4.6-7 will now only have the entries in Table 4.6-8.
CH1 Round One Msg
CH2 Round One Msg
NO Data from CH3
During Round One
Table 4.6-8 Example of Asymmetric Inputs
When the ftss_input task executes on each channel, it will determine that it should
use the GNC_50Hz_Inputs port group for a two round exchange. CH1 will loop through
the port group and will send MIMU as its round one message. CH1 will send this round
one message to CH2 and CH3. CH2 will loop through the port group and send MIMU2
as the round one message to CH1 and CH3. However, CH3 will loop through the port
group and will not find any ports whose source channel parameter is set to CH3. Thus,
CH3 will determine that it does not need to send a round one message. CH1 and CH2 will
also notice that CH3 does not have a round one message and will not wait to receive one
from CH3. CH3 will receive the round one messages from CHI and CH2 and will build
the appropriate round two messages. The round two exchange will then take place as
expected. Thus, port groups can be used to implement asymmetric inputs and outputs.
4.6.5 Summary
Assigning port groups to schedule windows allows a clear and explicit way of
selecting APEX ports which need to be exchanged and voted. By placing this data in the
XML system configuration files at design time, offline analysis tools can be created to
determine if there will be sufficient processor throughput and CCDL bandwidth to
perform the exchanges within the allotted FTSS time windows in the partition schedule.
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Port Name Source Channel
MIMU1 CH1
MIMU2 CH2
Note that the original port configuration tables are not modified in any way.
Instead, the port group table is a new table added to the FTSS partition configuration
data. Thus, port groups do not violate any aspect of the existing ARINC 653 standard.
Instead, they are an extension to the XML system configuration files and should be
considered for inclusion in future releases of the ARINC 653 standard.
4.7 FTSS Voter
The FTSS voter is a C library function call. The FTSS input and output tasks use
the voter. The function expects three data buffers since the P-NMR prototype currently
has three channels. Each data buffer corresponds to a port group. An individual signal
(e.g. altitude, roll rate) in a buffer corresponds to a single port in the port group and can
be comprised of one or more 32 bit words. However, when voting an individual port in
the group, the data is voted on a 32 bit word basis. The voter knows where each port
begins and ends in the port group buffer by using the port group definition in the XML




P-NMR System Performance Results
5.1 Overview
All results are for the TMR instance of the P-NMR architecture. The SBC750GX
system clock (SYSCLK) was operating at 133 MHz and the PowerPC 750GX was
operating at 933 MHz. The C code had not been optimized using the Wind River supplied
C compiler.
5.2 Data Collection Methods
Each channel (i.e. SBC750GX board) has two connections to the development and
test Windows PC: an Ethernet connection and an RS-232 connection. The Ethernet
connection is used by the Wind River Workbench Debug and System Viewer tools on the
PC. The RS-232 connection is used for logging text output from a task or process running
on a channel in a terminal window on the PC.
A certain amount of care is required when designing a method for collecting timing
and performance data. This is because certain time related data points are small (less than
one microsecond) and an overly obtrusive data collection mechanism can greatly
influence the observed timing of the system. Thus, three methods were used at various
stages of development for collecting performance data.
First, test data structures and code were added to the software running on each
module. This was done at the user and core OS levels. The Workbench Debug tool was
then used to stop the execution of a task or process when the data structure had been
filled with measurement data. This data structure was then exported to Excel. This test
code could easily be deactivated using the C compiler preprocessor directives.
Second, the Wind River System Viewer tool was used. This tool executes on the PC
and communicates with each channel using test Ethernet connections. These test
connections are completely separate from the CCDLs. The System Viewer tool can
collect detailed event data such as when a kernel tick occurs, when a core OS task
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executes and when a user partition executes. The collected data is then sent to the PC
where it was exported to Excel for analysis.
Finally, text output statements were added to the software under test which printed
various parameters to the PC terminal window on a delayed basis so as not to affect
timing. The terminal window was then used to log data to a file over several seconds.
5.3 CCDL Gigabit Ethernet Performance
Table 5.3-1 provides an example of the CCDL Gigabit Ethernet performance. The
CCDL code and the GbE driver in the SBC750GX BSP operate in polled mode, not
interrupt mode. The smallest packet that can be sent and received by the Ethernet
hardware is 40 bytes and so this is the size that is used for the clock synchronization
messages (i.e. the INIT and ECHO) and it is the size used for this example test. The test
involves sending a 40 byte packet from one GbE port to another GbE port on the same
SBC750GX board. Using the same board facilitated the measuring of latency since the
send and receive code resided in the same core OS task which executed on one PowerPC.
The core OS task performed a send on one port and then simply started polling the other
port until the DMA receive engine indicated fresh data. The TB register was used to
timestamp the send and receive.
To confirm the accuracy of these results, another test was performed involving two
boards. Board one would send a packet to board two. As soon as the packet is received on
board two, it sends a packet back to board one. Board one records the total time between
the send and the receive. This test confirmed the single board results described in this
section.
The results in Table 5.3-1 include the time required to move the data from a core
OS FTSS buffer in SDRAM to the DMA buffers in the Marvell internal memory and vise
versa. The size of FTSS data moved is 4 bytes. Note that these results do not include any
time required to move data from/to a user partition. All byte copies are done in the core
OS in supervisor mode. Time required to move data between the core OS and a user
partition is described in section 5.7.
All the numbers in the table are averages for 100 test cases. The deviation between
each test case was insignificant. To summarize, it took approximately 4.685 ts to send 40
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bytes (using 4 bytes of data) from one channel to another. Since this message size is used
for the frame synchronization INIT and ECHO messages, this is also the t_del time.
Activity Duration Comment
(function call) (Ps) 
__
Poll Send Time to move data from FTSS buffer to
DMA buffer
Poll Rcv (empty) 0.197 Time to verify that no new data is present
Total Empty Rcvs 2.165 11 poll rcvs occur before fresh data received
Poll Rcv (new data) 1.750 Time to move new data to FTSS buffer
TOTAL 4.685 t_del for 40 bytes
send and receive (4 byte user payload)
Table 5.3-1 CCDL Gigabit Ethernet Latency (t_del for 40 bytes)
5.4 Time to Process One Kernel Tick
The FTSS_SYNC partition window is the last partition window in the major frame.
Preceding this window was some spare time. Recall that the FTSS_SYNC partition does
not have APEX processes that run in user mode. It only has the ftss_sync task that
executes in supervisor mode in the core OS.
Test code was added at the beginning of the core OS ftss_sync task to record the
value of the DEC register. This value should be reasonably constant and indicates the
time between reloading the DEC register by the interrupt handler and the execution of the
first statement in the ftss_sync core OS task. This time includes the interrupt handler code
which evaluates the partition schedule to determine if a new partition should execute and
it includes the code which determines that the core OS ftss_sync task is eligible to run
during the FTSS_SYNC partition window. However, it does not include the execution of
the partition OS which would normally run to evaluate which APEX process should run
next within a partition.
Different durations were observed on different channels. CHI durations ranged
between 3 and 4 ts and CH2 and CH3 durations ranged between 4 and 5 [ts. Thus, the
core OS task start time jitter was always less than 1.0 [ts. This jitter impacts the accuracy
of other measurements discussed below.
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5.5 Frame Synchronization Performance
For all of the sections below, the kernel was using 4000 ticks per second and so the
duration between each tick (i.e. DEC interrupt) was 250 ts.
5.5.1 Observed Relative Clock Drift
Wind River indicated that the maximum drift for the SBC750GX system clock is
100 parts per million (ppm) when operating at 133 MHz. This is the drift with respect to
"true" time. When all three channels had been running for at least one hour at room
temperature in the lab, the maximum observed clock drift between any two channels over
a one second period was less than 0.5 [ts. This is not the drift with respect to true time but
is the relative drift between any two channels. In other words, two channels could both be
drifting at 100 ppm with respect to true time but they could both be slow or both be fast
and thus the drift between them could be quite small.
Testing this was accomplished as follows. One channel sends a 40 byte message
over the CCDL to another channel every two seconds (every 8000 ticks) according to its
local clock. The send timing was accomplished by a high priority core OS task using a
watchdog timer. The watchdog timer is a kernel service based on kernel ticks. The timer
is evaluated every time the DEC interrupt occurs. When the timer expires, the kernel
activates the send task. The first thing the send task does is record the TB register value
and then it sends a message over the CCDL. It then sets the watchdog timer to go off in
another 8000 ticks (2 seconds).
Unfortunately, as mentioned in the previous section, the time it takes for the core
OS task to start executing after the DEC interrupt is variable (±1 ts) and different on
each channel. Thus, the recording of the TB register value will also be variable due to this
start time jitter. This makes measuring the drift more difficult since the drift is still small
over a two second period (longer periods were also used). Some of this effect is negated
by swapping the send direction (the sender becomes the receiver) and recording the times
again.
On the receiving channel, a high priority core OS task would simply loop forever,
polling the CCDL receive buffers. As soon as a message is received, the TB register
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value would be saved. The time between two sends (2.0E6 [Ls) on one channel should be
the same as the time between two receives on another channel. Table 5.5-1 shows the
observed differences between the channels for a two second interval. Hundreds of
measurements were taken before taking the median.
Comparison for two second interval ps
CH1 clock is FASTER than CH2 clock by 0.78
CHI clock is FASTER than CH3 clock by 0.30
CH3 clock is FASTER than CH2 clock b 0.35
Table 5.5-1 Relative Clock Drift Between Channels
5.5.2 Accuracy of 4000 DEC Interrupts Per Second
The 4000 ticks (i.e. DEC interrupts) should take exactly 1.0E6 p.s (one second).
However, there may be a small amount of error. This error is reduced through the use of
the TB register discussed in section 4.4.3. When the system clock (SYSCLK) is operating
133 MHz, 1 p.s equals exactly 33.25 register decrements and so 250 pts (one tick) equals
exactly 8312.5 decrements.
However, because an integer must be loaded and because of the variable amount if
time required to start executing the interrupt code, a value between 8299 and 8308 is
loaded in the DEC by the interrupt handler. The value changes from one instance to the
next. Using the TB register, it was determined that the error for 4000 DEC reloads per
second was less than ±1.0 p.s. This measurement was done be recording the TB register at
the start of the core OS ftss_sync task which was set to execute every 4000 ticks in the
partition schedule. Again, this measurement is difficult given core OS task start time
jitter.
5.5.3 Frame Synchronization Performance
The FTSS_SYNC partition is scheduled once per major frame or once per second.
It is the last partition window in the major frame and has a duration of one kernel tick or
250 p.s. The scheduling of this partition causes the core OS ftss_sync task to execute
during the 250 pts.
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The ftss_sync task waits until the middle of the tick (DEC register indicates 125 [ts
remaining) before broadcasting the INIT message to all other channels. Table 5.5-2
shows the sequence of frame synchronization events and their durations. The
synchronization algorithm starts with the broadcasting of the INIT message and ends with
the reception of the final ECHO message and the DEC register adjustment. As can be
seen, a "broadcast" of the INIT is not done in parallel due to the polled nature of the
CCDL driver. Instead, it is done sequentially. This is why the send order is different on
each channel (see Appendix C.3.1). The total time required from broadcasting the INIT
message to receiving the final ECHO and accepting the frame synchronization round was
13 Its. Thus, the expected ACCEPT time in the DEC register was 125 - 13 = 112 [ts.
All three channels accepted within 3 Its of this time. Two of the channels always
accepted within 1.0 pts of this time. Thus, the DEC register adjustment never exceeded 3
[is. It should be noted that no test cases involved the intentional use of bad timing on one
or more channels. These test cases need to be added. Finally, synchronization after
system power up occurred within 10 ms after the third channel became operational.
Event Dest/Src ps
send INIT to CH2 0.550
send INIT to CH3 0.550
wait NA 2.000
rev INIT from CH3 1.850
return from check for msgs 0.200
send ECHO to CH2 0.550
send ECHO to CH3 0.550
enter check for msgs 0.200
rcv INIT from CH2 1.850
wait 0.500
rcv ECHO from CH3 1.850
return/re-enter check for msgs 0.200
rcv ECHO from CH2 1.850
Total Sync Time 12.700
Table 5.5-2 CH1 Frame Synchronization Events
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5.6 FTSS Input Exchange Performance
Table 5.6-1 shows two test cases (TC1, TC2) used for benchmarking the
performance of the two round input exchange performed by the core OS ftss_input task
using the CCDLs. The test cases use the two round exchange of GN&C sensor data
described in section 3.3.1. Recall that this is not a true Byzantine resilient two round
exchange since there are only three channels in the prototype. Also, all three sensor types
(MIMU, GPS, ALTIM) are exchanged at 50 Hz as opposed to previous discussions
which broke up the input exchange into 50 Hz sensors (MIMU) and 01 Hz sensors (GPS
and ALTIM).
Test case one (TC1) uses a port message size of 60 bytes. This is similar to the size
of messages used for benchmarking the performance of the X-38 FTPP. Test case two
(TC2) uses 112 bytes per port message. Given the three sensor types (MIMU, GPS,
ALTIM), 112 bytes is the maximum bytes per sensor (i.e. port) that can be exchanged
during the 250 ts FTSS_INPUT partition window in the schedule. A duration of 250 pts
is one kernel tick (there are 4000 ticks per second). It should be noted that in a real
system, different sensor ports will be of different sizes.
The table does not include the time to move the sensor data from the data bus I/O
driver memory to the SBC750GX memory since the data bus is simulated. The first
section of the table deals with the round one exchange. The second section deals with the
round two exchange, the voting and the writing of voted data to kernel port memory
where it will be read later by the GN&C partition. The entire table corresponds to
activities that take place in the core OS. There is no interaction with the user GN&C
partition.
In summary, the 60 byte per sensor port test case uses just over half (136 ps ) of the
250 p.s partition window and the 112 byte test case uses the entire window (243 pts). In
both cases, the time to vote the final round two data is significant, approximately 23%.
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Sensor Input Rnd 1
Exchange
Number of sensor inputs per
channel
Bytes per input port
Round 1 bytes per CCDL
msg
CCDL Broadcast to ALL
Single CCDL read
Total Time for Rnd 1
Exchange
Sensor Input Rnd 2
Exchange
Round 2 bytes per CCDL
msg
CCDL Broadcast to ALL
Single CCDL read
Total for CCDL exchange
Time to vote
Total number of ARINC 653
input ports
Single kernel port write
Total for all port writes
Total Time for Round 2
Exchange and Vote




















































e.g. MIMU 1, GPS 1, ALTIM 1
= num ports x bytes per port
Does NOT includes I/O
memory reads
3 channels
Each CH gets ALL redundant
sensors
FTSS is writing to kernel
memory, not user memory
Data not yet in partition
memory
Table 5.6-1 FTSS Input Performance
5.7 APEX Port System Call Performance
Table 5.7-1 shows the performance of the APEX Port system calls used by the
GN&C user partition. This table is a continuation of the FTSS Input table above and uses
the same two test cases. The first section of the table shows how long it takes the GN&C
50 Hz CN process to read all nine input ports (3 redundant values each for MIMU, GPS,
ALTIM sensors). The next section of the table shows how long it takes the CN process to
write the three actuator commands to the three APEX output ports (Thrusterl, Thruster2,




Units TC1 TC2 Comments
GET SENSOR INPUTS
Number of APEX input num 9 9 Each CH reads ALL redundant
ports sensors (3 x MIMU, GPS,
ALTIM)
Bytes per input port bytes 60 112
Single APEX port read pts 3.5 3.5 System Call - moves data from
kernel to partition memory
Total for all input port ts 31.5 31.5
read s
Number of APEX output num 3 3
Ports
Bytes per output port bytes 20 20
Single APEX port write [ts 3.1 3.1 System Call - moves data from
partition to kernel memory
Total for all output port [ts 9.3 9.3
writes
Total time spent on ps 40.8 40.8 Includes Input Reads and
APEX Port I/O Output Writes
Table 5.7-1 APEX Port System Call Performance
As can be seen from the "Single APEX port read" row, the time it takes for the
APEX port read system call to move data from core OS memory up into the user partition
memory does not vary when the size of the data is less than 112 bytes. It took 3.5 [ts to
read 60 bytes and 112 bytes. The majority of the 3.5 [ts is taken up by the handling of the
PowerPC exception when switching between user mode and supervisor mode and vice
versa. Once the mode switch has completed, the actual byte copy is fast and is not a
factor at these message sizes.
The total time spent by the 50 Hz CN process interacting with APEX ports is
40.8 p~s which is not insignificant given that the CN process only has a 2000 [Is time
capacity to complete its work. These results indicate that it may be more efficient to have
FTSS bundle different sensors into a few large APEX input ports rather than using many
smaller ports. The 40.8 [is may be longer than the final P-NMR implementation since
these test cases have the 50Hz CN process reading MIMU, GPS and ALTIM sensors
when in reality it would probably only read the 50 Hz sensors (i.e. only MIMU).
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5.8 FTSS Output Exchange Performance
Table 5.8-1 shows the single test case (TC1) used for benchmarking the
performance of the one round output exchange performed by the core OS ftss_output task
using the CCDLs. This table is a continuation of the APEX Port System Calls table
above. Only one output port size (20 bytes) was used by the GN&C user partition when
writing to the three actuator command output ports. The table does not include the time
required to move voted data to the data bus I/O driver memory. The results in this table
will be proportional to the FTSS input round one exchange since they use the exact same
exchange method. The time to perform the vote is 17% of the total time.
Units TC1 Comments
Kernel Output One Round
Exchange
Number of ARINC 653 output Ports num 3
Bytes per output port bytes 20
Single kernel ARINC 653 port read [ts 0.4 FTSS is reading kernel port
memory
Total for all port reads [ts 1.2
Round 1 bytes per CCDL msg Bytes 60 = num ports x bytes per port
CCDL Broadcast to ALL ts 4.6
Single CCDL read [ts 4.4
Total for CCDL exchange [ts 17.2
Time to vote [ts 3.7
Total Time for One Round ps 21.2
Exchange
Table 5.8-1 FTSS Output Performance
5.9 Comparison with X-38 FTPP
The P-NMR FTSS input and output exchange numbers compare favorably with the
X-38 FTPP system. Recall that the FTPP uses custom FPGA hardware (the Network
Element) to perform frame synchronization, data exchange and voting. It also has an
FTSS software component executing on a PowerPC that interacts with the Network
Element. The FTPP 50 Hz flight critical sensor input exchange using message sizes
similar to the P-NMR test case one (TC1) takes between 444 and 792 [is. The P-NMR
TC1 input exchange takes 136 ts. The FTPP 50 Hz output exchange takes between 120
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and 262 ps whereas P-NMR takes 21 pts. On FTPP, the time between the interrupt for
starting the sensor input exchange to the time the first user GN&C process starts
executing on the processor ranged from 433 to 531 pts. On P-NMR, the worst case delay
is 286 ps. This duration comes from three sources: the 250 pts (one kernel tick)
FTSS_INPUT partition window; the 4 pts at the start of the GN&C partition window used
by the partition OS (vThreads) to start the 50 Hz CN process; and the 32 ps used by the
CN process while it reads nine APEX input ports (3 sets of MIMU, GPS, ALTIM). Thus,
the P-NMR total is 250+4+32=286 [ps.
Although the P-NMR numbers appear promising, certain factors make a direct
comparison with FTPP difficult. The FTPP numbers are for a four channel system. The
P-NMR prototype has only three channels. The P-NMR prototype uses a sensor input two
round exchange that mimics the amount of data that would be exchanged if four channels
were present. This exchange process is not the same as the FTPP system. The P-NMR
prototype uses 1000 Mbps Ethernet whereas FTPP uses 125 Mbps optical fiber. The
P-NMR PowerPC 750GX was operating at 933 MHz whereas the FTPP PowerPC 604e
was operating at 300 MHz. It is likely that a final P-NMR system will reduce the clock
speed in order to reduce slightly off specification timing problems. The FTPP Network
Element hardware and the FTPP version of FTSS perform the complete set of
redundancy management functions including group membership and channel resets. The
P-NMR version of FTSS is not yet complete and does not perform all of the FTPP
functions. Finally, FTPP limits messages to 64 bytes whereas P-NMR can send a single
Ethernet packet that is several thousand bytes long.
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6.1 Use of ARINC 653 with an NMR Architecture
The P-NMR prototype demonstrates that the use of robust partitioning, as defined
in the industry accepted ARINC 653 standard, is compatible with a classical, frame
synchronous NMR architecture that implements distributed voting for flight critical
applications. The idea of hardware fault containment regions in NMR avionics systems is
not new and has been well documented in the literature. However, the addition of
software fault containment regions, implemented as ARINC 653 partitions, to a
traditional NMR hardware architecture can increase the safety and reliability of the
overall system. Robust time, space and I/O partitioning greatly reduces the probability
that one software application will be able to adversely affect another application
executing on the same processor within the operational group.
The P-NMR fault tolerance and redundancy management functions are
implemented in software in the FTSS component which resides in the module core OS.
FTSS interacts with the COTS ARINC 653 kernel which in turn interacts with the user
partitions. This approach allows user application partitions to utilize the industry accepted
APEX API instead of a custom fault tolerant services API. Thus, user applications are
completely isolated from the fault tolerance design. The application developers can view
the system as a simplex computer executing only one instance of their application. They
do not need to be concerned with how many redundant channels there are or how other
avionics hardware elements are physically connected to the channels. The avionics
architecture could change from a channelized data bus approach to a global data bus
approach without any user application code changes. Use of the APEX API also means
that applications are not tied to a specific RTOS vendor. This leads to software that is
portable, reusable and modular which facilitates enhancements and maintenance. This is
crucial for a large project such as Constellation which could be active for several
decades.
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The ARINC 653 fixed, cyclic partition schedule is synergistic with the idea of
NMR frame synchronization. It allows the FTSS sync task in the core OS to be reliably
scheduled within the major frame. The execution of the frame synchronization algorithm
does not adversely impact ARINC 653 robust time partitioning. The adjustment of the
PowerPC DEC register at the end of each major frame does not steal any time from any
user APEX process or violate the partition schedule in any other manner. However, it
does introduce a small amount of jitter (< 3 ts) to the start time of the first process in the
next major frame.
The ARINC 653 standard defines a two level scheduling design. First, partitions are
scheduled on a fixed, cyclic basis by the core OS. Then, APEX processes within a
partition are scheduled on a priority basis by each partition OS. This design is compatible
with the scheduling of fault tolerant I/O processing to support user applications. The
system integrator can explicitly define FTSS I/0 processing in the partition schedule.
However, this explicit method of scheduling may require that some large user partition
windows in the schedule be split up into smaller windows that correspond to when
different APEX processes within the partition execute. This requires careful analysis of
process release points and deadlines by the system integrator. Another disadvantage of
this method is that there may be an increase in system response times due to processor
idle time in FTSS and user partition windows. However, the P-NMR prototype
demonstrated that a significant amount of data (336 bytes) could be exchanged and voted
by FTSS within a 0.25 ms partition window. The total FTSS I/O overhead added to the
execution time of the GN&C partition was 0.5 ms.
A significant portion of the ARINC 653 standard and APEX interface specification
is devoted to inter-partition communication using ports. The P-NMR prototype has
demonstrated that APEX ports can be applied to sensor input congruency and application
output voting. By setting up the appropriate ports, port groups and communication
channels between FTSS system partitions and user application partitions, the system
integrator can easily accomplish fault tolerant I/O for flight critical applications that are
replicated on all channels. By using APEX ports, user applications are isolated from the
fault tolerant design and physical layout of the redundant avionics hardware. The port
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groups can be assigned to specific FTSS windows in the partition schedule such that it is
clear what data is being exchanged during the major frame.
The ARINC 653 standard also provides an example of how XML system
configuration files can be used to specify many aspects of the system architecture such as
the partition schedule, ports and communication channels between ports. This
specification can be done early in the development lifecycle, before actual flight software
is ready to be integrated on the hardware. Using a structured syntax for the system design
data allows for the creation of useful offline analysis tools that can identify system
performance problems early in the project schedule. System configuration files can help
manage system complexity and they can facilitate a successful system integration and test
phase.
Finally, the use of the ARINC 653 standard and the APEX API facilitates the
integration of flight control computers and mission management computers into a single
set of VMCs. Robust partitioning allows both flight critical and non-flight critical
software to be hosted safely on the same processor within a single VMC channel. The
partition schedule does not have to be identical on all VMCs. Non-flight critical partitions
can be unique to a single VMC. Only the flight critical partitions need to be aligned
within the major frame. By integrating the FCCs and MMCs into one set of VMCs, the
avionics system can be reduced in terms of size, weight, power dissipation and wiring
complexity. These reductions are extremely important for any vehicle being launched
into space.
6.2 Use of COTS
6.2.1 COTS ARINC 653 RTOS and DO-178B Certification
It is possible that NASA may be willing to use certain elements of the DO-178B
standard for the development of flight software on some Constellation projects. If this is
the case then a significant cost advantage can be achieved through the use of a COTS
ARINC 653 RTOS that comes with a DO-178B certification package. This package,
provided by the RTOS vendor, contains all the necessary documentation that can be used
when certifying the avionics system with the vehicle. The documentation includes the
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evidence that the vendor followed the appropriate software development processes and
that all objectives for each process were met (e.g. requirements were peer reviewed, code
was unit tested, MC/DC results were obtained). The package may also include
certification evidence for development tools such as XML parsers, compilers and linkers.
Although expensive, the purchase of a certification package would mean that a
Constellation avionics project would not have to spend any time or resources on verifying
and validating the RTOS software which could contain more than 30k SLOCs. This is
extremely important for DO-178B Level A software which has the highest number of
objectives that must be met. Thus, any modification of the COTS core OS by the
customer invalidates some of the verification effort already performed by the vendor and
is undesirable.
A disadvantage of the current P-NMR design is that the FTSS component is at the
core OS level and not at the user partition level. Integrating FTSS with the VxWorks 653
kernel required changing one kernel source file dealing with the PowerPC DEC register
and two BSP source files dealing with memory layout and Gigabit Ethernet driver
parameters. Even if no changes were made to core OS kernel source files, the addition of
user defined high priority tasks, like the FTSS tasks, in the core OS could invalidate some
of the verification done by the vendor due to possible changes in kernel task scheduling.
Finally, the impact of BSP changes on the kernel certification package is not clear.
Some COTS RTOS vendors claim that their kernel certification package is valid for
several different BSPs. The RTOS vendor provides a standard set of test cases which the
BSP must pass. Alternatively, some board manufacturers provide a BSP certification
package that is claimed to be compatible with the kernel certification package. In any
event, some kernel re-validation will be required if a standard BSP is customized for a
space qualified processor board.
6.2.2 COTS ARINC 653 RTOS Performance
There was concern at the start of the P-NMR project that the performance of a
COTS ARINC 653 RTOS would be inadequate to support strict timing goals. One option
that was contemplated involved writing in-house code that implemented the APEX API
but that was also optimized for performance. However, preliminary results with the
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P-NMR project indicate that the performance of the COTS ARINC 653 product,
including the APEX shared library, is sufficient when running on a PowerPC operating at
933 MHz. Handling of DEC interrupts takes less than 6 Is. Moving data to and from the
core OS using APEX ports takes less than 4 ts for messages less than 200 bytes. Start
time jitter for core OS tasks was less than 1 [s. More testing is required to evaluate the
time to switch to a new partition.
6.2.3 COTS Hardware for Fault Tolerance
The X-38 FTPP uses custom hardware to implement some fault tolerance functions
such as clock synchronization and voting. On the other hand, the P-NMR system uses
COTS hardware such as a PowerPC processor and Gigabit Ethernet (IEEE Std 802.3)
hardware for the CCDL. The P-NMR fault tolerance functionality is implemented
entirely in software running on the PowerPC.
The Gigabit Ethernet hardware (PHY, MAC and DMA engines) support small
latencies and sufficient bandwidth for the CCDL. A 40 byte packet takes less than 5 [ts to
go from the sender's core OS memory to the receiver's core OS memory. However, more
research is required in the area of evaluating Gigabit PHY and MAC devices in a
radiation environment.
The use of the PowerPC DEC and TB registers provide a solid basis for reasonably
accurate frame synchronization. However, more P-NMR testing is required where one or
more channels are intentionally setup to have off-nominal timing. Finally, the PowerPC
processor has been used extensively in space applications although not at 933 MHz clock
speeds.
Even with the differences between the X-38 FTPP system and the P-NMR
prototype that make a direct comparison difficult, the initial performance results tend to





The complete set of fault tolerance and redundancy management functions could be
added to the P-NMR FTSS software component. For example, FTSS could implement a
group membership algorithm. This would involve keeping track of the number of faults
experienced by each channel. When the number of faults for a channel exceeds some
threshold, the channel should be removed from the operational group and prevented from
participating in future voting activities. Each instance of FTSS on each channel would
exchange system status messages with the other FTSS instances so that the channels
could agree on which channels are healthy and which channels have faults. The exchange
of this system status data would allow the healthy channels to agree on which channel
should be reset.
The frame synchronization algorithm could be upgraded to allow a channel that has
been reset to become synchronized with the operational group. The operational group
could then monitor the outputs being produced by the channel that was reset. Once the
channel has provided correct outputs for a certain duration of time, it could be readmitted
into the operational group.
Once the full set of FTSS functionality is implemented then benchmarking could
continue in the lab with a four channel P-NMR system instead of the current three
channel system. Four channels would mean that the current sensor input two round
exchange design could be modified to use a traditional Byzantine fault tolerant design.
These performance results should then be compared again with the X-38 FTPP
performance results.
In addition to the above, all the VxWorks 653 specific kernel calls that are located
in various parts of the FTSS code could be moved to a single low-level FTSS library file
with a standard interface. All other FTSS code could then be written in ANSI C except
for the use of the low-level library which contains RTOS specific function calls. This
would allow an easier migration of FTSS to a different COTS ARINC 653 RTOS. Only
the bodies in the low level FTSS RTOS library file would need to change.
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6.3.2 Software Fault Containment Regions
The notion of software fault containment regions could be investigated further. In
traditional NMR systems, when voting of application outputs indicates that a processor
module has produced an incorrect value, the entire hardware module or channel is reset.
However, with software partitions, it may be beneficial to only reset the offending
partition while other partitions are allowed to continue to execute on the processor. This
may make sense if the memory area of just one partition has been corrupted (e.g. by a
radiation event). Only the memory of the that partition would need to be reset. An
advantage of a software partition reset is that it is faster than a hardware reset of the
entire module or channel.
However, if all other partitions that remain running need the outputs from the
partition being reset then there is limited benefit to resetting just one partition on the
module. Also, a memory corruption could have occurred in kernel memory space but it
may only be affecting a single user partition. Resetting that single partition would not
remove the fault in the kernel memory. For example, the FTSS port groups are in kernel
memory and are for all user partitions. Parts of this memory could be corrupted.
Along these same lines, the use of ARINC 653 Health Monitoring services could be
integrated with the FTSS software. The standard describes a simple and efficient way of
managing errors. Errors can be handled on a process, partition or module level. Different
error response mechanisms are available at each level. Errors that are not handled are
passed up to the next level. All error responses can be defined in the XML system
configuration files.
Partitions could also be used to prevent faults due to compiler or linker defects.
Two or more partitions on the same processor could execute the exact same source code.
However, each partition would use a different compiler and linker from different vendors.
The outputs of the partitions could then be compared at run-time. This is a cheaper but
less robust solution to using different processor families within the channel.
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6.3.3 Scheduling
More research is required on the use of different partition schedules for each
mission mode such as ascent, on-orbit, de-orbit, entry and descent. Part 2 of the ARINC
653 standard allows multiple partition schedules to be defined for the same module. The
P-NMR system currently uses different schedules to accomplish module cold start.
However, different schedules could also be defined for different mission modes. In this
case, the time at which resources are created, such as partitions, processes and ports,
needs to be carefully considered. Also, the method by which schedule transitions occur at
run-time needs to be tested.
The notion of dynamic software reconfiguration could also be integrated into the
P-NMR system. In order to reduce weight, it is likely that Constellation vehicles will use
computer channels that integrate both the flight control and mission management
functions. As discussed in section 4.5.5, some mission applications may not be critical
enough to justify replication on all channels. They may be hosted on only one channel. If
that channel experiences a permanent fault, it would be desirable if the mission
management application could be migrated to another operational channel. This is
especially useful on long missions where permanent hardware failures are possible.
Dynamic reconfiguration would increase the chance of mission success.
A drawback of dynamic reconfiguration is that it involves some inherent
complexities. Starting a new software partition on a channel that is already in the
operational group is problematic. Either the existing schedule has pre-defined spare time
or it needs to be altered to accommodate the new partition without affecting existing
synchronization between the operational channels. The other option is to remove the
healthy channel from the group while it is being reconfigured with a new partition
schedule.
Permanent hardware faults are not the only reason to consider software
reconfiguration. It should also be considered for the case where the vehicle itself is
reconfigured. For example, a vehicle with three redundant channels may dock in orbit
with another vehicle which also has three redundant channels. Each vehicle would have
sensors and actuators. A robust avionics design would allow the computer channels on
one vehicle to control the sensors and actuators on the other vehicle. In addition, it may
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be beneficial to have the six channels form a single operational group for fault tolerance
purposes. This system could still tolerate one Byzantine fault even after one of the
channels permanently failed. Thus, dynamic reconfiguration is applicable to the
Constellation program system-of-systems approach.
Additional work could also be done on integrating partition, backplane and data bus
I/O scheduling. This is especially true if the data bus uses a table driven, time triggered
approach.
6.3.4 Configuration Files and Static Analysis Tools
The ARINC 653 standard provides an example of using XML for the system
configuration files for configuring the software on a processor module. This idea could be
extended to certain fault tolerance and redundancy management design elements. For
example, the files could specify which I/O signals (i.e. port groups) need FTSS services
and when they need to be exchanged over the CCDLs during the major frame. They
could specify different partition schedules for each mission mode (e.g. ascent, on-orbit)
and they could specify how the avionics system should be reconfigured due to a hardware
failure or due to a vehicle reconfiguration (e.g. docking).
In addition to specifying certain fault tolerance and redundancy management design
parameters in the configuration files, analysis tools that use the files as an input could
also be created. For example, a tool could verify that the time allocated in the schedule
for FTSS exchanges is sufficient for the amount of data being exchanged and for the
CCDL bandwidth. Another tool could verify that replicated flight critical partitions on
each channel are properly aligned within each channel's major frame. Schedulability
analysis could be performed on a processor, cabinet or system wide basis. It would be
possible to calculate total system response times as well as a detailed breakdown of
latencies for each subsystem or partition. Another useful tool might be one that analyzes
the software partition schedule and the data bus I/O schedule in order to verify that data
refresh rates will be satisfied.
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Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee
Avionics Full Duplex Switched Ethernet






Cross Channel Data Link
Control and Navigation














Field Programmable Gate Array
Fault Tolerant Parallel Processor
Fault Tolerant System Services
Globally Asynchronous, Locally Synchronous
Gigabit Ethernet
Guidance and Navigation






Integrated Vehicle Health Management
Line Replaceable Unit
Media Access Control
Miniature Inertial Measurement Unit
MMC Mission Management Computer
MMU Memory Management Unit






PPS Priority Preemptive Scheduling
PSSA Preliminary System Safety Assessment
RCS Reaction Control System
RDC Remote Data Concentrator
RMS Redundancy Management System
RTOS Real Time Operating System
SBC Single Board Computer
SCP Self Checking Pair
SEE Single Event Effect
SEL Single Event Latchup
SEU Single Event Upset
SoS System of Systems
SOS Slightly Off Specification
TB Time Base register
TDM Time Division Multiplexing
TMR Triple Modular Redundancy
TPS Time Preemptive Scheduling
TRL Technology Readiness Level
VMC Vehicle Management Computer
WCET Worst Case Execution Time
XML eXtensible Markup Language
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Appendix B
XML System Configuration Files
B.1 Partition Schedule
This following schedule is for a one second major frame with a 20 ms minor frame.
The following 20 ms minor frame is repeated 49 times:
<PartitionWindow PartitionNameRef= "FTSS_INPUT_PARTITION"
Duration= "0.000250" ReleasePoint="1" />




<PartitionWindow PartitionNameRef="GNC_PARTITION" Duration= "0.005000"
ReleasePoint="1" />
<PartitionWindow PartitionNameRef= "IVHM_PARTITION" Duration="0.010000"
ReleasePoint="1" />
<PartitionWindow PartitionNameRef= "SPARE" Duration= "0.002500"
ReleasePoint="1" />
This is the last 20 ms minor frame with the FTSS_SYNC window:
<PartitionWindow PartitionNameRef= "FTSS INPUT PARTITION"
Duration= "0.000250" ReleasePoint= "1" />
<PartitionWindow PartitionNameRef="GNC_PARTITION" Duration= "0.002000"
ReleasePoint="1" />
<PartitionWindow PartitionNameRef= "FTSS_OUTPUT_PARTITION"
Duration= "0.000250" ReleasePoint= "" />
<PartitionWindow PartitionNameRef= "GNC_PARTITION" Duration= "0.005000"
ReleasePoint="1" />
<PartitionWindow PartitionNameRef= "IVHM_PARTITION" Duration= "0.010000"
ReleasePoint= "" />
<PartitionWindow PartitionNameRef= "SPARE" Duration ="0.002250"
ReleasePoint="1" />
<PartitionWindow PartitionNameRef= "FTSS_SYNC_PARTITION"




- <ApplicationDescription EntryPoint="usrRoot" InitializationTime=" 1" Period="1"
ComputeTime="0.000250">
- <Ports>
<SamplingPort Name="MIMU_1" Direction= "SOURCE" MessageSize="60"
RefreshRate = "0.020000" />
<SamplingPort Name="MIMU_2" Direction="SOURCE" MessageSize="60"
RefreshRate= "0.020000" />
<SamplingPort Name="MIMU_3" Direction="SOURCE" MessageSize="60"
RefreshRate= "0.020000" />
<SamplingPort Name="GPS_1" Direction="SOURCE" MessageSize="60"
RefreshRate ="0.100000" />
<SamplingPort Name="GPS_2" Direction="SOURCE" MessageSize="60"
RefreshRate="0.100000" />
<SamplingPort Name="GPS_3" Direction="SOURCE" MessageSize="60"
Refresh Rate= "0. 100000" />
<SamplingPort Name="BAROALT_1" Direction= "SOURCE" MessageSize="60"
RefreshRate="1.000000" />
<SamplingPort Name= "BAROALT_2" Direction= "SOURCE" MessageSize="60"
RefreshRate=" 1.000000" />




- <ApplicationDescription EntryPoint="usrRoot" InitializationTime= "1" Period="1"
ComputeTime="0.002000">
- <Ports>
<SamplingPort Name="MIMU_1" Direction="DESTINATION" MessageSize="60"
RefreshRate= "0.020000" />
<SamplingPort Name="MIMU_2" Direction="DESTINATION" MessageSize="60"
Refresh Rate="0.020000" />
<SamplingPort Name="MIMU_3" Direction= "DESTINATION" MessageSize="60"
RefreshRate="0.020000" />
<SamplingPort Name="GPS_1" Direction= "DESTINATION" MessageSize="60"
RefreshRate="0.100000" />
<SamplingPort Name="GPS 2" Direction="DESTINATION" MessageSize="60"
RefreshRate="0.100000" />




<SamplingPort Name="BARO_ALT_2" Direction= "DESTINATION"
MessageSize= "60" Refresh Rate= " 1.000000" />
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<SamplingPort Name="BARO_ALT_3" Direction="DESTINATION"
MessageSize= "60" Refresh Rate=" 1.000000" />
<SamplingPort Name= "RCS_thruster_1" Direction ="SOURCE"
MessageSize="20" RefreshRate= "0.020000" />
<SamplingPort Name="RCS_thruster_2" Direction= "SOURCE"
MessageSize="20" RefreshRate= "0.020000" />




- <ApplicationDescription EntryPoint= "usrRoot" InitializationTime= "1" Period="1"
ComputeTime="0.000250">
- <Ports>
<SamplingPort Name="RCS thruster_1" Direction="DESTINATION"
MessageSize="20" RefreshRate= "0.020000" />
<SamplingPort Name= "RCS_thruster 2" Direction="DESTINATION"
MessageSize="20" RefreshRate= "0.020000" />
<SamplingPort Name="RCS_thruster_3" Direction="DESTINATION"






xmlns:xsi = "http://www.w3.org/200 /XMLSchema-instance"
xsi :schema Location= "ARINC653
C: /Workspace/ Module/module_component.xsd" >
- <Channel Id="1">
<Source PartitionNameRef= "FTSS INPUTPARTITION"
PortNameRef="MIMU_1" />
<Destination PartitionNameRef="GNCPARTITION" PortNameRef="MIMU_1" />
</Channel>
- <Channel Id="2">
<Source PartitionNameRef= "FTSS INPUT PARTITION"
PortNameRef="MIMU_2" />
<Destination PartitionNameRef= "GNCPARTITION" PortNameRef= "MIMU_2" />
</Channel>
- <Channel Id="3">
<Source PartitionNameRef= "FTSS INPUTPARTITION"
PortNameRef="MIMU_3" />















<Destination PartitionNameRef="GNCPARTITION" PortNameRef="GPS 3" />
</Channel>
- <Channel Id="7">







































Note that the XML parser for the port groups was not completed. Thus, some of the












































GbE CCDL Driver Details
C.1 IEEE 802.3 MAC Frame Structure
All messages that go across the CCDL use the IEEE Standard 802.3 Basic MAC
Frame format [49]. The IP, UDP or TCP protocols are not used. The FTSS header starts
immediately after the Length field. The smallest frame length supported by the hardware
is 40 bytes (802.3 indicates 64 byte min) leaving 22 bytes for user data (14 bytes are used
by the header and 4 bytes are used by the CRC). The longest frame length supported by
the hardware is 9700 bytes (802.3 indicates 1518 byte max).
Each channel (i.e. SBC750GX board) has three MAC functions implemented in the
Marvell chip. Each MAC has a dedicated destination address that is used to filter all
messages. Messages that do not have the correct destination address are dropped. Since
each CCDL is a dedicated point-to-point connection between two MACs (one on each
channel), the source and destination address fields never change; they are only swapped
depending on which direction a message is traveling.
C.1.1 Ethernet Frame Check Sequence
Every message frame that goes across a CCDL will contain a 32 bit CRC in the
frame check sequence (FCS) field. The CRC is generated on the transmit side and
checked on the receive side by the COTS Ethernet hardware. Any message received with
a CRC error will be dropped by the hardware. The 32 bit FCS field in the MAC frame is
an error detection value that is the result of performing polynomial division. The entire
MAC frame (except the FCS field) is treated as a GF(2) polynomial (i.e. modulo 2: each
coefficient is a 0 or 1). This polynomial is then divided by a generator (or CRC)
polynomial G(x). The remainder of this division is placed in the 32 bit FCS field. IEEE
802.3 specifies the following irreducible 32 bit CRC polynomial:
G(x) = x 3 2 + X26 + X23 + X22 + X16 + X12 + X11 + X10 + X8 + X7 + X5 + X4 + X2 + X +1
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The minimum number of bytes sent over a CCDL was 40 and so four errors would
be detected and the maximum number of bytes sent was 1030 and so three errors would
be detected using the results in [51].
It should be noted that this is not a cryptographic signature and thus it cannot be
used to verify the identity of the sender as is required for message authentication. As
section 2.3.3 discussed, message authentication would reduce the number of channels
(fault containment regions) required to tolerate one Byzantine fault from four to three.
Signatures are not currently used in the P-NMR system mainly because they would have
to be calculated by the PowerPC 750GX. Digital signatures are computationally intensive
and require a significant amount of processor time. Thus, they would increase FTSS
overhead and overall system response times. The advantage of using the IEEE 802.3
CRC is that it is implemented in COTS hardware. The MACs in the Marvell chip perform
all the CRC calculations without involving the 750GX. Work is ongoing at Draper
Laboratory to design an efficient and reliable digital signature that could be calculated by
the 750GX.
C.2 DMA, SDRAM and the PowerPC Cache
Data can be transmitted or received over the GbE CCDLs without involving the
PowerPC processor. This is accomplished through hardware DMA engines implemented
in the Marvell system controller chip. Each port on the chip has two engines, one for
receive and one for transmit. Each DMA engine uses a linked list of buffer descriptors.
Each descriptor has a pointer to buffer memory where data can be read/written and a
pointer to the next descriptor in the list. The creation of the descriptors and the buffers
which they point to is performed by the FTSS software executing on the PowerPC. This
creation step is only done once at system startup.
Once the FTSS code has created the descriptor list and the buffers then the DMA
engines can take over transmitting and receiving data. The FTSS code simply writes the
SDRAM address of the first descriptor to a DMA hardware register and then it writes
another value to the DMA control register that enables the DMA operation. For example,
the receive DMA engine will obtain the first receive descriptor from the register. It will
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then use the buffer pointer in the descriptor to locate the data buffer in SDRAM. The
DMA operation will move received data to this buffer until it is full. The DMA engine
will then obtain the address of the next descriptor in SDRAM and the process will repeat
until all descriptors in the list have been used. While the DMA engine is filling up the
buffers in SDRAM using one end of the descriptor list, the FTSS task executing on the
PowerPC is reading the descriptors and buffers from the other end of the list. Each time
FTSS reads a descriptor, it marks it as usable again.
The descriptors are located in 2 MB of SRAM that is internal to the Marvell chip.
This reduces the PowerPC latency when accessing the descriptors since the Marvell does
not need to go to the external SDRAM for the descriptors. Since the Marvell has an
internal crossbar that allows concurrent access to devices, the PowerPC can be accessing
a descriptor in the internal SRAM at the time that a DMA engine is accessing a buffer in
the external SDRAM. This also reduces the external SDRAM bandwidth consumption by
the PowerPC.
The descriptor memory in the Marvell internal SRAM has also been marked as
"cache safe". This eliminates cache coherency problems. Any time a transmit or receive
descriptor in SRAM is modified by a DMA engine, it will also be updated in the
PowerPC cache (or copies of the descriptors will not be allowed in the cache in the first
place i.e. noncacheable memory). The data buffers that the descriptors point to are in the
external SDRAM and thus the FTSS code uses cache flush and invalidate routines to
maintain coherency with the PowerPC cache.
As mentioned, the MAC frame header includes 6 bytes for the source MAC address
and 6 bytes for the destination MAC address. Since these 12 bytes are static, they are
placed in the transmit data buffers in SDRAM at system startup in order to reduce the
amount of data that is flushed from the PowerPC cache out to SDRAM.
The handling of small messages consisting of just a few bytes (such as clock sync
messages) has also been optimized. The minimum Ethernet frame size supported by the
Marvell MAC is 40 bytes. After the Ethernet header and CRC are accounted for, this
leaves 22 bytes of data. If the user data being sent is smaller than 22 bytes then only it is
flushed out of the cache to the SDRAM buffer. The rest of the buffer will contain stale or
uninitialized values. The CRC will be calculated for the entire 40 byte Ethernet frame.
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Channels receiving the data will use the FTSS message type in the FTSS header to
determine how many of the 22 bytes are relevant.
C.3 Polled Mode vs. Interrupt Mode
Each Ethernet driver operates in polled mode and not interrupt mode. That is to say,
FTSS tasks are not interrupted by the Ethernet device hardware or driver. It is up to the
FTSS code to continually query the low-level Ethernet driver for a change of state (e.g.
new data). Both transmit and receive services are implemented as function calls that
return a status. Polled mode is more appropriate for a system with robust time
partitioning. If an application needs to send or receive data over a device then these
activities should take place during the partition window for that application and not
during the time window of another partition. Interrupts could occur at any time and are
thus less deterministic compared to polling. This is especially true in the case of a
babbling node that is constantly transmitting random data on the CCDL.
C.3.1 Sending Data
In order to send data over a CCDL, an FTSS task calls the function:
status CCDLpoll_send (dest_ch, data_ptr)
The dest_ch parameter is the channel to send to and the data_ptr parameter is a pointer to
the data. The dest_ch can be a single channel or it can be "ALL" which means broadcast
the data to all channels in the operational set. For each Ethernet driver (there is a driver
for each Ethernet port), this function will first wait for any in-progress transmit operation
to complete. Thus, the FTSS task will be blocked while this occurs. If there is no in-
progress transmission occurring on a particular port, the data will be copied to the buffer
pointed to by the first transmit DMA descriptor. FTSS then flushes this data out of the
cache and into SDRAM and then activates the DMA transmit operation. At this point, the
transmit request is complete and the send function returns.
It should be noted that a broadcast to ALL does not mean that the data goes to all
channels at the exact same time. The send is actually done serially since there are two
individual drivers, one for each CCDL. For example, when FTSS on CH1 calls the
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CCDL_poll_send function with ALL as a parameter, two individual sends are performed;
one for the CCDL driver going to CH2 and one for the CCDL driver going to CH3.
Included in the CCDL system configuration data (explained below) is a channel specific
send order that makes broadcasting more equitable among the three channels. For
example, if FTSS on every channel always used [CH1, CH2, CH3] as the send order
when broadcasting data then CHi will always receive messages before CH3 does. In
some applications such as clock synchronization, it would be more appropriate to make
sure that each channel has an equal probability of receiving the message first.
C.3.2 Receiving Data
In order to receive data from a particular channel, an FTSS task calls the function:
status CCDLpoll_rcv (src_ch, data_ptr)
The dest_ch parameter is the channel to receive from and the data_ptr parameter is a
pointer to the memory area that will store the data. Unlike the send function, the src_ch
parameter cannot be "ALL". The receive function will then obtain the DMA receive
descriptor that is at the front of the list of descriptors. The flags in the descriptor will
indicate if the DMA operation has placed fresh data in the buffer pointed to by the
descriptor. If there is no fresh data, the returned status will indicate this. The FTSS code
continually calls this function until the status indicates fresh data or until there is a
timeout.
C.3.3 Protection Against a Babbling Node
The current driver does provide some limited protection against a babbling channel
that is flooding a CCDL with invalid data. The receive DMA engine for the Ethernet port
in question will continue to fill up the buffers pointed to by the receive descriptor list. If
the babbling channel sends enough data, FTSS will not get a chance to read the
descriptors and mark them as free again for DMA use. Thus, all descriptors will be
marked as currently in use and the DMA engine will increment a "Frames Discarded
Counter" register. When FTSS does run, it examines this register to determine if too
many messages have been sent since the last time it ran. In addition to the above, FTSS
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has the ability to immediately discard all data in all the receive buffers for a particular
Ethernet port.
C.4 Static CCDL Configuration Table
Since the exact same FTSS software executes on each channel, a method is needed
to determine which channel is hosting the FTSS and which Ethernet ports are connected
to the other channels. In order to accomplish this, a CCDL system configuration table
was created. At the present time this system configuration data is hard coded in the
source but work has started on migrating this data to the ARINC 653 XML configuration
files.
Each channel (i.e. SBC750GX board) has three ports and each port has a unique
MAC address stored in non-volatile RAM. Only two of the ports (PORT_0 and PORT_l)
on each channel are currently used for CCDLs since the system is currently in a TMR
configuration. This port and MAC data is stored in the CCDL system configuration table.
When FTSS starts up after system cold start, it queries NVRAM and finds the MAC
address for PORT_0 on the local channel. FTSS then searches for this MAC address in
the table. Once found, FTSS knows which channel it is executing on and which channels
PORT 0 and PORT_1 are connected to.
C.5 Alternate Design: Partition Level CCDL Device Driver
An alternative to the core OS CCDL device driver design is one where the driver is
located entirely in a user-level partition. This means the rest of the FTSS would also
reside in the same partition as the driver. The BSP code that performs the memory
mapping of Marvell Ethernet DMA registers can still be used except now the registers are
mapped to a user-level FTSS partition memory region, not the core OS memory region.
The FTSS code in the partition then has read/write access to the registers. All code
executes in user mode. Supervisor privileges are not required to access the DMA
registers.
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The disadvantage of this design is a performance penalty. If data in another
application partition like GN&C needs to go to the CCDL driver in the FTSS partition, it
must use inter-partition communication via APEX ports. The GN&C partition would
write data to the port which would transfer the data to the core OS memory. This is one
mode switch (user to supervisor) and byte copy. At some later time, the FTSS partition
would read the APEX port, moving the data up into the FTSS partition memory region.
This is another mode switch (supervisor to user) and byte copy. FTSS code would then
copy the data to one of the device driver buffers for transmission. Compared to the core
OS driver model, this sequence would cause an additional mode changes and byte copy.
Another disadvantage of placing FTSS in a user-level partition is that new system
calls would be required to access certain core OS kernel services not currently exported
to user applications. This would mean more modifications to the core OS kernel code
which adversely impacts the RTOS DO-178B certification package from the vendor.
The advantage of this design it more robust partitioning. FTSS is contained in its
own memory region, separate from the kernel. It also executes in user mode instead of
supervisor mode. A fault in the device driver or other FTSS code would not corrupt
kernel memory. Thus, a malfunctioning FTSS would not immediately bring down the
entire module.
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Appendix D
FAA Regulations and Guidelines
This thesis proposes using certain technologies or standards that originated in the
commercial aviation industry for use on space vehicles such as those being developed for
the Constellation program. In particular, we propose the use of robust software
partitioning, as defined by the open ARINC 653 standard, to host flight critical and non-
flight critical applications on the same processor as is done in certain IMA applications in
the aircraft avionics industry. We also propose using DO-178B as a means for qualifying
certain software elements such as the operating system used on Constellation avionics
projects.
Thus, it is appropriate to examine a few reliability and safety standards used by the
aviation industry so that they can be compared with the NASA requirements discussed in
section 2.1. This appendix focuses on Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations
and guidelines that pertain to avionics, especially computer based flight guidance systems
(FGS) and IMA systems. It also presents some terminology and definitions used by the
FAA regulations.
D.1 Airworthiness Regulations
The FAA is responsible for regulating all air travel in the United States. Thus, its
regulations, rules and standards are quite complex and are distributed among several
Code of Federal Regulations (CFRs) documents and various Advisory Circular (AC)
documents which attempt to provide additional guidance for certain CFRs. The following
discussion pertains to Part 25 of the regulations which deals with the airworthiness
standards for transport category aircraft. These aircraft must be extremely safe due to the
number of passengers that can be carried and due to the frequency of flights per day. For
example, the Airbus A380 can carry over 600 passengers in an economy configuration.
A precise definition of reliable has been problematic for the FAA and aircraft
manufacturers [52]. This is in part due to the different ways in which a fault or failure
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can be defined. Failures can have different results in terms of severity and different
methods can be used for calculating the probability that a given failure with a given
severity will occur. Confusion has also arisen when attempting to calculate the
probability of a severe system failure that is due to less severe failures in other systems
(e.g. cascading failures).
More recent FAA advisory material in [53] define an error as an omission or
incorrect action by a crewmember or maintenance personnel, or a mistake in
requirements, design, or implementation. A failure is an occurrence that affects the
operation of a component, part, or element such that it can no longer function as
intended. This includes both loss of function and malfunction. Errors may cause failures
but are not in themselves failures. A failure condition is a condition having an effect on
the airplane which is caused or contributed to by one or more failures or errors. Aircraft
manufacturers must ensure that designs for flight critical systems are capable of handling
failure conditions.
The main philosophy used by the FAA when writing airworthiness regulations is
based on a fail-safe design concept [54]. A fail-safe design assumes that during any one
flight, in any system or subsystem, there will be a failure of a single element, component,
or connection regardless of its probability and that these single failures must not prevent
continued safe flight and landing. Subsequent failures during the same flight, whether
detected or latent, and any combination of failures, should also be assumed by the
designer.
Advisory material dealing with a computer based FGS also use the term fail-passive
[53, 55]. When a fail-passive system fails, it will not cause a significant deviation of
aircraft flight path or attitude. For example, a fail-passive autopilot will not cause a large
control surface deflection when it fails. The control surfaces will simply remain where
they are until direct inputs are received from the pilot controls (e.g. rudder pedals). The
pilots would not be able to use the failed autopilot system but they would certainly be
able to fly the aircraft manually without the autopilot. In other words, there is a loss of
function but there is no malfunction. A system that can fail in an active way (e.g. causing
the deflection of a control surface) is termed a fail-active system or a malfunctioning
system and is highly undesirable (and never intentionally used) in flight critical systems.
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Another term used in the context of regulations for autopilot systems is fail-
operational (fail-op). A fail-operational system is defined as a system capable of
completing an operation, following the failure of any single element or component of that
system, without pilot action. In other words, after a single component failure within the
system, there is no loss of function. A fail-op system is always implemented using some
form of redundancy. Redundancy is defined as the presence of more than one
independent means for accomplishing a given function or flight operation. For an
autopilot, this includes, but is not limited to, redundant sensors, data buses, computers,
actuators and power supplies.
The FAA advisory material define four classes of failure conditions: minor, major,
hazardous and catastrophic [53, 54, 55]. A catastrophic failure condition is one where
the failure would result in multiple fatalities, usually with the loss of the airplane. The
regulations specify that the occurrence of any catastrophic failure condition be
"Extremely Improbable". The definition of Extremely Improbable is one occurrence
every one billion flight hours, often written as a 1 x 10-9 probability per flight hour or per
event (e.g. per takeoff or landing). The intent of the term Extremely Improbable is to
describe a failure condition that has a probability of occurrence so small that it is not
anticipated to occur during the entire lifetime of all aircraft of the same type.
A hazardous failure condition is one where the failure would severely reduce the
capability of the airplane or the ability of the crew to cope with adverse operating
conditions. The occurrence of any hazardous failure condition must be "Extremely
Remote" which is defined as a probability of occurrence between the orders of 1 x 10-9
and 1 x 10-7 per hour of flight, or per event. The intent of Extremely Remote is to
describe a failure condition that is not anticipated to occur to each airplane during its total
life, but which may occur a few times when considering the total operational life of all
airplanes of the type.
In order to illustrate the use of the above terms for an actual application, we
examine the FAA advisory material for a CAT IIIb fail-operational automatic landing
system [55]. A CAT IIIb landing occurs when poor visibility conditions prevent the pilots
from seeing the runway even when the aircraft is a few feet above the ground. In these
conditions, an autopilot with an automatic landing function (autoland) is capable of flying
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the aircraft all the way down onto the runway. This includes the approach, flare,
touchdown and rollout. For CAT IIIb operations, the "alert height" is defined as the
height below which it is safer to continue the landing rather than have the pilot attempt a
manual go around in the event of an autopilot failure. For large transport aircraft, this
height is typically in the order of 50 to 200 feet.
The FAA stipulates that any single malfunction or any combination of malfunctions
of the landing system that could prevent a safe landing or go around must be Extremely
Improbable if the malfunctions cannot be detected and annunciated to the crew. If the
malfunctions can be detected and annunciated then the probability of a system failure
must be Extremely Remote. The exposure time for assessing failure probabilities is the
average time to descend from 200 feet or higher to touchdown. Finally, following a single
malfunction, the landing system must not lose the capability to perform lateral and
vertical path tracking, alignment with runway heading, flare and touchdown.
D.2 IMA Guidelines
The FAA has published guidelines for the use of IMA [56, 57]. These guidelines
indicate that IMA systems should be designed to provide capabilities to initiate recovery
of functions whose loss is catastrophic. They should also be designed to avoid the need
for crew-initiated recovery features.
The guidelines go on to state that the intended functions of the IMA system should
be identified and evaluated for their impact on aircraft and engine safety. A functional
hazard assessment (FHA) should be conducted at the aircraft level to determine and
classify the hazards associated with both the loss and malfunction of each function
provided by the IMA system. Failure probabilities of the protection scheme(s) must be
commensurate with the failure condition classifications of the simultaneous malfunction
of all IMA functions that it supports. The FAA recommends that design features that
implement protection use both hardware and software means.
Based on the hazard classifications determined by the FHA, the proposed design
and installation of the IMA system should be evaluated by a preliminary system safety
assessment (PSSA) to establish the specific safety requirements of each component in the
IMA system (for example, cabinet, rack, hardware modules, buses, connectors, displays,
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sensors, control devices, and functional software). Unless appropriate measures are
provided to protect an IMA cabinet or rack from common-cause failures, all of the
functions provided by a single IMA cabinet or rack should be assumed to fail as the result
of a single failure. Loss of all functions in each IMA cabinet or rack and/or hardware
module should be addressed in the safety analysis, including common-cause issues.
The FAA also provides guidelines for certifying parts of a flight guidance system
that may use an IMA architecture [53]. The FGS includes the autopilot, flight director
and autothrottle functions. As such it includes the sensors, data buses, computers and
actuators used for flight control. The guidelines recognize that modern digital avionics
architectures are leading to an FGS implementation that is more closely integrated with
other systems on the aircraft such as the FBW controls, flight management system and
the crew displays.
The guidelines go on to state that the integration of other aircraft systems with the
FGS has the potential of reducing the independence of failure effects and partitioning
between functions (i.e. cascading failure modes). IMA architectures are specifically
called out as a risk due to the sharing of hardware and software resources with other non-
FGS functions. The guidelines state that when credit is taken for shared resources or
partitioning schemes, these should be justified and documented within the system safety
analysis.
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